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Abstract 
The purpose of this research was to understand the social construction of coaching 
philosophy and investigate how it articulated with, and impacted, coaching practice. 
Current understandings of coaching philosophy suffer from a lack of conceptual clarity 
and are often presented as coach centric ideals that are both disconnected from, and not 
reflected in, coaches’ practice (Lyle & Cushion, 2017). To further ‘muddy the water’ 
there remains an absence of philosophical thought employed in coaching philosophy, 
such as ontology, axiology, ethics (Hardman & Jones, 2013) and epistemology (Light, 
2008). To address this gap, data were collected from a case study of one professional 
English youth male football Academy. The research lasted over fifteen months and 
during this time multiple interviews with coaches and field observations of their 
practice took place. In addition, observations of discussions were also undertaken with 
coach developers, first team and Academy staff. The data were analysed using Braun 
and Clarke’s (2006) thematic analysis. Subsequently, the themes were subjected to a 
higher level of theoretical abstraction using the work of Bourdieu. Here Bourdieu’s 
thinking tools of field, capital and habitus, were used to make connections between the 
themes and to increase the depth of the study’s explanatory outcomes. Analysis 
revealed that coaching philosophy was mainly associated with tactical and technical 
knowledge of the sport. Coaching philosophy also functioned as symbolic capital in 
power relations to rationalise practice rather than provide a clear guide to question and 
underpin coach’s individual practice. A coaching field existed and was influenced by a 
logic that valorised professional playing experience, National Governing Body 
coaching qualifications and social connections as symbolic capital. The symbolic 
capitals in the coaching field structured coach’s positions. Hence, coaches’ practice in 
this case was driven and misrecognised by the ‘rules of the game’ coupled with a desire 
to maintain or improve their position within the field. What resulted was an uncritical 
reproduction of established practice, ideology and power. Subsequently, the 
recommendations from this research proposes that coach education distinguishes 
between coaching philosophy, philosophical concepts and tactical and technical 
knowledge. In doing so, coaches need to be given support to identify a philosophy of 
coaching that includes epistemology, ontology, axiology and ethics. Coaches also need 
the reflexive tools and understanding to become aware of tradition, culture and relations 
of power inherent within social structures that can influence their practice.  
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 1 
Chapter One: Introduction  
 
1.1 Introduction  
The aim of this research was to provide an original investigation into the social 
construction of coaching philosophy in professional English youth male football. 
Consequently, the focus of this study was to explore the ways coaching philosophy was 
conceptualised by coaches and the degree to which this influenced or was evident in 
practice. Coaching research often portrays coaching philosophy as underpinning 
coaches’ practice as if in a benign social vacuum (Cushion & Jones, 2014). Furthermore, 
coaching philosophy is often contested and lacks philosophical understanding 
(Partington & Cushion, 2019). Instead, this research explored coaches’ construction of 
coaching philosophy to go beyond current conceptions (and definitions) that, arguably, 
only succeed in reproducing representations of coaching ideology, rhetoric and 
statements of intent (cf. Partington & Cushion, 2014; Lyle & Cushion, 2017; Partington 
& Cushion, 2019). Therefore, the purpose of this introductory chapter is primarily four-
fold. To provide a backdrop to the current research on coaching philosophy and 
understanding of coaching practice that provides a precedent for this study, introduce 
the research aim and questions that have guided and underpinned this research, to 
provide an understanding of the context under research and, finally, to outline the focus 
and content of the subsequent chapters. 
 
1.2 Coaching philosophy and coaching practice   
The assertion that, above all else, a coach’s philosophy will inform their coaching (Lyle, 
2002; Cassidy, Jones & Potrac, 2009; Jenkins, 2017) is a central statement presented in 
significant sports coaching texts. For example, Lyle (2002) describes coaching 
philosophy as a “comprehensive set of values about coach’s behaviour and practice” 
(p.167) and, according to Jenkins (2017), a “coaching philosophy provides you with a 
pragmatic approach to coaching” (p.8). Indeed, the importance of understanding and 
articulating a coaching philosophy has been recognised (McCallister, Blinde & Weiss, 
2000; Carless & Douglas, 2011) as it has been suggested to affect behaviour and 
practice activities (Burton & Raedeke, 2008; Voight & Carroll, 2006; Gould, Pierce, 
Cowburn & Driska, 2017). Both Cushion and Partington (2014), and Lyle and Cushion 
(2017) argue that, this understanding has influenced coach education with coaching 
philosophy commonly being used by practitioners. For example, Allpress (2012), a key 
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figure in the development of football coaching awards, highlighted that “philosophy is 
a term much used in coaching circles” (p.74) and outlines his philosophy as “leave as 
light a footprint on the players as possible” (p.79). However, despite the assertion of 
the importance of coaching philosophy, more critical perspectives have shown how 
little is known about coaching philosophy and, importantly, how it shapes coaching 
practice, are beginning to be developed (e.g. Cushion & Partington, 2014; Lyle & 
Cushion, 2017; Partington & Cushion, 2019). Arguably, a more in depth and nuanced 
understanding of philosophy in a specific context offers both researchers and coach 
educators a better opportunity to understand and then influence a coach’s practice. 
Importantly this research does not try to provide another generic definition, instead it 
seeks to provide a contextual and situational understanding of coaching philosophy that 
then can be used by others to help make sense of and orientate to their own personal 
and professional environment (Smith, 2018).  
Despite previous research positioning a coaching philosophy as underpinning 
coaches’ practice, one does not need to be a philosopher of coaching in order to be a 
coach (Lyle & Cushion, 2017). Coaches, then, do not see value in spending time 
developing a coaching philosophy, but researchers continue to push the agenda that “a 
coach’s philosophy is [...] of particularly great importance” (Camire, Trudel & Forneris, 
2012, p.244). An issue here may be because coaches are currently left to define their 
own coaching philosophy. It would seem that there is a limited understanding of what 
is meant by a philosophy, what it should include, how it is structured and how it impacts 
practice (Cushion & Partington, 2014; Lyle & Cushion, 2017). Indeed, the current body 
of coaching philosophy literature does little to help this matter, with a range of different 
descriptions and ideals such as a set of goals, actions and values (Bennie & O’Connor, 
2010); beliefs, values, principles and priorities (Kidman & Hanrahan, 2011); or 
personal assumptions of axiology, ontology and ethics (Hardman & Jones, 2008, 2013). 
These understandings often being definitions for, rather than empirically supported 
definitions of, coaching philosophy (e.g. Vealey, 2005; Burton & Raedeke, 2008; 
Cassidy et al., 2009; Jenkins, 2010; Kidman & Hanrahan, 2011; Jenkins, 2017). This, 
alongside philosophy not being linked to coaches’ practice, presents a significant gap 
in our understanding. Therefore, instead of a new definition of coaching philosophy, 
what is required is an understanding of how it is being constructed (Cushion & 
Partington, 2014; Lyle & Cushion, 2017; Partington & Cushion, 2019). This approach 
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will provide a more in-depth understanding of the structured and structuring nature of 
coaching, and the meaning and influence of coaching philosophy in social practice.  
Despite an emphasis on the importance of a coaching philosophy, there is little 
engagement from coach education and the majority of research to use philosophical 
concepts (Cassidy et al., 2009). So, it is no wonder that there also appears little drive 
from coaches to understand the philosophical status of coaching, nor to have any 
theoretical explanation of their practice (Partington & Cushion, 2013). From a coach’s 
perspective, often they see little value in a philosophy as they attempt to cope with more 
tangible aspects of coaching practice, such as session content and organisation (Nash, 
Sproule & Horton, 2008). Coaches get on with the business of coaching and tend to 
prefer to ground their practice in a common-sense view (Carr & Kemmis, 1986; 
Cushion, 2013) of experience developing greater but unreflexive knowledge (Cushion, 
Armour & Jones, 2003). Therefore, this research uses philosophical concepts such as 
epistemology, ontology, axiology and ethics to help understand what a coaches’ 
philosophy consists of. To support coaches, research that provides more clarity about 
coaching philosophy in practice is needed. From here, a clear understanding of 
coaching philosophy and how it shapes and operates in practice, can help coaches 
establish and identify behaviour and practice activities that is aligned to player needs 
and development (Partington & Cushion, 2019). Coaching philosophy is an important 
part of the coaching process; therefore, an understanding of it supported by empirical 
research about how it works with and influences practice is needed (Cushion & 
Partington, 2014).   
Coaching practice however is not benign or neutral and does not occur in a 
vacuum, instead practice is shaped by coach and player personal characteristics and any 
number of contextual factors and social situations (Cushion, Armour & Jones, 2006; 
Townsend & Cushion, 2015). Coaching practice is then defined as a social activity that 
is a relational pedagogical act with coaches, players and specific environment 
(Christian & Crosby, 2019). Although coaches’ behaviour and practice are affected by 
their individual context (Bennie & O’Connor, 2010; Partington & Cushion, 2013), as 
already highlighted, the current research on coaching philosophy tends to downplay the 
influence of social structure (Cushion & Partington, 2014). Research that considers 
practice positioned in context, and the impact of that context on practice, alongside the 
articulation of coaching philosophy is required. Currently this relationship is assumed 
(e.g. McCallister, Blinde & Weiss, 2000; Gould et al., 2007; Bennie & O’Connor, 2010) 
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or ignored (e.g. Collins, Barber, Moore & Laws, 2011; Hodge, Henry & Smith, 2014; 
Gould et al., 2017) and is therefore worthy of further exploration. Consequently, the 
focus has moved from just an understanding of what and how to coach, towards the 
who is coaching, and why in that way (Jones, 2006). With this in mind, this research 
looks to make sense of the relational nature of coaching and coaching philosophy and 
how it is enacted in one particular environment (Jones & Ronglan, 2018). 
Previous research has presented coaching philosophy as a contested and 
confused phenomenon (Partington & Cushion, 2019). Mainly created by coaches’ 
perceptions about coaching philosophy, that include a number of different descriptors 
and ideals, that apparently underpin everything a coach does (e.g. Voight & Carroll, 
2006; Nash, Sproule & Horton, 2008; Carless & Douglas, 2011; Kidman & Hanrahan, 
2011). However, this understanding is flawed in several ways but predominantly as it 
fails to give a balanced view of coaching philosophy and the application in practice. 
Placing coaching philosophy as being owned by an individual, leads to a tendency for 
an overemphasis on coaches’ agency deprived of the influences of structure. This 
perspective ignores the social beyond the interactional (Jones, Edwards & Filho, 2014) 
through not recognising the effects of tradition, culture and power1 on subjectivity. As 
well as making assumptions about the ways it is possible to be aware of ourselves as 
subjects and objects (Fendler, 2003). In other words, this thinking tends to reduce the 
relational and social understanding of sports coaching positioning it in a separate 
vacuum (Jones, Armour & Potrac, 2004).  
Identifying the influences underlying coaches’ practice (cf. Partington & 
Cushion, 2013; Cope, Partington & Harvey, 2016) has provided some insight into why 
coaches do what they do that has been articulated in the research as a coaching 
philosophy. However, previous research does not explicitly identify the role of 
philosophy, as it is taken-for-granted when understanding coaches’ practices (e.g. 
Partington & Cushion, 2013). Like this research, Hardman and Jones (2008, 2013) 
argue that, when discussing coaching philosophy, it should be regarding axiological 
values, ethical values and ontological beliefs. However, these values and beliefs are not 
 
1 To make it clear, in this research, tradition refers to a behaviour or action passed down within a group 
or society with special significance with origins embedded from past experience (Grenfell, 2014). 
Culture refers to the cumulative deposit of experience, meanings, and material objects and possessions 
constructed by a group of people in the course of time through individual and group interactions 
(Grenfell, 2014). Finally, power refers to the ability of an individual or group to fulfil its desires and 
implement its decisions and ideas (Grenfell, 2014). 
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discussed or reported within existing research because these philosophical questions 
can be the most “complex and frustrating of all” (Hardman & Jones, 2008, p.68). 
Epistemological assumptions (Light, 2008; Grecic & Collins, 2013) that guide a coach 
also need to be explored (Cushion & Partington, 2014; Lyle & Cushion, 2017) as 
research (e.g. Grecic & Collins, 2013; Partington & Cushion, 2014; Lyle & Cushion, 
2017) that has considered epistemology has not connected it to coaching and/or the 
social structure including tradition, culture and power that influences practice (Jones & 
Ronglan, 2018). Therefore, this research intends to understand coaches’ practice, 
coaching philosophy and their relationship in a social context. Research that 
incorporates philosophical and sociological discussions is required to identify how 
coaches’ underlying assumptions as well as the influence from social structures have a 
part to play in shaping practice. Understanding coaching philosophy and coaching 
practice in this way has the potential to inform coach education when preparing 
individual coaches for different settings.  
This research is an analysis of the interaction between coach, player and context, 
between agent and structure, that considers tradition, culture and power, and is by 
definition an analysis of social practice. An analysis of coaching philosophy and 
practice with this focus can create an understanding of the interactions and dispositions 
between coach, player and environment (Cushion & Lyle, 2010). Sociological research 
in coaching has used Bourdieu to help explain how experience, tradition, culture and 
power influences coaches’ practice (e.g. Light & Evans, 2013; Cushion & Jones, 2014; 
Hassanin, Light & Macfarlane, 2018 (see Chapter Two, page 13)). Therefore, 
Bourdieu’s thinking tools can help explain how coaching philosophy operates in and 
shapes coaches’ practice. However, Bourdieu’s tools have never been used in an 
empirical research investigation on coaching philosophy. Bourdieu’s approach seeks to 
capture the structures of the social space and the experiences of agents as well as the 
relationships between these in practice (Grenfell, 2014). Bourdieu and Waquant (1992) 
argue that “practice posits that objects of knowledge are constructed, and not passively 
recorded; the principle of this construction is found in the socially constituted system 
of structured and structuring dispositions acquired in practice” (p.121). Such an 
approach would appear useful in this case as it could illuminate the influence of the 
wider coaching field. In particular the meeting point of the Academy, the club, National 
Governing Body and Academy Governing Body in addition to the social actors of coach 
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and player. This carries our current understanding beyond that of simply an individual’s 
coaching philosophy underpinning practice. 
 
1.3 Context of the research 
The context for this research was an English professional male football Academy. In 
England, football talent development is managed by professional clubs in their 
academies to produce players for the male professional game (The Premier League Elite 
Player Performance Plan, 2011). The Premier League Elite Player Performance Plan 
does not use coaching philosophy in their policy document but instead uses ‘football 
philosophy’ and ‘philosophy’. The Premier League (2011) proposes “that clubs should 
articulate their own football philosophy as a prerequisite to submitting an application 
for an Academy licence” (p.16). Therefore, highlighting the importance of philosophy 
and clear articulation of one. The Premier League (2011) define, ‘football philosophy’ 
as “the values that the club, staff and players demonstrate through their actions on a day 
to day basis, it is also very publicly demonstrated in the playing style and tactical 
approach to the game by teams and players representing the club” (p.7). Despite using 
‘football philosophy’, similar to the coaching philosophy research, this definition gives 
a confusing statement that includes “values” but also “playing style and tactical 
approach”. It seems that the Academy Governing Body also needs clarity on what a 
philosophy includes and the link it has with coaches’ practice.   
The football Academy in this research delivered a youth male football 
performance pathway, which comprises of three distinct phases: the foundation phase 
(under 5 to under 11), the youth development phase (under 12 to under 16), and the 
professional development phase (under 17 to under 21) (Premier League, 2011). The 
Premier League (2011) suggests a different ‘philosophy’ for each of these phases, for 
the foundation phase; “mastery of the ball” and “learning to love the game” (p.60), for 
the development phase; “learning to compete in the team” (p.61), and finally, in the 
professional development phase; “learning to win”, “genuine rehearsal for the 
professional game” and “competitive, challenging, hostile” (p.62). The Academy 
provided a programme of coaching, games, sports science support and education for 
players across all of the phases, which aim to “create a fully integrated environment 
servicing all aspects of the players’ development” (Premier League, 2011, p.18). The 
foundation phase players were provided with between five and eight hours of coaching 
and a competitive match each week, increasing to between twelve and sixteen hours in 
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the youth development phase. At the end of the development period, players may be 
offered a professional playing contract at the club or released, a decision made by the 
first team staff, youth team coach and Academy manager. The aim for the coaches in 
this research was then to develop professional players. 
The Elite Player Performance Plan (EPPP) was devised in 2011 and is currently 
implemented nationwide to govern all professional English football Academies. The 
aim of the EPPP is for all English football Academies to deliver an environment that 
promotes excellence, nurtures talented young players, and systematically converts 
talent into more – and better – professional home-grown players (Premier League, 
2011). As such, this recently modernised Academy system is inspected and audited 
against a series of key criteria that benchmark Academies nationally, underpinned by a 
measurement and quality assurance process undertaken by an external body. One of the 
key criteria is that “Academies will need to be able to demonstrate through their 
philosophy, vision and actions, a [their] programme” (Premier League, 2011, p.72). 
Funding from the Premier League is allocated based upon the score the Academy 
achieves, e.g. category one clubs will receive the most funding and be licensed to cater 
for a larger age range of participants from five years to eighteen years, with category 
four clubs receiving the least funding and being restricted to the sixteen to eighteen-
year age groups. Another significant element of the benchmarking and subsequent 
classification of a club Academy is the quality of coaches (as measured by certification 
and qualifications), and the measurement and recording of coaches’ practice in relation 
to player development and the club’s philosophy. The football Academy that took part 
in this research study was audited as a category three Academy, in which their “key 
performance output was to demonstrate regular graduation of players into the 
professional game and develop players capable of progression into Cat two and one 
Academies” (Premier League, 2011, p.31).  
 
1.4 Research problem 
Despite its perceived importance, previous research considering coaching philosophy 
has offered different frameworks, definitions but has yet to be studied within the context 
of professional English youth football. Rather than providing clarification and 
understanding, current research, arguably, only succeeds in reproducing coaching 
ideology, rhetoric and statements of intent as coaching philosophy, and downplays or 
overlooks the influence of social structure and context on coaches’ practice (cf. 
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Partington & Cushion, 2014; Lyle & Cushion, 2017). Part of the problem here is that 
researchers have tended not to engage with philosophical thinking or pose sociological 
questions (Hardman & Jones, 2008, 2013; Cushion & Partington, 2014; Lyle & 
Cushion, 2017). Philosophical thinking includes: “ontological; what is the form and 
nature of reality, and, therefore, what is there that can be known about it? and 
epistemological; what is the nature of relationship between the knower and would-be 
knower and what can be known?” (Smith & Sparkes, 2016, p.2). Sociological questions 
enquire about human social relationships and institutions with the purpose of 
understanding how human action and consciousness shape, and are shaped by, the 
surrounding social structures (Malcolm, 2015). The construction of coaching 
philosophy and its articulation with coaching practice could benefit from a 
philosophical and sociological perspective. Therefore, this research uses philosophical 
thinking and sociological questions to deconstruct current knowledge on coaching 
philosophy to provide a deeper understanding of what influences coach’s practice. This 
empirical investigation can inform researchers, coaches and coach developers of the 
structured and structuring nature of practice, and the meaning and influence of coaching 
philosophy.  
 
1.5 Research aim 
The aim of this research was to investigate the construction of professional youth 
football coaches’ practice, in particular the nature of coaching philosophy(ies), and its 
influence on their coaching. 
 
1.6 Research questions 
The following research questions were devised to give a clear focus to the project: 
1. How do coach’s construct their understanding of coaching practice and coaching 
philosophy? 
2. What is the role of coaching philosophy in shaping coaching practice? 
 
1.7 Focus and content of forthcoming chapters 
The thesis is structured in the following way. Chapter Two outlines Pierre Bourdieu’s 
theoretical framework of field, capital and habitus and how these can usefully be 
employed to understand how coaching philosophy is constructed and influences 
practice, between agency and structure (cf. Cushion & Jones, 2014). Chapter Three 
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reviews the literature on coaching philosophy and positions this in relation to sports 
coaching, a philosophical understanding including epistemology, ontology, axiology 
and ethics and then finally how coaches learn. Chapter Four considers the methodology 
and begins by discussing the methodological assumptions and concerns that have 
informed my research design, generation strategies and data analysis. It goes on to 
outline the data-generation methods employed in this study and the process by which 
data were analysed. The chapter also includes a reflective and reflexive dimension, 
where I consider my position within the research and case study, and the evolving 
nature of myself and the study. Chapters Five and Six present the data generated from 
this study. Chapter Five discusses the construction of coaching philosophy and how it 
was used in the English youth football Academy. Chapter Six discusses how coaching 
philosophy and coaches’ practice was reconstructed influenced by culture, tradition and 
power. Chapter Seven draws out and develops further some of the themes outlined in 
Chapters Five and Six of the thesis that are contextualised within a theoretical analysis 
discussing some of Bourdieu’s theories and concepts. Chapter Eight concludes this 
thesis by summarising the key findings of this research in relation to the research 
questions presented earlier. In addition, the chapter reflects on the quality of the 
research and offers implications that arise from the findings and offers several 
recommendations for coaching practice and future research direction. 
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Chapter Two: Theoretical Framework 
 
2.1 Introduction  
The aim of this chapter is to discuss the role of social theory, unpack some key 
theoretical concepts and introduce Bourdieu’s theoretical framework. This chapter 
outlines Pierre Bourdieu’s body of work and demonstrates how it was useful in 
developing a deeper understanding of coaching practice, in particular the relationship 
between the structured and structuring nature of coaching philosophy and coaches’ 
practice. In particular, Bourdieu’s conceptual tools of practice, field, capital and habitus 
are outlined and discussed. Finally, previous research in coaching that has applied 
Bourdieu’s concepts is considered in light of its application to the present study.  
 
2.2 Sociology, coaching philosophy and coaching practice 
The application of social theory to ideas about coaching philosophy represents an 
attempt to interrogate and lift current understanding, and to develop a more nuanced 
and critical insight of coaching practice (Jones, 2011). As Carr and Kemiss (1986) 
argue “the assumptions that all ‘theory’ is non-practical and all ‘practice’ is non-
theoretical are entirely misguided” (p.113). The coaches’ role is the product of existing 
and ongoing negotiations about coaching where coaching norms provide an overriding, 
powerful, and historical view of what coaches should do and what coaching should look 
like (Cushion, 2013; Cushion et al., 2003; Light, 2004). Therefore, by subjecting beliefs 
and justifications of existing and on-going practice to abstract rational and detached 
reconsideration, social theory can then inform and transform our understanding of 
coaching philosophy and coaching practice by informing and transforming the ways in 
which practice is constructed and understood (Carr & Kemiss, 1986; Cushion, 2013; 
Cushion & Jones, 2014). As Carr and Kemiss (1986) argue, the transition is not from 
theory to practice as such, but rather from irrationality to rationality, from ignorance 
and habit to knowledge and reflection.  
 In reality coaches’ practice can be seen as a social system of beliefs, structures 
and practices; an ideology, that is a systemised influence on the social construction of 
knowledge (Cushion & Partington, 2014). As a system of ideas, beliefs, values, 
commitments, patterns of thought and social practices, coaching ideology operates 
dialectically between individuals and structures to reproduce and maintain social 
characteristics (Cushion, 2013; Devis-Devis, 2006). Ideology is two-fold. It firstly 
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functions as a necessary shared system of symbols and social practice that would make 
any social situations incomprehensible without it; and, secondly, as a system embedded 
in power relationships and sedimented forms of thought, of everyday life, that can 
distort communication and understanding (Devis-Devis, 2006). An ideology appears 
natural, obvious and common sense, and therefore exercises a systemised influence on 
the social construction of knowledge of coaches and produces a particular coaching 
discourse. Discourses are shaped by “beliefs and commitments, explicit ideologies, 
tacit world views, linguistics, and cultural systems, politics and economics, and power 
arrangements” (Cherryholmes, 1988, p.106). They are the prevailing “set of meanings, 
metaphors representations, images, stories [and] statements that, in some way, together 
produce a particular version” of coaching (Burr, 1995, p.48). For example, commonly 
reported ideological coaching discourse includes: “in order to succeed, a coach needs 
be able to relate to players both as footballers and, more importantly, as individuals” 
(Jones, Armour & Potrac, 2004, p.12), “any corrective feedback to players must be 
accompanied by a positive input” (p.14) and “effective coaching comes from watching 
and learning from others” (p.19). The outcome of which has been the reporting of 
pseudo-principles and coaching rhetoric evidenced in coaching practice ideology. 
Providing what Grant (2007) describes as “a conceptually incoherent smorgasbord of 
esoteric positions, methodologies, and ideologies” (p.24) which does little to help 
academics or practitioners make sense of what underpins actions in practice. Both 
coaching and coaching research appear guilty of ‘misrecognising’ the arbitrary nature 
of the culture (Cushion, 2010, 2013) and serve to reproduce existing ideology while 
caught in its ideological web (Cushion & Partington, 2014). Thus, current 
representations of coaching philosophy(ies) could be argued to be coaching ideology. 
This is problematic as the ideology of coaching philosophies ignores the social 
beyond the interactional (Jones et al., 2014) through not recognising the effect of 
culture, tradition and power on subjectivity, while overemphasising coaches’ agency, 
power and conscious action.  Thus, presenting a fixed and stable individual, a 
transcendent, unproblematised, self-aware and reflexive coach with a unique coaching 
philosophy that clearly explains, underpins and is evident in practice (Cushion & 
Partington, 2014). However, only a small part of human experiences is retained in 
consciousness – experiences become sedimented (Berger & Luckman, 1966) – 
coaching practices originally learned as part of a conscious process, become 
remembered as a habitual response (Cushion & Jones, 2014). Lessons are absorbed 
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about manners, customs and style that become so ingrained they are forgotten in any 
conscious sense (Jarvie & Maguire, 1994). Coaches have learned and acquired a set of 
practical cultural competencies, including a social identity; dispositions that operate 
“below the level of consciousness and language, beyond the reach of introspective 
scrutiny and control by the will” (Bourdieu, 1984a, p.466). Coaching practice therefore 
is not wholly consciously organised or orchestrated, as Jenkins argues (2010) there is a 
practical sense or practical logic “a mastery acquired by experience of the game, and 
one which works outside conscious control and discourse” (Bourdieu, 1990, p.13). 
Practical logic is fluid and indeterminate and not accomplished on the basis of 
normative models, coaching is therefore an improvisatory practice (Cushion & Jones, 
2014). As a result, it would be a mistake to see coaches’ actions as entirely conscious. 
Moreover, as practice is rooted in both past and present positions and experience and 
is located in social structure external to them, values and beliefs are more likely 
simplified statements of interpretation rather than the cause of coaches’ thoughts and 
actions (Hodkinson & Hodkinson, 2004; Partington & Cushion, 2019).  
The relationship between the social and the individual is overlooked as coaches 
practice takes place in a given social context and coaches make meaning of their 
existence from the sporting culture and tradition that they inhabit, they are part of the 
structure, and the structure is part of them (Cushion, 2013; Cushion & Jones, 2014). 
Thus, the individual coach alone is an inadequate unit of analysis to understand 
coaching. By not problematising subjective experience and the significance of ideology, 
coaches lose critical leverage and a means of reinterpreting and reassessing the nature 
of their experiences. Indeed, through the ideology of coaching philosophy, a drive to 
discover the ‘truth’ about practice and find coherent subjectivities results in a process 
that does little to help coach education realistically support coaches in practice. 
Culturally and ideologically driven ideals about practice correlate the ideology and 
culture with certain coaching activities and interactions. The language sets up certain 
expectations about behaviour and ability, and the ideals connect coaching to identity, 
constructing language to understand and identify self; and the ideals by omission 
obliterate alternative perceptions that are not based on prevailing dominant culture or 
ideology. A sociological analysis can help deconstruct who coaches think they are and 
the social conditions that govern their development and existence. Such an analysis of 
practice should expose the social and cultural embeddedness and taken-for-granted 
assumptions in which the coach is located; and encourage alternative thinking of 
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experience and learning (Tennant, 1999). Sociological theory therefore offers a means 
of enlightening researchers and coaches about the ideology of coaching philosophy and 
the limits on their thinking and practice. 
 In this chapter Pierre Bourdieu’s body of work will be discussed as his concepts 
will be used in this research to explain my findings and move the analysis to another 
level of abstraction. Critical of the notion of theory for its own sake (Jenkins, 2002), 
using Bourdieu’s theoretical framework aims to aid my (de)-construction of coaching 
philosophy and coaches’ practice. From this perspective, using Bourdieu’s framework 
will help to make sense and explain my data further. In other words, Bourdieu’s 
thinking tools when used in combination and in reference to a specific social world 
provides an explanation about both individuals’ practices and the structure of society 
(Light & Evans, 2013). Therefore, Bourdieu’s key arguments will now be discussed. 
 
2.3 Bourdieu’s theoretical framework 
The value of Bourdieu’s work applied to sport coaching is the relational approach that 
provides an understanding of the two-way relationship between objective structures and 
individual dispositions (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992; Bourdieu, 1998). Bourdieu 
writes about symbolic structures whilst considering their relation to both cognitive 
structures of the individual and social structures of society. Bourdieu’s “non-Cartesian 
social ontology, that refuses to split object and subject, intention and cause” (Bourdieu 
& Wacquant, 1992, p.5), mind and body (Csordas, 1988), provides a frame which 
imitates the complexity and richness of sports peoples’ experiences (Barker & Bailey, 
2015). Useful for the present study was Bourdieu’s notion that the “dominated live in 
a state of ‘learned ignorance’ which is to say that the symbolic reality of dominated 
social actors is very much shaped and structured by systems of domination” (Everett, 
2002, p.60). This relational approach can usefully be applied to analyse coaching 
contexts and of coaches in social environments. Therefore, it is important to discuss 
Bourdieu’s key concepts; the “co-constructed trio” (Grenfell, 2014, p.67) of habitus, 
capital and field. 
 
[(habitus) (capital)] + field = practice 
 
Bourdieu considers the maintenance of a system of power by means of the transmission 
of a dominant culture, history and sociology that all overlap in the analysis of practice 
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(Grenfell, 2014). Social practice has been found to be a central dynamic of social 
production and reproduction. Indeed, Bourdieu is well known for his work on the 
maintenance of systems of power due to the transmission of a dominant culture. 
Bourdieu’s thinking tools offer a critical and reflexive vista (Grenfell, 2014) from 
which to view coaching in this case. Bourdieu’s reflexivity is an important concept, in 
that he makes “explicit the two-way relationship between objective structures of the 
intellectual, academic and social-scientific fields and incorporated practices (i.e. 
habitus) of those [individuals subjective experiences] operating within these fields” 
(Bourdieu, 1998, p.202) (see Chapter Four, page 86).  
 
2.3.1 Practice 
For Bourdieu, human action is perceived to be embedded in the social world and 
therefore practice is located within both a particular time and space (Jenkins, 2002). As 
a result, the recognition of temporality and how practice is constructed within a 
particular space and its occurrence over time is important to consider (Bourdieu, 1985b, 
1990b). Therefore, practice, as a visible social phenomenon, cannot be understood 
outside of time (Jenkins, 2002). Consequently, this research considered coaching 
philosophy over time, longitudinally, in-situ, and with a range of methods. Bourdieu’s 
thinking tools can then be used to deconstruct the social in a way that reveals the 
interaction between structure, agency and the logic of different practices at particular 
time points. An analysis of practice in this way can create an understanding of the 
interactions and dispositions in coaching practice. More specifically in this case 
between coaches, players, club and organisations that operate in the specific context 
under investigation, or in Bourdieu’s terms a field.  
 
2.3.2 Field  
Field is defined by Bourdieu (1998b) as:  
 
“[…] a structured social space, a field of forces, a force field. It contains 
people who dominate and people who are dominated. Constant, permanent 
relationships of inequality operate inside this space, which at the same time 
becomes a space in which various actors struggle for the transformation or 
preservation of the field. All the individuals in this universe bring to the 
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competition all the (relative) power at their disposal. It is this power that 
defines their position in the field and, as a result, their strategies” (p.40-41)  
 
Fields are never value-free and homogeneous and those members within the field have 
a social position, that define practice for all involved (Cushion & Jones, 2014). For 
agents positioned within and constituting the field, fields are considered an arena of 
struggles (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992). Meaning members refract social forces from 
other interested parties, as well as individually and collectively contesting for a limited 
supply and species of capital (discussed in the next section) in order to safeguard and 
improve their own social position (Wacquant, 1989). Therefore, all fields are 
hierarchically structured according to the availability of valued capital. Those holding 
high levels of capital are positioned to monopolise and legitimise the valued capital 
available in the field. Therefore, Bourdieu’s notion of field offers the opportunity to 
identify both the valued capital within the field and the agents who contest its worth.  
Fields are social spaces that are defined as a “network, or a configuration, of 
objective relations between positions” (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992, p.97) and 
Bourdieu uses these as a means to look more closely at the relationship between agents 
and structures (Robbins, 1991). This will allow an analysis of a particular social context, 
in this case the football Academy, as a multidimensional space comprising of specific 
rules but also being a part of a wider social landscape. It will be necessary to examine 
the social space in which interactions, transactions and events occurred (Bourdieu, 
2005) and to interrogate the ways in which previous knowledge about the object under 
investigation is generated, by whom, and whose interests are served by those 
knowledge generation practices (Grenfell, 2014, p.65). Social space is used to indicate 
the sum total of occupiable social positions at any one time and place and by contrast, 
the term coaching field is used to refer to a particular subset of the available positions 
at any time and place (Grenfell, 2014).  
The limits of a field are found where the effects of the field cease. Some fields 
like sport are large while others can be smaller that exist within fields. For example, 
within the field of sport is the field of coaching (Cushion, 2013). The coaching field in 
past studies (e.g. Cushion & Jones, 2014; Townsend & Cushion, 2015) have included 
internal participants (e.g. coaches) but also external organisations (e.g. the sport’s 
National Governing Body). Each individual field has a logic of practice which is the 
totality of social relations structured by the unwritten social and cultural rules (Grenfell, 
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2007). The logic that governs a particular field is seen as a legitimate way of doing 
things and is defined by the totality of social relations (Grenfell, 2007). Fields enter a 
doxic, or taken-for-granted, mode when the logic is accepted by members of the field 
and is often unquestioned, due to the devotion to ‘play the game’ (Grenfell, 2007). 
Previous research in coaching (e.g. Cushion & Jones, 2006; Christenson, 2009; 
Townsend & Cushion, 2015) has identified factors such as high-performance values 
and ideals or having experience as a professional player being the logic of practice. Of 
interest in this case is how the logic of the coaching field influences what coaches do 
in practice and how coaching philosophy is constructed. Indeed, using field as a 
theoretical tool helps gain an understanding of the dominant social and cultural 
unwritten rules, the logic of a field, that shape coaches’ practice and coaching 
philosophy, including how these are learnt. For Bourdieu, a field is constructed, and 
social agents are positioned and logic demarcated on a basis of power differentiation 
(Bourdieu, 1986). As suggested above, in coaching, this power is governed by capital 
and therefore determines the position of social agents in a social hierarchy (Cushion, 
2013). The capital that governs the logic of a field is discussed in the next section. 
 
2.3.3 Capital 
For Bourdieu, the social world is constructed on the basis of differentiation in power 
between agents (Bourdieu, 1986). Capital can be thought of as the representation of 
particular goods or mediating properties, that determine the power available to 
individuals within a field. The various forms of capital or power determine the positions 
of the social agents in a field and creates a social hierarchy (Cushion, 2013). A form of 
capital however does not exist or have meaning except in relation to a field. Capital in 
a field represents itself in four types; economic, physical, cultural, and social these can 
be both material and non-material, allowing for a dialectic understanding of subjective 
and objective structures of social life (Jenkins, 2002; Grenfell, 2015). Social capital is 
defined by Bourdieu (1986) as the accumulation of “actual or potential resources that 
are linked to possession of a durable network of institutionalised relationships” (p. 242). 
So, social agents draw on these networks and relationships to mobilise, maintain and 
advance one’s position in a particular field. One example in sports coaching, is a 
coach’s position within a club (e.g. Cushion & Jones, 2014). Cultural capital “pertains 
to the culturally valued possessions and attributes as well as the socially valued 
practices of a field” (Hunter, Smith & Emerald, 2015, p.13) and exists in three resources 
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of embodied, objectified and institutionalised. These three cultural sub states refer 
mainly to the products of education, with embodied associated with “long-lasting 
dispositions” (Bourdieu, 1986, p.242) that can be objectified in the forms of desirable 
material possessions, and insitutionalised in the form of qualifications. In cricket coach 
education, Townsend and Cushion (2015) identified previous playing and coaching 
experience as a form of cultural capital. 
These forms of capital can be accumulated and converted into symbolic capital, 
defined as that “in which the different forms of capital are perceived and recognised as 
legitimate” (Bourdieu, 1985, p.724). Agents possession of symbolic capital structures 
them within a field and influences the dissemination of power. Power is an omnipresent 
feature of social life, even the most basic of interactions involve power balances and 
complexities, indeed, “there is no social without power” (Westwood, 2002, p.25). 
Combined with field, capital can be used to identify and then describe why coaches are 
positioned in a particular way. Allowing for an understanding of where power is 
situated and the logic that influences social practice, including how coaching 
philosophy is implemented and understood. Although, the deterministic nature of 
Bourdieu’s work has been emphasised, he also acknowledges that it is practice that 
mediates between habitus and the social world and, as discussed next, the agent remains 
empowered to exercise agency to act back on the social world (Bourdieu, 1990).  
 
2.3.4 Habitus  
Bourdieu firstly introduced his concept of habitus to capture the discordance between 
the culturally given capacities and proclivities of people and the requirements of the 
emerging social system (Wacquant, 2016). Habitus is more formally explained by 
Bourdieu as:  
 
“Habitus is the universalizing mediation which causes an individual agent’s 
practices, without either explicit reason or signifying intent, to be none the 
less ‘sensible’ and ‘reasonable’. That part of practices which remains 
obscure in the eyes of their own producers is the aspect by which they are 
objectivity adjusted to other practices and to the structures of which the 
principle of their production is itself the product” (Bourdieu, 1972, p.79). 
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Although it is difficult to clearly define and articulate one definition of Bourdieu’s 
habitus, my construction of the term is most associated with this definition.  
Although habitus operates at an unconscious level (Bourdieu, 1990a), thus 
making it difficult to identify specifically, habitus is a “system of structured, 
structuring dispositions which is constituted in practice and is always orientated 
towards practical functions” (Bourdieu, 1990a, p.52). Habitus is neither a result of free 
will, nor determined by structures, but is created over time by a kind of interplay 
between the two. Habitus is then both structured by dominant social structure and is 
the meeting place between structure and coaches’ agency (cf. Bourdieu, 1990a; 
Cushion et al., 2017). As such, habitus is difficult to observe directly as it “is a 
socialized subjectivity” (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992, p.126) but does reveal itself 
through the dispositions of people (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992). Habitus can 
therefore be described through dispositions (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992). People’s 
dispositions are both shaped by past events and structures, and shape current practices 
and structures that condition our very perceptions of these (Bourdieu 1984, p.170). 
Therefore, it is important to recognise and explain the structural influences that impact 
on coaches’ dispositions by deconstructing coaches’ knowledge and understanding of 
practice. In this research the coaches’ interactions, behaviours and practice activities 
will be observed and constructed as dispositions, also their knowledge and 
understanding will be questioned, and from here explained as expressions of habitus.  
 
2.4 Bourdieu, coaching philosophy and coaching practice  
Past research looking at coaching has used Bourdieu’s body of work to help explain 
their findings or applied his framework from the beginning of the research process 
informing a methodological approach. For example, Cushion et al. (2003) used 
Bourdieu’s notion of structured improvisation to help explain sport coaching as a social 
practice, and how experience is crucial in structuring coaching. Cushion et al. (2003) 
suggested that fields act on individuals to form collective dispositions to think and act 
in a certain way that are recognised as the way things are ‘done’. Through the use of 
field, Cushion et al. (2003) came to understand how dominant social rules and the logic 
within a coaching field can shape coaching practices in its associated setting. Also, 
Cushion and Jones (2006, 2014) used Bourdieu’s core concepts of practice, field, 
capital and habitus, as a conceptual framework which helped them to grasp the 
complexity of learning in practice and supported a presentation of learning as an 
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embodied set of practices that structure, and are structured by, the contexts in which 
people operate. From here, the authors identified coaches as being socialised agents 
who reproduce the culture of a field. Using Bourdieu’s work in coaching seems useful 
when exploring coaches’ social practice. 
In addition, by using a longitudinal approach, Cushion and Jones (2006, 2014) 
identified how an authoritarian discourse was maintained and was (re)structuring the 
coaching context. Consequently, coaches’ day-to-day practice “was ideologically laden 
and served the production, reproduction and incorporation of socialised agents into the 
prevailing ‘legitimate’ culture” (p.276). Longitudinal, multiple methods including 
interviews and observations of practice have been useful in uncovering the depth of 
coaching practice. As Cushion and Jones (2006) suggest, coaching follows a powerful 
model of being structured and structuring. Therefore, coaching needs to be researched 
longitudinal using multiple methods through a sociological lens identifying the culture, 
tradition and relations of power. This research of coaching philosophy echoes Cushion 
and Jones (2014) view that: 
 
“coaching [and coaching philosophy] continues to be largely viewed through 
a functionalist lens as a benign and unproblematic activity, thus ignoring its 
contribution to the production and reproduction of social structures. However, 
scholars have increasingly argued that coaching is far from being narrow or 
instrumental, nor does it operate in a neutral social and political vacuum” 
(p.276).  
 
Christenson (2009) used interviews to explore Danish national youth football coaches’ 
knowledge of talent identification. Bourdieu’s ideas of “taste”, “practical sense”, and 
“classificatory schemes” (Bourdieu, 1984, p.470; Bourdieu, 1998, p.8) were 
implemented to examine the incorporated beliefs and principles that guided how they 
identified talented footballers. Christenson’s analysis of the in-depth interviews showed 
how using Bourdieu’s thinking tools highlighted the socially constructed nature of 
knowledge and understanding on talent identification. More specifically, by identifying 
the logic of particular fields of practice in which coaches were situated, Christenson 
identified that coaches’ dispositions – and their acquisition – were situated in social 
practice. In another example, Townsend and Cushion (2015) carried out a Bourdieusian 
analysis of elite cricket coaches undergoing a National Governing Body coach 
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education course. The study highlighted how coach education contributed to the 
(re)production of power within the field of cricket. Also, there were tensions and 
conflict identified between coach education, the underlying sporting culture and 
individuals hierarchically placed within it. Townsend and Cushion (2015) use of 
Bourdieu’s habitus helped to frame coaching as a socialised subjectivity that produced 
coaching practice. Furthermore, similar to this research, Townsend and Cushion (2015) 
used cultural, social and symbolic capital to describe and analyse the social 
configurations of agents in coaching and highlight what was valued in the particular 
field under research. This allowed an understanding and explanation of coaches’ 
predispositions towards the reproduction of power and coaching practice.  
More specifically linked to coaching philosophy, by identifying the factors that 
influence coaching practice, Light’s body of research (Light & Evans, 2013; Hassanin 
& Light, 2014; Hassanin, Light & Macfarlane, 2018) has used Bourdieu to help explain 
how and why different sports coaches structured coaching practice. For example, Light 
and Evans (2013) interviewed and observed four elite Australian rugby coaches over a 
twelve-month period. By analysing the data inductively through content analysis and 
then drawing on Bourdieu’s analytical framework of habitus, the authors identified how 
the coaches structured their interpretation and use of game sense. A critique of this 
study, as identified by Light and Evans (2013), was that the focus on habitus can be 
seen as problematic without exercising Bourdieu’s other thinking tools (Grenfell, 2014). 
However, this study was a part of a larger research project and “is considered in relation 
to Bourdieu’s other key concepts and those of field and practice in particular” (Light & 
Evans, 2013, p.408). Another critique, similar to the suggestions made in this Chapter 
(see page 10), and also highlighted by Light and Evans (2013) is that “what the coaches 
said was logically considered, could be seen as being no more than expressions of 
consciously considered coaching philosophy or even an ideology because habitus is 
most powerfully expressed in action at a non-conscious level (see, for example, 
Bourdieu, 1977, 1990a)” (p.418). The appreciation of how coaches’ articulated 
philosophy reflected the ideology in the field is an important and welcomed observation. 
From here, the understanding that coaching philosophy directly guides coaches’ 
practice seems difficult. Therefore, to develop coaching, the relationship between 
coaches’ practice and context and how this articulates with and drives conceptions of 
coaching philosophy requires greater scrutiny and understanding.  
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 With these considerations in mind, Hassanin and Light (2014) and Hassanin et 
al. (2018) used both interviews and observations to examine the phenomena. Three 
New Zealand rugby coaches were observed during three training sessions and one 
competition, and multiple conversational interviews were used to identify differences 
between what the coaches said they did and what they actually did. A grounded theory 
analysis was undertaken to identify how experience influenced coaches learning and 
practice. These studies also identified the reason why experience had such an impact; a 
set of values clustered around the notion of the amateur ideal informed the coaches’ 
beliefs on coaching and influenced what they learnt. Hassanin et al. (2018) used 
Bourdieu’s concept of cultural capital (such as educational credentials) to “offer an 
explanation of how the participation of the participants [...] in rugby over their lives [...] 
involved the embodiment of culture that shaped their beliefs and practice” (p.2). A 
practical analysis using cultural capital added knowledge to the field of sport coaching. 
Using other forms of capital (e.g. social and symbolic) offers further possible 
explanation of how experience and social structure influence coaching philosophy and 
how it operates in practice.       
Light’s body of research in Australian and New Zealand rugby that uses 
Bourdieu’s notion of habitus “provides a useful means of identifying how experiences 
come to form such a powerful influence on coaches practice and their inclinations 
towards particular coaching approaches” (Light & Evans, 2013, p.407). As Hassanin 
and Light (2014) suggest, “the complex ways in which agency and structure interact 
through practice in the construction of the coaching habitus [...] provides useful insights 
into how and what coaches learn at a non-conscious level over extended periods of 
involvement in their particular sport” (p.141). Therefore, using Bourdieu’s analytical 
tools to understand how a coaching philosophy is learnt through experience, history 
and culture is important to help inform coaches and coach education of how it operates 
in practice. However, to date no studies have used such thinking to explore coaching 
philosophy explicitly. Taken together, the existing coaching philosophy research 
downplays the social, cultural, historical and political structures that influence coaching 
practice, while possibly overplaying coaches’ agency (Cushion & Partington, 2014; 
Lyle & Cushion, 2017). Jones (2011) suggests that due to sport coaching being: “an 
interactive, communal endeavour; a social practice”, social thought is important in 
trying to understand coaches’ knowledge (p.3). An integration of social theory into 
coaching philosophy research that recognises how coaching practice is “socially, 
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culturally and historically” (re)constructed (Jones et al., 2011, p.310) is a significant 
gap in the literature (cf. Cushion & Partington, 2014; Lyle & Cushion, 2017). 
 
2.5 Critique of Bourdieu’s theoretical framework  
Pierre Bourdieu’s work has been criticised for a number of reasons. Bourdieu’s world 
is not deterministic, there is agency, but that depends on the agent’s realistic 
expectations and the agent’s knowledge of her or his world. Bourdieu’s work is alleged 
to be tautological and his theory has therefore been labeled unfalsifiable (Griller, 1996), 
to the extent that agents are guided by their habitus and that this habitus is unconscious. 
Bourdieu’s (2000) work should be qualified, although, he seeks to uncover “universal 
principles”, he cautions against generalisations that slide from the “descriptive to the 
normative, from ‘is’ to ‘ought-to-be’” (Everett, 2002, p. 122). Bourdieu’s view of social 
agents is said to be overly instrumentalist and that he offers little in the way of resistance, 
and is seen as, alternately, positivist, modernist and elitist (Cicourel, 1993; Jenkins, 
2002).  
The critiques have been numerous but at times contradictory, because 
Bourdieu’s work is simply just difficult to comprehend (Everett, 2002; Grenfell, 2014). 
The main criticism of Bourdieu is that his work is difficult to comprehend which is a 
function of at least three things: the sheer size of his work, the fact that it is written in 
French, and his difficult writing style (Everett, 2002). Therefore, as Grenfell (2014) 
suggests, Bourdieu’s work is open to multiple constructions. Another critique of 
Bourdieu is that he changes the position and articulation of certain concepts over time 
(Wacquant, 2016). Nevertheless, it is important to understand that the research process 
is situational and relational, so positions will change. In the same vein as Bourdieu, my 
understanding of coaching practice and coaching philosophy changed during the 
research process and will probably continue to change in the future. Although, field, 
capital and habitus will be appropriately linked to the football Academy at a particular 
data collection point and from there support my constructions of coaching practice and 
coaching philosophy.  
Given the use of Bourdieu’s work to explain coaching and coaches’ practice 
thus far, the results show that the application of the theoretical concepts to understand 
coaching philosophy is appropriate. Although Bourdieu’s work is, at times, vague and, 
therefore, difficult to comprehend (Everett, 2002), his concepts and theory present an 
alarmingly accurate view of the football Academy and my experiences and position 
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within it. Maybe the reason Bourdieu is critiqued is because he is saying something 
right and he is therefore worth criticising, as his concepts somehow transcends an 
arbitrary social order (Everett, 2002). It is no surprise, then, that Bourdieu’s theory of 
practice has not only been applied in sports coaching research (e.g. Light & Evans, 
2013; Townsend & Cushion, 2015) but also, more specifically, in English youth 
football (e.g. Cushion & Jones, 2006, 2014) the findings of which suggest the 
deterministic nature of practice in this sport.  
 Besides being good to think with (Jenkins, 2002; Hunter, Smith & Emerald, 
2015) the great value of Bourdieu’s tools of practice, field, capital and habitus are the 
ways in which they help to make sense of social experiences and an individual’s 
positioning within the social world. Bourdieu’s tools and his theory must present in 
certain ways a ‘true’, albeit alarming, view of human society, suggesting that his 
research ladder, his vista, is indeed worth taking up by researchers. Everett (2002) 
suggests the success of a Bourdieu analysis, like his theory, it seems, must be relational 
and based on a process of intersubjective agreement, not on hard substance. This is why 
for Bourdieu historical and contextual analysis is preferred to an analysis of essence 
and why empirics are to be preferred, or at least prior, to theories. This is to say that 
one needs to see Bourdieu analysis as first and foremost situational. This type of 
analysis provides a means for describing the coaches’ actions and structures 
surrounding them, but also help us to understand how the individual coach actively 
engages with the social world. Using Bourdieu during the data analysis in this research 
exposed and added a further abstraction of understanding to coaches’ practice and 
coaching philosophy, that revealed the subtle modes of oppression, resistance, 
empowerment and domination exercised. Through the critical examination of the 
structural and individual conditions that coaches negotiate, it hoped to expose the 
symbols of ideology and meaning that contribute to coaches’ learning, understanding 
and implementation of practice and coaching philosophy.      
   
2.6 Summary 
This chapter has reviewed the use of social theory to help understand sports coaching, 
Pierre Bourdieu’s thinking tools, and then sociological research using Bourdieu in 
sports coaching linked directly and indirectly to coaching philosophy. A key point is 
that sport coaches’ practice must be considered as a combination of both agency and 
social structure. However, consideration is needed of the currently downplayed social 
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and structural influences on coaching philosophy. The current literature and research in 
coaching philosophy tends to emphasise coaches’ holding agency over structure despite 
the recognition in sports coaching research of the social, interactional and situational 
environment impacting on what coaches do (e.g. Light & Evans, 2013; Cushion & 
Jones, 2014; Hassanin & Light, 2014; Hassanin et al., 2018). Yet despite this 
understanding, social structure has been described in sports coaching literature and 
research as being treated as uncomplicated in contributing to coaches’ practice and their 
education (Townsend & Cushion, 2015). Some examples of the influence of social 
structure on practice, identified in this chapter, include the status of ex-professionals in 
coaching practice (Cushion & Jones, 2014), the underlying culture on a coach education 
course (Townsend & Cushion, 2015), and the powerful influence of traditional culture 
of club rugby shaped by the resilient amateur ideal in New Zealand (Hassanin et al., 
2018).  
A coach is not simply an isolated cognitive being, but instead a socially embedded 
individual within the context (e.g. Cushion, 2013; Cushion & Jones, 2014; Jones & 
Ronglan, 2018, inter-alia). Collectively the growing body of sociological research in 
sports coaching argues that coaching methods change and adapt to the situations that 
occur in, and because of, the social context. A more realistic position then is to 
conceptualise individual coaches as agents-in-relation, meaning that “actors who 
operate within networks of inter dependence and who embody differential distributions 
of power and authority” (Jones & Ronglan, 2018, p.2). As Bourdieu (1989) highlights: 
  
“no doubt agents do have an active apprehension of the world. No doubt they 
do construct their vision of the world. But this construction is carried out 
under structural constraints” (p.18).  
 
An important aspect of coaching is to manage both the social landscapes that bind the 
activity and the individuals of whom it is comprised (Jones et al., 2004; Barker & Bailey, 
2015). The work of Bourdieu is useful in identifying how underlying culture, 
experience and coaches’ beliefs impacted practice. Therefore, a sociological analysis 
of coaching philosophy in coaching practice that considers both agency and structure 
is both needed and possible. Bourdieu’s body of work that includes the thinking tools 
of field, capital and habitus is useful when exploring the coaching landscape, more 
specifically, the English youth male football Academy setting. This understanding is 
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needed when researching — and when informing — coaches and coach education on 
coaching philosophy. 
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Chapter Three: Review of Literature      
 
3.1 Introduction 
The aim of this review is to frame coaching philosophy within the existing research 
context, drawing upon the relevant literature from coaching philosophy, sport coaching, 
education and coach learning. This review evaluates both the strengths and limits of 
existing knowledge on coaching philosophy and, importantly, how current 
understanding of coaching philosophy positioned within the coaching process and 
explored through coaching practice can inform researchers, coaches and coach 
education. First, the coaching philosophy literature is reviewed. Second, the impact of 
context on coaches is identified and discussed. Thirdly, the coaching philosophy 
literature that considers philosophical assumptions are examined. Then a review of 
coach learning literature that draws on, and connects to, philosophy is considered. 
Finally, a concluding section brings the review together, suggesting a route for 
researching in coaching philosophy.      
 
3.2 Coaching philosophy  
It is commonly accepted that coaching philosophy underpins a coach’s practice (e.g. 
Cassidy et al., 2009; Jenkins, 2010), forming “a central plank in understanding a 
coach’s behaviour and forms a core aspect of coach education” (Lyle & Cushion, 2017, 
p.232). However, coaching philosophy is a contested phenomenon open to different 
interpretations and applications. The outcome of which may impede deeper 
engagement by coaches and instead present “superficial and simplistic assumptions 
about the value of establishing and locating definitive philosophies” (Cassidy et al., 
2009, p.56). When coaches do explore their coaching philosophy, they tend to reflect 
on their own ideals and acquired knowledge learnt informally through experience of 
‘what works’ (Cassidy, 2010; Cushion & Partington, 2014; Lyle & Cushion, 2017). 
Despite these issues, a coach’s philosophy is still deemed pivotal to understanding and 
developing coaching practice, therefore greater conceptual clarity is needed to inform 
coach education (Jenkins, 2010; Lyle & Cushion, 2017).  
One of the first empirical studies in the area was by Pratt and Eitzen (1989), 
who set out to research differences in coaching philosophies between male coaches of 
male and female basketball teams. The authors ‘mailed’ questionnaires to the head 
coach of boys and girls basketball teams in six hundred randomly selected high schools. 
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One hundred items were examined to determine the similarities and differences in 
beliefs and behaviours. The differences found between coaching philosophies were that 
male coaches of male teams were more traditional, autocratic and demanding in 
comparison to the male coaches of female teams. While Pratt and Eitzen linked their 
data to coaching philosophy, they instead identified coaches’ idealist perceptions of 
practice. This is unsurprising given that no clear understanding or definition of 
coaching philosophy was provided, hence the questionnaires were used to identify 
coaches’ perceptions of beliefs and behaviour.  
Ten years later, Lyle (1999) in the United Kingdom used content analysis on 
the autobiographies of forty-three coaches (six female and thirty-seven male) to identify 
their coaching philosophies. All of the participants were enrolled on a ‘National 
Coaching Foundation Diploma in Sports Coaching’. The content analysis included the 
identification of distinct statements, key words and values. From this, Lyle (1999) 
identified a comprehensive statement about beliefs and behaviours that he argued 
characterised the coach’s practice presenting a deeper set of values that underpinned 
their beliefs. Importantly, this was the first study to suggest that a coaching philosophy 
included values that underpinned the coach’s beliefs and then influenced practice. An 
initial critique of these early studies is that the chosen methods – qualitative 
questionnaires and content analysis – presented difficulties for the researchers to easily 
identify a coach’s philosophy. Arguably, these methods restrict the depth of data that 
can be collected and provide no opportunity for the researcher to seek further 
clarification, unlike an interview, for instance, which provides opportunities to ask 
questions and seek clarity when coaches are articulating what they suggest are 
philosophies. Lyle (1999) identified that, “the main criticism of the value statements in 
their coach education context was that many of the coaches wrote their statements in 
an aspirational style” (p.35), and therefore “would have an element of ‘what others want 
to hear’ or ‘how I want to present myself’” (p.37). This criticism needs to be considered 
when choosing the appropriate methods to research coaching philosophy with 
opportunities to add depth and clarity to coaches’ ideals being paramount.  
Using Lyle (1999) and other secondary sources, Lyle’s (2002) book chapter 
suggests that a coaching philosophy is a “flexible guide to action” (p.64) and assumes 
that values provide a set of guiding principles for coaching practice. Lyle also 
recommends that it should “not be confused with a philosophy about a particular sport” 
(p.167). The main focus for Lyle (2002) is how a coach’s value framework (e.g. fairness, 
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respect, control) underpins practice. However, as already highlighted, the suggestion 
that a framework directly and simply underpins practice is problematic. For example, a 
coaching philosophy, presented in this case as a value framework, is “subject to social 
construction” (p.167) and can “be a part of a prevailing occupational or sub-cultural 
ideology” (p.167). Coaches also had poor self-awareness between articulations of 
philosophy and practice. Interestingly, Lyle (2002) implies that if the same coaching 
philosophies are articulated by a number of coaches, it could be argued that they 
represent an ideology (see page 10). 
Elsewhere, McCallister et al. (2000) explored the philosophies of twenty-two 
youth baseball and softball coaches (ten women and twelve men) through in-depth 
interviews averaging seventy-four minutes in length. It is important to highlight that, 
like much of the research that is reviewed here, the authors of this study provided no 
clear definition of coaching philosophy nor provided clarity on whether coaches were 
provided with a working definition. Indeed, the coaches required prompts to encourage 
elaboration on their meanings and application of stated philosophies, which centered 
on the functionality of coaching. Despite the limitation of this approach, the coaches 
were able to articulate what they believed to be their philosophies which the authors 
then determined as values and life skills. For example, an important value identified by 
the researchers was showing good sportsmanship, which was described as “not showing 
up the opposing team when winning” (McCallister et al., 2000, p.38). However, while 
the coaches had difficulty describing how they coach based on their philosophy, the 
authors suggested this as typical with responses being “somewhat evasive and often did 
not focus on the actual teaching itself” (McCallister et al., 2000, p.39). Arguably, 
coaches’ ‘evasive responses’ were the most difficult aspect of McCallister et al.’s 
(2000) research, with the authors concluding that “the extent to which coaches can 
articulate their philosophies and the degree to which their behaviour parallels those 
philosophies are important in determining the nature of the participant’s experience” 
(McCallister et al., 2000, p.36). Furthermore, results indicated that these coaches 
regularly experienced inconsistencies between their philosophy and coaching actions. 
The important points from the review of this study that are common throughout this 
chapter are that without explanation of reasons why, no clear definition of coaching 
philosophy is provided. Also, that there is an uncritical acceptance by researchers of 
what is articulated by coaches as their philosophy and that this is accepted as what 
directly underpins their practice.  
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Also, in a youth sport context, seven years later, Gould et al.’s (2007) study that 
included ten award-winning high school coaches, employed a survey and in-depth 
interviews to gather data. The main aim of the research was to understand coaching 
philosophy. However, these authors, like McCallister et al. (2000), without explanation, 
provided no definition of what constitutes a coaching philosophy. Instead, what were 
reported were so-called ‘effective’ coaching strategies and player development 
strategies. The player development strategies included motivation, setting and 
achieving goals and team building, and were reported at a superficial level, as beliefs 
that enhanced athletes’ life skills. Likewise, Collins et al. (2011) identified thirty-five 
‘pre-service’ coaches’ philosophies through written statements prior to enrolment on a 
fifteen-week coach education course. Through inductive content analysis, the authors 
suggested several dimensions and priorities as comprising of coaching philosophy: 
coaching behaviour, defining success, development, expectations, fun, life lessons 
learned through sport and relationships. Again, it seems difficult from these findings to 
see how written statements are a coaching philosophy that both underpins and links to 
practice. This is especially the case when Collins et al. (2011) suggest that there is a 
need for coach education to transform a coach’s written statement into a philosophy of 
action, suggesting that what coaches write in statements of intent may not automatically 
transfer clearly to practice. 
From considering the studies reviewed so far, research designs have not 
considered coaching context as having an influence on coaching philosophy, indeed 
context is ignored or assumed to be neutral thereby limiting the scope to coaches’ 
idealist interpretations. This is because the research, like many others reviewed, had 
assumptions that what coaches articulate as their coaching philosophy is directly linked 
to, and implemented in, practice. Consequently, such research will always be limited 
because it does not ground coaching practice in context or consider the impact of 
contextual factors. Additionally, the research in these youth sport settings were reported 
in a way that readers have to interpret what may be considered as a coaching philosophy. 
Although the studies reviewed (e.g. Pratt & Eitzen, 1989; Lyle, 1999; McCallister et 
al., 2000; Lyle, 2002; Gould et al., 2007) do mainly associate values and/or beliefs with 
a coaching philosophy. 
Whilst the empirical research reviewed so far was framed within youth sport 
coaching (e.g. McCallister et al., 2000; Gould et al., 2007; Collins et al., 2011), coaches 
within high performance and professional sporting contexts have received the most 
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research attention. One of the first was Cross (1990) who carried out a one-hundred-
and-fifty-minute interview with Terry Denison, who was chief coach of Great Britain’s 
swimming team. The research was conducted as part of a wider study into retirement 
from elite sport. Cross suggested Denison’s coaching philosophy was about ethics and 
professionalism, but again without explanation offered no clear definitions or examples 
that linked these issues to practice. Schempp et al. (2006) surveyed thirty-one coaches, 
listed in the top one hundred golf instructors in America by Golf Magazine. The aim of 
this short survey (twenty to thirty minutes) was for the coaches to identify the “specific 
professional practices considered strengths and weaknesses that were monitored on a 
regular basis” (p.27) and this was then presented as their coaching philosophy. As such, 
the authors reduced coaching philosophy to four categories that included: beliefs about 
learner needs and characteristics; beliefs about the purpose and ways of teaching; 
beliefs about what to teach; beliefs about the structure of teaching – that were each 
given a numerical value. Categorising the golf coaches’ philosophies into themes, 
centred on beliefs, may provide important insight. However, in doing so, the study 
failed to grasp wider philosophical considerations, such as values, knowledge and 
personal characteristics. Importantly, these were self-reported idealistic and 
decontextualised interpretations that were accepted as effective without understanding 
how they operated in practice. Clearly, cultural and personal influences shape practice 
and research that considers social and contextual factors is needed. This, of course, is a 
function of using a survey to identify coaches’ strengths and weaknesses of practice 
and then presenting this as coaching philosophy, therefore, wider and more 
encompassing methods are required. 
In contrast to Schempp et al. (2006), a qualitative approach taken by Nash et al. 
(2008) again in high performance sport demonstrated coaching philosophy as a more 
dynamic phenomenon. Through semi-structured interviews with twenty-one coaches of 
different coaching levels (one to five) and experience (one to thirty-seven years) the 
authors identified coaches’ perceptions of coaching philosophy. In doing so, they 
reported that coaches with a higher level of coaching qualification and greater 
experience displayed a greater understanding of their core values. These coaches’ core 
values related to player development, social responsibility and their psychosocial 
development. Although using interviews, provided a broader understanding of 
coaching philosophy from the coaches’ perspective, the fundamental flaw in the work 
by Nash et al. (2008) is that again without an explanation why, they have not articulated 
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or identified what a coaching philosophy is. Instead, the authors unquestioningly 
accepted the coaches’ understanding and descriptions of coaching philosophy and then 
presented them as core values. Despite this, Nash et al.’s (2008) suggest that “the 
development of a functional guide to coaching philosophy may be appropriate so that 
there is a global understanding of the term when it is used” (p.548). However, this 
approach still represents an idealistic unproblematic view given the complexity 
inherent in subjective interpretations (Cushion & Partington, 2014) and needs to be 
addressed in future research.  
More recently in high performance sport, Bennie and O’Connor (2010) used 
semi-structured interviews with six male Australian professional coaches in three 
different sports: cricket, rugby league and rugby union. Four themes from the coding 
of interviews included the role of the coach, how to develop the player and the person, 
how to educate the players, and not being purely focused on results. All four themes 
were highlighted as part of a coaching philosophy. From their data analysis, Bennie and 
O’Connor (2010) indicated that a coach’s philosophy includes goals, actions, values 
and approach to coaching underpinned by personal qualities and skills. However, like 
the studies already reviewed, Bennie and O’Connor (2010) initially failed to clearly 
define what they mean by coaching philosophy. They also assumed a shared 
understanding between participants, who were given no frame of reference.  
Although some studies (e.g. McCallister et al., 2000; Gould et al., 2007; Nash 
et al., 2008) do not provide any definition of coaching philosophy, there are a number 
studies (e.g. Schempp et al., 2006; Bennie & O’Connor, 2010) and position pieces (e.g. 
Vealey, 2005; Burton and Raedeke, 2008; Jenkins, 2010; Kidman & Hanrahan, 2011) 
that provide many different descriptions (e.g. values, beliefs, goals, actions, principles, 
priorities, personal qualities and skills, and many more). However, it could be argued 
that such a lack of clarity and consensus creates confusion for practitioners trying to 
identify their philosophy and, consequently, authors writing about coaching philosophy. 
In addition, Jenkins’ (2010) position piece on coaching philosophy using the work of 
philosopher Rokeach (1973) adds further complication to the field by suggesting that a 
human’s value system is an enduring organisation of three types of beliefs: descriptive 
or existential (i.e. capable of being true or false); evaluative (i.e. judged to be good or 
bad); prescriptive or proscriptive (i.e. some means or end of action is judged to be 
desirable or undesirable). These human values are then split into personal and social 
values (self-centred or society-centred / intrapersonal or interpersonal in focus) or 
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moral (referring mainly to modes of behaviour) and competence values. As well as 
proposing three different values and three different beliefs, Jenkins (2010), in his 
chapter, also suggests a coaching philosophy includes attitudes and norms. Adding 
more confusion is Kidman’s book chapter with philosopher Hanrahan (2011), who 
proposes that coaching philosophy is a set of beliefs and values, but also principles and 
priorities. Likewise, coaching scholars have written position pieces on coaching 
philosophy that arguably confuse rather than clarify. An example is Vealey (2005), a 
former collegiate basketball coach and current sport psychologist who used anecdotes 
from her past experiences and suggested a coaching philosophy is a “‘how to’ manual 
that guides over decisions and behaviour” (p.14). Also, Burton and Raedeke (2008) 
considered secondary sources and described a coaching philosophy as a set of beliefs, 
principles and values that guide coaches’ behaviour. As the review has demonstrated 
so far, empirical studies and position pieces considering coaching philosophy currently 
provide no consistent definition. Too often, authors do not provide a clear definition or 
delimit the parameters of their studies, and provide no explanation for doing so, nor do 
they provide an understanding of how philosophy shapes coaches’ practice. These then 
are problems that research needs to address.  
As has already been shown, empirical studies that identify coaching 
philosophies in the performance domain tend to be with high profile coaches. A further 
example is Voight and Carroll (2006), who interviewed the head American Football 
coach (second author Pete Carroll) at the University of Southern California on various 
occasions over eight years. Carroll articulated his deterministic ideals and beliefs that 
included the need to have a model that included “vision, style and modelling, team rules, 
authentic team culture and our football [“All about the ball”]” (p.323). Voight 
suggested that this was a specific philosophical model. However, self-reporting through 
interviews and a lack of coach observation meant that Carroll’s values or beliefs were 
not linked to behaviour and practice. Other examples of descriptive studies in 
performance sport include Debanne and Laffaye (2013) who used a questionnaire to 
understand how twenty-eight professional French handball coaches designed their 
training programmes to increase ball-throwing velocity in elite players. Based on 
coaches’ academic level (diploma and below or university level) and age, young 
coaches with a high academic level (university level) built their training programmes 
more in accordance with recent scientific knowledge, while older coaches with a low 
academic level (diploma or below) assembled training programmes based on beliefs 
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rather than scientific knowledge. Although it is useful to identify how past experiences 
in academic education influenced practice, the use of a questionnaire meant another 
perception-based study in coaching philosophy that was not linked to practice. 
Similarly, Gavazzi’s (2015) personal discussion with Ohio State University’s 
successful football coach Urban Meyer highlights that Meyer’s coaching philosophy 
was evident in media and biographical reports. However, without explaining what is 
meant by a coaching philosophy, they suggested a behaviourist learning framework, 
which included incentivised practice, and was aligned with the institution’s philosophy 
of “act like a man and be treated like a man” (p.300), which underpinned practice. 
Likewise, Yukelson and Rose (2014) reported how Coach Rose — the head volleyball 
coach at Penn State for thirty-five years —believed in recruiting the right players to fit 
his programme and holding them accountable for success. Coach Rose articulated that 
his coaching style was being open, honest, direct and forthright in his summation of 
players. However, any illusion of athlete autonomy that was articulated was dispelled 
by his declaration that “it is not a negotiation” (p. 48) and when asked to comment on 
his methods of feedback, the author’s recognition of a “tough love” approach. Thus, 
this study shows the disparity between what is articulated as a coaching philosophy and 
what is implemented into practice. More recently, Bespomoshchov and Caron (2017) 
undertook a document analysis of high-profile coach, Anatoly Tarasov, the so-called 
“architect” of the Russian ice hockey system. The research was “an analysis of his own 
writings and what others have written about him” that “shed some light on his coaching 
methods that we [the authors] believe comprise his coaching philosophy” (p.305). By 
using a document analysis, the researchers failed to link Tarasov’s coaching philosophy 
to his practice and, in doing so, again revealed the assumption that a coach’s philosophy 
automatically transfers into their practice. 
The data provided by this crop of studies (e.g. Cross, 1990; Voight & Carroll, 
2006; Debanne and Laffaye, 2013; Yukelson & Rose, 2014; Gavazzi, 2015; 
Bespomoshchov & Caron, 2017), does reveal coaches’ ideals and expectations to which 
athlete characteristics and behaviours are judged. However, the uncritical acceptance 
and reporting of coaching philosophy is evident within this selection of descriptive 
studies, as they fail to critique coaches’ ideals possibly because of their professional 
positions in performance sport. In addition, the coaches’ and authors’ subjective 
expressions of experience and knowledge are what Jones, Edwards and Filho (2014) 
have argued as “starved of contextual considerations” (p.2). It would therefore be worth 
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exploring how coaches’ ideals, presented as coaching philosophy, relate to practice 
within a specific context.  
In contrast to the previous studies in high performance sport, Hodge, Henry and 
Smith’s (2014) case study of New Zealand Rugby’s Head Coach, Henry, and Assistant 
Coach, Smith, employed a detailed methodology to evaluate coaching philosophy by 
highlighting the use of critical friends to demonstrate rigour and credibility. Multiple 
data collection methods that included interviews lasting seventy-five to eighty-five 
minutes and document analysis of books and media reports suggested an in-depth 
analysis of their philosophy (Hodge et al., 2014). The authors reported a philosophy of 
shared leadership with players and a move from an authoritarian to an autonomy-
supportive environment. This change in coaching was brought about due to a period of 
poor performances and a binge drinking culture. Hence, coaching philosophy allowed 
team selection to go beyond the ideal that “better people, make better All Blacks” (p.15). 
Underpinning this assertion was the belief that “guys who behave themselves and have 
high standards, are generally pretty intelligent” and “the more self-reliant players we 
had, the better we’d play” (p.66). Nonetheless, the findings were reported largely in a 
positive light and are an uncritical representation. Importantly, there was an underlying 
assumption that success in performance was attributed to the change in coaching 
philosophy, the nature of which was never clearly defined. Future research should 
consider the complexity of coaching practice, and question such taken-for-granted 
correlations (e.g. performance success) if attributed to coaching philosophy. 
Although the studies reviewed so far provide insight into what could be a 
coaching philosophy, recurring problems remain. Firstly, the definitions provided are 
entirely ground-up from coaches’ ideals of practice, often self-reported and hugely 
variable. Secondly, coaching philosophy remains abstracted from practice. 
Consequently, research is needed that connects coaching philosophy to practice. Such 
research requires multiple methods (e.g. interviews and observations) that go beyond 
cross-sectional views to understand the coach and the coach in practice.  
A more methodologically rigorous study that used multiple methods to identify 
a coaching philosophy and link to practice was Gould et al. (2017) in the United States 
of America, who deployed a case study approach employing multiple in-depth 
interviews with J. Robinson who is “one of the most respected and successful NCAA 
wrestling coaches in the United States” (p.13). To understand the link between what 
the coach articulated and practiced, the interviews were supplemented with 
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observations during coaching camps and further interviews with other members of 
camp staff. Although the authors based their approach on Hardman and Jones’s (2008) 
proposal that research in coaching philosophy should focus on three philosophical 
notions: axiology, ontology and ethics (see page 40), it is difficult to see how these 
concepts influenced the reporting or discussion of data. For example, results revealed 
how a range of life experiences and readings influenced the development of the coach’s 
philosophy. Furthermore, Gould et al. (2017) presented descriptions of how the coach’s 
philosophy was evident in practice and supported by the staff that the coach had hired. 
The coaching philosophy based on ‘excellence and high achieving’ centered on a 
deterministic and behaviourist learning approach in which wrestlers were rewarded or 
punished when faced with challenges beyond the gruelling training schedules. 
Interestingly, Gould et al. (2017) suggested that, within the results, Robinson 
demonstrated a “growth mindset” (p.28) but then contradicted this in the discussion 
with “his steadfast adherence to his standards might make it difficult for him to 
compromise” (p.28), which suggests a ‘fixed mindset’. According to the authors, these 
results revealed that Robinson had a clearly defined philosophy, was intentional in 
developing mental skills and had clearly thought out rationales that guided his coaching 
actions. The use of a case study approach over a longitudinal period gave researchers 
access to coaches’ underlying thought process for actions and demonstrates the 
importance of such a methodological approach. However, it was difficult to see the link 
between ‘excellence and high achievement’ with the coaches’ actions. Whilst Gould et 
al. (2017) used both interviews and observations to provide an in-depth description of 
a coach’s philosophy and its development, this research only focused on one high-
profile coach and presented the findings as an effective coaching philosophy. This is 
problematic because it privileges a one size fits all approach, when coaching is 
dependent on the context and situation (Cushion, 2016) (see page 36). In addition, 
although the authors acknowledged that contextual factors influence a coaches’ practice, 
no appreciation of this was apparent when collecting data, analysing or when writing 
up, something that needs to be addressed in future research.  
Cassidy et al. (2004, 2009) drew on a range of secondary sources from different 
academic areas, such as philosophy and education. The authors suggest a coaching 
philosophy is shaped by personal principles and values, and that articulating one is a 
prerequisite to good practice. Despite Cassidy et al. highlighting the importance of 
avoiding superficial adoption of public statements of intent that have little bearing on 
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day-to-day practice and “the need to strike balance between practicality and idealism” 
(p.54), they do not provide any support or guidance on how to avoid this. Without this, 
they do little to prevent the uncritical reproduction of ideology and rhetoric evidenced 
later in the review. Despite this omission, the authors suggest “that time taken to 
evaluate, understand, choose and develop a functional yet sincere philosophy would be 
well spent, with the result being better guided, more thoughtful and imaginative coaches” 
(p.52). Cassidy et al. (2004) also advocate a coaching philosophy that will “provide 
practitioners with both ‘cause and compass’ on which to base action” (p.54). Despite 
the emphasis made on a coaching philosophy underpinning coaches’ practice, and the 
aim of the chapter to ‘develop a coaching philosophy’, the authors offer no 
philosophical guide or framework to help coaches’ devise one. Although some useful 
questions are provided to think about coaching practice, these are reflective ones (e.g. 
what is my role as a coach and why do I think that?), the danger of which serves to 
reproduce rather than challenge practice (cf. Partington & Cushion, 2014).   
This section has reviewed literature that attempts to outline definitions of 
coaching philosophy as well as empirical studies from youth sport and high- 
performance sport settings. The primary methods have been survey, interviews, and 
sometimes, coach observations. These studies have tended to present a philosophy as 
effective without any appreciation of the context that influences practice. The 
fundamental problem with accepting any coaches’ philosophies as effective is that 
effectiveness means different things to different people, and will be context specific 
(Lyle & Cushion, 2017). An alternative approach to develop the research would be to 
understand how coaches construct their understanding of coaching philosophy in 
context and how it shapes practice. This requires using multiple methods, such as 
interviews and observations, applied in longitudinal research designs to fully grasp the 
contextual factors that can impact a coach’s philosophy and practice. The next section 
looks to review research that has considered the influences of context on coaches’ 
practice.  
 
3.3 Coaching philosophy, coaching practice and context  
As the previous section has shown, the majority of studies have used a single subject 
and/or single method research design to identify (generally high profile) coaches’ 
philosophy(ies). The findings of these self-report studies have tended to identify 
coaching rhetoric, coaching ideology and coaching truisms rather than philosophies per 
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se (cf. Cushion & Partington, 2014; Lyle & Cushion, 2017). This is not surprising as 
coaches are immersed in and influenced by ideology, rhetoric and discourse produced 
from these contexts or fields (cf. Cushion & Partington, 2014). However, this is not 
necessarily coaching philosophy, but a reproduction of a sport’s culture and traditions. 
The so-called philosophies currently being described, then, are not philosophical in 
nature (in the sense of being abstract, detached and rational conceptualisations of 
coaching) (Armour, 1997), but are, in fact, what Green (2002) calls “mythical ideas 
regarding the supposed worth of their subject” (p.65).  
Green (2000) explored thirty-five Physical Education teachers in United 
Kingdom secondary schools using a singular method of semi-structured interviews. 
From content analysis of the semi-structured interviews, Green suggested, from a 
sociological perspective, that philosophy is actually ideology. The ideological themes 
included sport, health, academic value, education for leisure, and sport for all. This 
showed a theory-gap between ideological themes packaged up as teachers’ 
philosophies. Furthermore, Green (1998, 2002) suggested that instead of being 
philosophical in nature, philosophies are teachers’ notions of Physical Education, 
which are ideological. From this viewpoint, previous coaching philosophy research has 
identified ideology re-positioned as philosophies, with a gap between philosophy 
underpinning practice and the ideological themes in coaches’ philosophies. The 
ideological influence on coaches needs to be taken into consideration when researching 
coaching philosophy. 
Camire, Trudel and Forneris (2012) in Canada used an online survey with nine 
hundred and fifteen participants to identify the development of life skills and values in 
high-school sport and consider if there was a gap between stakeholder’s expectations. 
They identified that honesty, compassion and respect were values shared by many 
cultures and helped to guide appropriate behaviour. Interestingly, with the suggestion 
of values being shared by many cultures, it could be argued that the authors identified 
ideological statements instead of values that have been described as a part of a coach’s 
individual philosophy (e.g. Jenkins, 2010). The use of an online survey, though, makes 
it difficult to identify if what is being reported is a coach’s philosophy or, as suggested 
by Green (2002), ideology. More recently, Camire, Trudel and Forneris (2014) 
interviewed sixteen Canadian model high school coaches to identify how they learn to 
facilitate positive youth development. Usefully, based on Nash et al.’s (2008) study, the 
authors defined a coaching philosophy as values and beliefs, but gave no further 
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explanation or definitions. The authors also identified that not all youth sport coaches 
have well-established philosophies and what they articulated were actually more in line 
with the school’s mission statement. Camire et al.’s (2012, 2014) findings and 
suggestions highlight the ideological nature of coaching philosophy instead of 
assumptions that underpin and guide a coach’s practice. 
Arguably, the research reviewed so far (e.g. MaCallister et al., 2000; Lyle, 2002; 
Nash et al., 2008; Bennie & O’Connor, 2010; Camire et al., 2012, 2014) has reinforced 
— rather than challenged — coaching philosophy as reconstructed ideological 
statements. In a further example, Robbins et al. (2010) interviewed six wheelchair and 
eight stand-up United States collegiate basketball coaches to identify their successful 
philosophies. Using one-off interviews in person or via the telephone that lasted 
between one and two hours, “content validity was assumed as coaches’ responses to 
the questions reflected the definition of ‘philosophy’ used in the study” (p.46). However, 
one off, snapshot interviews (Smith & Sparkes, 2016) captures an incomplete picture 
of coaching philosophy and coaching practice by assuming a realist position that looks 
to find truth. This approach is problematic because it creates a partial view of sport 
coaching while adding to the ideology and discourse claiming to be a coaching 
philosophy. These are issues that need to be addressed in research moving forward. 
Cushion and Partington (2014) conducted a critical review of coaching 
philosophy literature. This work, and Lyle and Cushion (2017), who built on 2014 
review in their book chapter, highlighted many of the same problems in the literature, 
namely the lack of conceptual clarity, conflation of coaching ideology and rhetoric, the 
overemphasis on coaches’ agency, the downplaying of social structure, and how 
coaching practice was assumed to be an entirely conscious activity. Jenkins (2017), 
however, was critical of these arguments. While recognising a lack of clarity in the 
sports coaching literature, Jenkins argued that a coaching philosophy does provide 
coaches with a pragmatic approach to coaching. Jenkins posited that a philosophic 
pragmatic approach can be understood “in terms of ‘a certain doctrine or theory (of 
meaning or truth)’ or ‘as a certain kind of attitude’” (p.9) but, on the other hand, as “a 
flexible habit of mind that is not committed to any ideology or philosophical system 
and is compatible with a variety of philosophical approaches” (p.9). While attempting 
to offer clarity, it could be argued that Jenkins position adds little to the already 
confused coaching philosophy literature. In addition, Jenkins gives no consideration to 
the influence of social structure or the role that power (or more specifically how 
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relations of power) can guide coaches’ thought and action. Discussed in more detail 
later, these issues are important aspects to consider when researching coaching 
philosophy.  
The studies reviewed so far illustrate how, coaching ideals, when removed from 
practice, do not help illuminate the relationship between coaching philosophy and 
practice, and how this is shaped by context. Indeed, Careless and Douglas (2011) 
suggest that 
 
“little account is taken of contextual pressures and constraints when writing 
philosophies. Consequently, when produced they lack flexibility and 
creditability to be truly functional” (p.58).  
 
Here, drawing on story-telling based on critical incidents, Careless and Douglas’s 
(2011) presentation of a coach’s personal story explain her coaching philosophy and its 
application in practice and provide evidence of power distribution and the challenge of 
having ideals that sit in contrast to the dominant views of the context. The rationale 
being that story-telling engages the social, cultural and political influences on the 
coach’s embodied experiences (Careless & Douglas, 2011). In this case, Kitrina’s story 
provided insight into the conflict arising from an athlete-centered coaching philosophy 
within a traditional technocratic and gendered coaching culture. However, her approach 
— ‘kitchen time’ (i.e. emotional support) — was solidified through the positive 
experiences and responses of her clients. One important outcome of the authors’ 
reflections was that Kitrina’s story of her embodied experience bridged the gap with 
her professional practice in the absence of observations. Whilst this is an encouraging 
step towards understanding philosophy in practice, the authors assume that the coach 
can articulate often tacitly held values and beliefs through questioning. In this case, 
Kitrina struggled to integrate her values and beliefs into her coaching due to the “social, 
cultural, and political phenomena which influence an individual’s practice” (Careless 
& Douglas, 2011, p.7) and is an issue worthy of further investigation.  
Indeed, Cushion et al.’s (2006) critical review of the conceptualisation of the 
coaching process highlighted that coaching practice is firmly embedded within specific 
social and cultural contexts. The specific context, then, that a coach is directly engaged 
in will ultimately shape the coaches’ actions and what is articulated as a coaching 
philosophy and, depending on that specific context, will determine whether they are the 
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most appropriate (Cushion, 2016). The implication being that a coaching philosophy 
can only help guide a coach’s practice based on a particular social environment (e.g. 
players, sport, organisation). Therefore, as Cushion et al. (2003) conclude a “more 
realistic, empirically grounded representation of coaching [and coaching philosophy] 
in order to better inform practice (Saury & Durand, 1998; Jones et al., 2004)” (p.84) is 
needed. The lack of conceptual clarity on coaching philosophy by packaging it into a 
conceptual framework with no inclusion of social influences that then assumes a 
simplistic transfer to practice is problematic. Separating coaching philosophy and the 
social impact on coaching practice isolates and overlooks how a coaching philosophy 
would operate in practice. The underlying assumptions of current coaching philosophy 
research, then, reflects a cognitivist approach (Lyle & Cushion, 2017), a by-product of 
which is the downplaying or lack of consideration of the culture, tradition and historical 
influence of the context and the prevailing coaching ideology and rhetoric that impacts 
on coaches’ practice. This needs to be considered when researching coaching 
philosophy that identifies the broader socio-cultural context that coaches are embedded 
and how this shapes practice.  
This section has reviewed the literature related to ideology, rhetoric, and 
coaching practice that connects with coaching philosophy. In doing so, it is apparent 
that whilst philosophy is a central feature in the coaching process, instead of 
underpinning practice is more attuned with the ideology of an organisation that is 
influenced by social factors. This may have resulted from researchers underlining the 
cognitivist position that then failed to question or make sense of dominant cultural 
discourse by identifying coaching ideals and positioning it as coaching philosophy. 
Furthermore, whilst the sport coaching literature recognises the impact of the 
environment on a coach’s discourse and practice, the majority of coaching philosophy 
research does not extend beyond descriptions of practice, nor consider the wider 
historical and cultural norms that inform these tacitly held ideals. Additionally, the 
application of singular data collection methods in the form of survey (e.g. Camire et al., 
2012) and interviews (e.g. Robbins et al., 2010; Camire et al., 2014) does not allow a 
link between articulations of coaching ideals to actual practice.  
 
3.4 Philosophy of coaching 
Despite the evidence suggesting that social structures influence coaching practice 
(Careless & Douglas, 2011; Light & Evans, 2013; Cushion & Jones, 2014; Hassanin & 
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Light, 2014; Hassanin et al., 2018), a coach still has agency and therefore opportunity 
to have choice over their actions. Philosophy has a part to play in structuring coaching 
practice, so understanding philosophical underpinnings is worthy of attention. A 
philosophical understanding of coaching philosophy has been argued by Hardman and 
Jones (2008, 2013), who proposed a philosophy of coaching that consists of two factors 
relating to values and one relating to beliefs: axiology, which include values of 
importance (i.e. winning); ethics which include moral values (i.e. time wasting); 
ontology, which includes beliefs about the nature of existence, including a core set of 
features to coaching that provide personal significance and a central source of meaning 
– self-understanding, social expression and self-esteem to that person. Although useful 
philosophical concepts, they have not been researched and then linked back to coaches’ 
practice. Currently, no empirical research has investigated coaches’ philosophy 
conceptualised as axiological and ethical values, and ontological beliefs (Cushion & 
Partington, 2014).  
Epistemological assumptions that include beliefs on learning are also important 
to consider (e.g. Light, 2008; Light & Evans, 2013; Cushion & Partington, 2014; Lyle 
& Cushion, 2017). For example, Grecic and Collins (2013) suggest that “epistemology 
is important because it is fundamental to how we think and without the ability to 
understand how we acquire and develop knowledge, we have no coherent path on which 
to base our thinking” (p.152). These authors devised a concept called the 
‘epistemological chain’ to support the role of personal epistemology in decision-
making for the domain of sports coaching. Although useful to present such a practical 
application of epistemology, the authors present a linear and unproblematic 
underpinning and explanation of what guides practice, with no appreciation or 
acknowledgement of the influence of social structure or unconscious nature of practice. 
In a similar study, Christian, Berry and Kearney (2017) interviewed nine (six male and 
three female) adventure sports coaches, lasting between thirty-five and fifty minutes, 
to identify their epistemological beliefs. Despite the authors recognising “that all types 
of sports coaching are inherently complex and take place in an ever-changing 
environment” (p.353), no observations of the coaches’ practice were undertaken. The 
self-report data was a limitation and, as Christian et al. (2017) highlight, “just because 
the coaches say that they coach in a particular way (employ a sophisticated 
epistemology) is this what they actually do in reality” (p.364).  
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As already discussed, coaching philosophy research that only employs 
interviews have missed how social structure can influence coaches’ practice (see 
Chapter Three, page 26). Giving coaches’ knowledge and an understanding of coaching 
philosophy and the social influences instead of just identifying their perceptions would 
help their practice (c.f. Cushion & Partington, 2014; Lyle & Cushion, 2017). Coaches 
need the knowledge and filter to be able to take ownership and guide their practice to 
deal with social context and individual athlete’s needs. As practitioners have been 
found to be uncritical and apply new methods of practice without true understanding 
(Davis & Sumara, 2003; Light, 2008). Although in education, Davis and Sumara (2003) 
highlighted how United States mathematics teachers adopted constructivist language 
yet continued to teach in ways that are informed by a traditional objectivist approach to 
learning (e.g. behaviourism). Light (2008) usefully took this further by suggesting, 
“learning as a process that is complex and cannot be reduced to a complicated number 
of parts” (p.29) and from this understanding made suggestions on the application of 
constructivism in coaching practice. The gap between what coaches’ say their practice 
is compared to what happens in practice is a concern (c.f. Partington & Cushion, 2013). 
These ‘theoretical magpies’ have been identified as having an epistemological gap 
between theory and practice with coaches’ statements of knowledge not being matched 
by action (Partington & Cushion, 2013). Light (2008) when addressing the limited 
attention paid in the Physical Education literature on the assumptions about learning 
and knowledge that underpin constructivism highlights an epistemological gap, 
explained as the articulation of an approach yet continuing to coach in a traditional way 
due to a lack of understanding (c.f. Davies & Sumara, 2003). Traditional, here, is being 
deployed to suggest a “long-established practice” (Light, 2016, p.4). Also, from 
tracking two English youth football coaches over a year, Stodter and Cushion (2014) 
identified an epistemological gap between the espoused theory (i.e. what people say 
they do) and the theory-in-use (i.e. what they actually do) (Argyris & Schon, 1974) 
observed during a coach education course delivery. Moreover, Partington and Cushion 
(2013) identified eleven male professional youth football coaches based in an Academy 
as having poor self-awareness from interview data of how the coach believed they 
performed compared to implemented behaviour and practice activity. Overall, it is not 
surprising that it has been highlighted in past studies, that football coaches (Stodter & 
Cushion, 2014; Partington & Cushion, 2013) have an epistemological gap between their 
practice and their articulated understanding and knowledge of practice. Ideas such as 
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theoretical magpies and epistemological gaps need to be taken into consideration when 
researching coaching philosophy. As these are crucial in impacting what a coach 
articulates and what is implemented in practice.  
In contrast, Jones et al. (2004) crafted narratives from a series of interviews with 
eight practicing top-level coaches to identify the coach’s perceptions of experiential, 
contextual and situational factors that influenced their practice as well as their attitudes, 
opinions, beliefs and values in practice. The findings showed that the coaches had 
flexible guides to action that included a preferred style of delivery, knowledge sources 
and views of professional preparation, and beliefs about the environment and climate 
they wanted to create. Though not explicitly mentioned by Jones et al. (2004), the eight 
coaches also had epistemological beliefs about learning that impacted the types of 
coaching methods and practice activity selected for athletes to learn. So, 
epistemological beliefs about learning that are a part of a philosophy of coaching can 
be identified from coaches’ perceptions using multiple interviews. Although multiple 
interviews are important there is still a disconnect between perception and practice 
without observations of what coaches do.  
Clearly, coaches need self-awareness when developing a coaching philosophy 
or when being asked to articulate one (Burton & Raedeke, 2008). A greater 
understanding is needed of what is practiced when coaching (Jenkins, 2010) as research 
has failed to see past simplistic descriptions from coaches on how a coaching 
philosophy operates in practice, and how learning from experience impacts coaches’ 
knowledge. In research on coaching philosophy, clarity is needed on what informs and 
guides coach’s knowledge, understanding and learning, and linked to actual coaching 
actions in practice. These gaps in understanding between what (practice) and why 
(articulation of practice) need to be taken into consideration when researching coaching 
philosophy, something that past studies (e.g. McCallister et al., 2000; Voight & Carroll, 
2006; Nash et al., 2008; Bennie & O’Connor, 2010; Gavazzi, 2015; Christian et al., 
2017) only using interviews has overlooked. A deeper understanding of what underpins 
coaches’ actions, using multiple interviews, and aligned to their practice, using 
observations over time will give a more complete picture of what a coaching philosophy 
is and how it operates in practice.  
In a similar way, the philosophy literature within sports coaching (e.g. Schempp 
et al., 2006; Voight & Carroll, 2006; Nash et al., 2008; Bennie and O’Connor, 2010; 
Yukelson & Rose, 2014; Hodge et al., 2014; Gavazzi, 2015; Bespomoshchov & Caron, 
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2017) is selective when discussing philosophy. With only one empirical study despite 
not reporting it (e.g. Gould et al., 2017), two studies just focusing on epistemology (e.g. 
Grecic & Collins, 2013; Christian et al., 2017) and only four position pieces and critical 
reviews (e.g. Hardman & Jones, 2008, 2013; Partington & Cushion, 2014; Lyle & 
Cushion, 2017; Partington & Cushion, 2019) suggesting a philosophical approach to 
understanding coaching philosophy. Although it could be suggested that the lack of 
research is due to the complexity of identifying and making explicit ontological, 
epistemological beliefs and axiological, ethical values (Hardman & Jones, 2008, 2013; 
Cushion & Partington, 2014). Arguably, this is why the majority of the coaching 
literature does not use philosophical ideas to address coaching philosophy. This 
understanding will help inform coach education in the development of individual 
coaches, with the main aim of improving learning and attainment of performers. The 
next section reviews coach learning in sports coaching that highlights the impact of 
experience and social structure on coaches’ knowledge and understanding.       
 
3.5 Coaches’ learning of practice 
A selection of the coach learning literature is considered here as it relates to the purpose 
of the research, that is, understanding coaching philosophy and its construction in 
practice. Chapter Two (page 17) reported the uncritical reproduction of coaching 
practice (e.g. Light & Evans, 2013; Cushion & Jones, 2014; Hassanin & Light, 2014) 
in a number of different sports (e.g. football, rugby union, cricket). These studies 
consistently showed that coaches’ reproduction of practice was influenced by 
experience in social practice. Similarly, the coach learning literature consistently and 
repeatedly demonstrates that coaches’ main source for developing knowledge is 
through experience in informal settings instead of formal education (e.g. Nelson & 
Cushion, 2006; Cushion, Nelson, Armour, Lyle, Jones, Sandford & O’Callaghan, 2010). 
In particular, Nelson and Cushion (2006) reviewed the literature exploring how sports 
coaches acquire the knowledge that underpins their professional practice. They used 
Coombs and Ahmed’s (1974) analytical framework that included formal, non-formal, 
and informal learning. Coaches’ learning experiences ranged from being involved as a 
participant in a coaching session to actual coaching. Despite Nelson and Cushion 
(2006) and other authors (see Cushion et al. (2010) review of the learning literature) 
providing useful information that coaches mostly learn about coaching in informal 
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settings, through experience, this type of research offers little in understanding how and 
why these types of learning environments have such an influence over coaches’ practice.   
Evidence suggests that that majority of a coaches’ learning about coaching 
taking place in informal settings (Nelson & Cushion, 2006; Cushion et al., 2010). This 
means that learning from experience is important for researchers to consider. Watts and 
Cushion (2016) is an interesting study in this respect as the authors have broadened our 
understanding of informal and experiential learning because the study is one of the few 
to look at coaches learning through experience over time. The authors interviewed eight 
coaches twice, ten years apart, and through thematic analysis “identified learning as 
continuous and as a part of ongoing social practice” (p.89). The experiential knowledge 
and understanding gained in these types of informal settings have been conceptualised 
as coaches’ ‘practice theories’ (Cassidy, 2010). ‘Practice theories’ are a body of 
informal knowledge and developed assumptions learnt through experience about 
coaching (Cassidy, 2010). Often coaches assumptions about coaching are viewed as 
taken-for granted or accepted as normal. This is often problematic when such 
perspectives feed back into practice (Lyle & Cushion, 2017). To add to the problem, 
coaches are encouraged to observe, listen and copy more experienced coaches, and then 
incorporate these practices into their own coaching (Cushion et al., 2003). It could be 
argued that sports coaching will never move beyond ‘traditional’ practices if it 
continues to ‘copy and paste’. Consequently, Watts and Cushion (2016) emphasised 
the need to support coaches through their experiential learning process and when in 
informal learning situations to help coaches be aware of why a particular way of 
coaching fits a specific situation, player and context (cf. Cushion, 2013).  
As highlighted in Chapter Two (page 17), social structures influence coaches’ 
informal and experiential learning and understanding of practice (Cushion & Jones, 
2014; Townsend & Cushion, 2015; Hassanin et al., 2018). For example, Cushion et al. 
(2003) who examined the coach education landscape using Bourdieu’s work usefully 
highlighted the impact of experience on the structuring of coaches’ in thinking and 
acting in a certain way. More specifically, the learning of coaching knowledge was 
identified as a function of the distribution of power to ex-professionals within a specific 
coaching field (Jones, Armour & Potrac, 2003; Townsend & Cushion, 2015). In 
Cushion and Jones (2006) study, in professional youth football, coaches who held social 
(e.g. position they occupied in the club), cultural (e.g. qualifications and experience) 
and symbolic capital (e.g. prestige derived from personal accomplishment) determined 
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the social hierarchy and structured practice and learning. Again, when Stodter and 
Cushion (2017) employed an in-depth case study approach, using multiple methods to 
track two English youth football coaches over a year, the author’s identified structural 
constraints on coach learning, such as those in hierarchal positions. Such constraints 
included, for example, the National Governing Body and coach developers. Stodter and 
Cushion (2017) also stressed the impact of these structures on what coaches learnt 
leading to an uncritical reproduction of coaching knowledge. This consideration 
suggests that practice is uncritically reproduced (Cushion & Jones, 2006, 2014; 
Townsend & Cushion, 2015) and the unconscious nature of practice reproduction is 
influenced by social structure (Cushion & Jones, 2014; Stodter & Cushion, 2017). This 
influence remains under-researched in coaching. 
Despite the impact of structure on coaches’ learning being highlighted, no 
research has looked at coaching philosophy as a social constraint nor how it is learnt 
informally through experience in a particular social setting. A sociological approach 
and understanding of how and why coaches’ have constructed coaching philosophy and 
the mode of reproduction in social practice has not been addressed. Therefore, 
researchers of coaching philosophy (e.g. MaCallister et al., 2000; Nash et al., 2008; 
Bennie & O’Connor, 2010; Camire et al., 2012) are not helping to give a fair reflection 
of coaching practice by missing or ignoring possible influences of structure, culture, 
tradition and power. Therefore, research is required that looks at how these social 
factors play a part in coaches learning of the what, how and why of both coaching 
practice and coaching philosophy.  
The problem of coaches just learning about sports coaching through informal 
situations and experiential learning is that it can force people into a difficult arena of 
ideology, rhetoric and discourse that if accessed uncritically can become a ground for 
social reproduction (Cushion & Jones, 2014; Townsend & Cushion, 2017). Despite the 
evidence that coaching practice is merely reproduced, coaches still use rhetoric that is 
to the contrary. In this case, for example, that an individual coach’s philosophy is 
unique to them and that it alone underpins coaching practice (e.g. Lyle, 2002; Cassidy 
et al., 2009; Jenkins, 2017). Instead, as Cushion explains with Kitchen (2011) the 
situated learning environment is more than just learning by doing but is a position that 
gives situatedness a dynamic and theoretical perspective. Learning whilst being situated 
in a particular field can drive a social practice that includes entrenched beliefs that are 
difficult to challenge (Cushion & Kitchen, 2011). Kitchen’s reflections, as a cricket 
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coach development manager, highlights the unconscious learning and nature of practice 
that is influenced by socio-political issues. For example, Kitchen “often found that a 
coach’s capital or the capital ‘lent’ to others by those with ‘power’ in a club [cricket] 
tends to be biased towards those who simply replicate or mirror their own beliefs, 
traditions or values” (p.52).  
Given the evidence, that social, structural and political factors influence coaches 
learning, it is difficult to see how a coach’s philosophy alone underpins practice 
(Partington & Cushion, 2019). Similar to the coaching philosophy literature reviewed 
(see page 26), coach learning research tends to separate the individual coach and 
context, therefore missing the possible influence of social structure (Cushion & Kitchen, 
2011; Cushion & Jones, 2014; Townsend & Cushion, 2015; Watts & Cushion, 2016). 
Hence, unlike past coaching philosophy research, both social structure and coaches’ 
agency need to be considered (Cushion & Partington, 2014). Consequently, instead of 
seeing structure and agency as a dichotomy the two intertwined together play a role in 
how a coach learns (Townsend & Cushion, 2015) and how coaching philosophy is 
understood and linked to practice. There is a need for empirical research to understand 
the place of structure, agency and philosophy together, and the influence on practice, 
and coaches’ knowledge and understanding of coaching.  
Both Cushion (2013) and Light (2008) have published critical commentaries on 
learning in sport coaching. In considering a range of literature these authors highlighted 
that sport coaches often apply methods of practice without a true understanding – and 
have described this as having an epistemological gap (Light, 2008). That is coaches’ 
statements of knowledge not matching their action. Importantly, these examples 
explain that this is due to coaches not always understanding why a certain practice is 
implemented at one particular time and place but still reproduce it. The coaches are 
therefore situated in an environment that has culture, tradition and power relations, that 
in turn, underpins their practice. The major problem here is there is an absence of any 
consideration of the needs of the players by coaches (Partington & Cushion, 2013). To 
further complicate matters coach behaviour research (e.g. Partington & Cushion, 2013) 
and research tracking the impact of coach education (e.g. Stodter & Cushion, 2014; 
Stodter & Cushion, 2017) has identified that coaches have poor self-awareness of their 
behaviour and practice activities. This is of particularly concern for this research 
because it calls into question the relationship between perceptions of coaching 
philosophy and coach’s practice (Lyle, 2002). Clearly, coaches need self-awareness of 
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their practice, different types of knowledge (see page 44) and an understanding of how 
experience can negatively guide and shape their practice (Burton & Raedeke, 2008). 
With this understanding coaches can make a more informed choice on the practice they 
want to implement based on the environment and players they are coaching. Instead of 
simply reproducing a way of coaching structured by a particular fields culture, tradition, 
power and structure, a greater understanding is needed on how coaching philosophy 
fits into the reproduction of practice. Research that provides an understanding of how 
coaching philosophy is learnt informally through experience, and how it shapes and 
links to coaches’ practice is needed and has been called for (e.g. Lyle & Cushion, 2017).  
Despite the evidence, coach education currently does not address in their 
provision an understanding of structure, culture, tradition and power, or how these can 
influence a coaches’ practice (Stodter & Cushion, 2014; Townsend & Cushion, 2015). 
Coaches need this understanding to inform them of the possible influence of ‘practice 
theories’ (Cassidy, 2010; Watts & Cushion, 2016), epistemological gaps when 
coaching (Light, 2008) to then help support coaches’ poor self-awareness of practice 
(Partington & Cushion, 2013; Stodter & Cushion, 2014). Consequently, coaches need 
a mixture of different types of knowledge to inform and support their decisions on what 
they do in practice. In a mixture of formal, non-formal and informal settings. Although 
the traditional focus of coach education when discussing a coaching philosophy is the 
coaches’ tactical and technical beliefs about their sport (i.e. what to coach); more focus 
is needed on individual coaches’ beliefs about what, how and why to coach and who is 
coaching (Partington & Cushion, 2013; Stodter & Cushion, 2014) as well as social 
influences (Cushion & Jones, 2006, 2014). The argument here is that sports coaches 
need a variety of different knowledge bases to inform what they do in practice based 
on individual player’s needs. Instead of just a focus on tactical and technical knowledge, 
Cassidy, Jones and Potrac (2004; 2009) suggest there to be three types of content 
knowledge coaches need. These include (i) subject matter that refers to the coaches 
knowledge related to their sport; (ii) pedagogical, meaning the ability of the coach to 
rationalise why and when certain practices should be used and then how coaches’ 
transmit information to learners they are coaching; and (iii) curriculum which signifies 
the resources that are available to the coach, and their aptitude in being able to select 
the most appropriate practices for what they want their learners to learn. Similarly, Nash 
and Collins (2006) in an examination of the literature that identifies ‘expert’ coaches 
claim that there are three components of coaching knowledge. The authors emphasise 
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that these components should include knowledge of the game, knowledge of teaching 
and learning, and knowledge of scientific principles (e.g. physiology, psychology, 
biomechanics). Coaches then need a broader knowledge base than just sport specific 
knowledge that includes other types that have been discussed. These could include an 
understanding about philosophy, learning, pedagogy and the possible social and 
structural influences. 
This section has considered how coaches learn about coaching through 
experience, situated informally in social practice. Here, coaches’ practice, knowledge 
and understanding are uncritically reproduced and influenced by social structures. 
Therefore, this section shows how coaching philosophy is researched and viewed by 
coaches is not the only problem. Investigations into coach learning that include 
discussions about both agency and structure need to be considered (Townsend & 
Cushion, 2015). As suggested throughout the research so far, sociological research is 
needed that considers the critical reproduction and influence of tradition, culture, power 
and structure on how coaching philosophy and coaching practice is learnt and 
implemented. This research then looks to investigate how coaching philosophy is 
constructed and reconstructed in social practice. This understanding will support 
coaches and coach education when constructing an understanding of coaching practice 
and coaching philosophy, including the implementation. 
 
3.6 Summary: researching coaching philosophy  
This review of literature has examined the relevant research pertaining to the 
construction of coaching philosophy. The review suggests coaching philosophy is 
poorly understood and the majority of research lacks clear definitions, conceptual 
clarity and an appreciation of the relational coach. Arguably, the current literature on 
coaching philosophy is also subjective and contributes to the existing scholarly 
confusion by missing the social nature of coaching practice (Cushion & Partington, 
2014; Lyle & Cushion, 2017). Given this lack of conceptual clarity, coaches can only 
present their interpretations of what is a socially constructed phenomenon. In the 
context of this research, in order to explore the complexity of the coaching process and 
practice, it is vital to illuminate how a coaching philosophy manifests in practice. As 
already suggested, contextual factors impact the behaviour and practice activities 
coaches use. How coaches’ implement their coaching philosophy in a specific context 
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needs to be explored. Currently, the issues and problems of implementing a coaching 
philosophy in practice have not been identified. 
The need now is to deconstruct first coaches understanding of coaching 
philosophy in social practice (Cushion & Partington, 2014), then to develop a clear 
philosophical and sociological understanding of what is a coaching philosophy and how 
it is influenced in practice (Cushion & Partington, 2014; Lyle & Cushion, 2017). 
Coaching practice, coaching philosophy and a coach’s philosophy have not been 
investigated together using philosophical thinking and sociological tools. A coach’s 
philosophy needs to be philosophically explored to identify what it consists of and how 
it operates in social, contextual and situational environment. Research into the 
construction of coaches’ practice and coaching philosophy is needed to contribute to 
the development of a more comprehensive understanding of the social coaching process 
and implementation of practice. This means research that looks to investigate coaches’ 
social practice and explore the meaning and influence of coaching philosophy.  
A philosophical understanding can help establish a clear rationale for what a 
coach is doing and provide the tools to deal with questions in a clear and justified way 
(Drewe, 2000). Coaches themselves can be encouraged to use philosophical tools, such 
as ontology, epistemology, axiology and ethics, to develop a more coherent and 
sophisticated understanding of their own coaching and coaching more broadly 
(Hardman & Jones, 2013). With the current academic and practitioner construction that 
a coaching philosophy underpins a coach’s choice of behaviour and practice activity 
(see Voight & Carroll, 2006; Gould et al., 2007), an understanding is needed of the 
philosophical underpinnings of a coach, what they consist of and how a philosophy 
operates in practice in order to examine what factors impact how a coach performs. The 
lack of philosophical investigations on what underpins coaches’ practice is evident. 
This can be achieved through philosophical thinking and a sociological investigation of 
professional youth football coaches’ practice and coaching philosophy, including the 
influence this has on coaching.   
The majority of coaching philosophy studies employ a singular, 
decontextualised method (e.g. survey and/or interview). However, a varied 
methodological approach is best suited to explain the inherent complexity of coaching 
philosophy within coach’s practice. A varied methodological approach is needed to 
explain the inherent complexity and unconscious nature of coaching philosophy within 
coach’s practice. Therefore, the use of multiple methods in the field over longitudinal 
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periods is needed to really grasp the complexity of coaching philosophy in practice 
(Cushion & Partington, 2014). Using multiple interviews and observations during a 
prolonged period in one setting can provide a more in depth understanding of the culture, 
tradition and power that has shown to affect coaches’ practice (e.g. Cushion & Jones, 
2006, 2014; Light & Evans, 2013; Hassanin & Light, 2014; Hassanin et al., 2018 (see 
Chapter Two, page 18). Such knowledge and understanding of coaching philosophy 
can aid the coaching process to ultimately improve performance as well as the well-
being of players through the development of coach education. This line of research will 
continue the development and understanding of the social and complex dilemma that is 
sports coaching and how coaches learn what underpins their practice. 
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Chapter Four: Methodology 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Research does not take place in a vacuum, with the researcher a blank slate upon which 
data are neutrally imprinted ahead of impartial analysis (Sparkes, 1992; Sparkes & 
Smith, 2014; Smith & Sparkes, 2016). Instead, all features of research are guided by 
theoretical assumptions about human knowledge and understanding that inform the 
research questions, methodology, methods, and findings (Crotty, 1998; Nelson, Groom 
& Potrac, 2014). This chapter provides an overview of the assumptions underpinning 
the research that informed the methodology, including details of the methods chosen 
and the process of data analysis (Siedentop, 1983). The aim of this chapter is to provide 
clarity on the research process undertaken. The chapter is divided into four parts. Part 
one positions the research within a paradigm, identifies the methodological approach 
and explains the context. Part two outlines the choice of methods, including the 
rationale, procedures, strengths, limitations and reflections. Part three discusses the data 
process of analysis, and finally, part four provides an overview of my reflexivity during 
the research process. 
 
4.2 My worldview and reflexivity  
4.2.1 The research paradigms and my worldview 
The way research is approached, and the methodology employed is dependent on an 
individual’s worldview (Heywood & Stronach, 2004) or paradigmatic perspective 
(Grix, 2002). A paradigm is a “set of basic beliefs (or metaphysics) [...] and a worldview 
that defines, for its holder, the nature of the ‘world’, the individuals place in it, and the 
range of possible relationships to that world and its parts” (Guba & Lincoln, 1994, 
p.107). Identifying and articulating my paradigm position has informed my decisions 
made during the research process (Denzin & Lincoln, 2018). It was important to 
articulate my beliefs about the research process, to first form “a mutually self-
reinforcing process” (Sparks & Smith, 2014, p.9). This allowed me to reflect on my 
research journey, and then help me to understand my research choices (i.e. methods). 
Paradigms are separated by the philosophical underpinnings on which they are 
built (Guba & Lincoln, 1994; Denzin & Lincoln, 2018) and formulated as a 
consequence of an individual’s contextual life history (Sparkes, 1989). In other words, 
the experiences encountered shape beliefs, with these beliefs then acting as a filter 
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system that governs future experiences (Cushion, 2013). Beliefs are the ontological and 
epistemological assumptions researchers hold that guide decisions regarding the 
methodology adopted (Bergmann, 2010). Ontology explains what constitutes social 
reality (Grix, 2002), with epistemology referring to questions about the nature of 
knowledge and the relationship between the inquirer and the known (Sparkes, 1992; 
Denzin & Lincoln, 2018). Epistemology also highlights the researcher’s assumptions 
on whether knowledge is acquired or has to be experienced (Sparkes, 2002).  
My ontological worldview recognises the multiple constructed and subjective 
nature of human beings and the structures surrounding and immersing them. While 
acknowledging that there are numerous ways to study knowledge, I view knowledge as 
a social construction and believe that there is no absolute truth. My social 
constructionist perspective has three main assumptions: (1) meanings are created 
through dialogue and consensus and are context-relative; (2) interactions between 
people are joint accomplishments; and (3) contexts affect how people interact with one 
another (Barker, Barker-Ruchti & Pühse, 2013). Therefore, my ontological position is 
relativistic, “meaning [that] knowledge is viewed as relative to time and place, never 
absolute across time and space” (Patton, 2002, p.100). It stems from my belief that 
professional knowledge is constructed from the world in which we live and is forged in 
the “dialectic tension between individuals and the world around them” (Schempp, 1993, 
p.3). Therefore, as the researcher, I am interweaved with the socially constructed nature 
of reality, what is studied and the situational constraints that shape inquiry. With this 
social constructionist position, I reject the view that coaches are completely 
homogenous and predictable beings whose behaviour, practice activities and coaching 
philosophy can be understood in terms of a set cause and effect relationships (Jones et 
al., 2011). Instead, I consider coaching to be a socially complex activity between coach, 
player and the environment, in which the individual’s experiences and understandings 
of everyday life are influenced by their biographies, goals, motivations as well as 
contextual and situational factors (Sparkes, 1992; Jones et al., 2011; Cushion, 2013). 
Therefore, this research focuses on constructed — rather than found — world (Lather, 
2004). 
It has been suggested that those who operate in a positivist paradigm are 
interested in asking questions based on what can be observed or confirmed (Tashakkori 
& Teddlie, 2003), whereas those of a social constructionist disposition attempt to 
explore and uncover individual’s experiences and implicit beliefs (Burr, 1995; 
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Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2003). As a researcher, my epistemological beliefs relate to 
social constructionism, I understand that humans generate knowledge and meaning 
from an interaction between their experiences, ideas and the social context. Papert 
(1980), when writing about constructionism, claims that knowledge and meaning are 
historically and culturally constructed through social processes, experience and action. 
Another assumption that underpins constructionism is the taken-for-granted nature of 
existing knowledge and how it reflects one ideological position opposed to another 
(Marvasti, 2004). Constructionism, therefore, concentrates analyses on the social 
practices that contribute to the distribution, production and legitimation of coaching 
knowledge. Thus, coaching knowledge can be viewed through a constructionist lens as 
non-foundational, nor neutral, but shaped in the interplay of people and context through 
the internalisation of cultural messages (Burr, 1995; Crotty, 2003). Papert (1980) was 
interested in how learners engage in a conversation on their own or with other people, 
and how these conversations boost self-directed learning and ultimately facilitate the 
construction of new knowledge. Papert’s constructionism sees knowledge as situated, 
connected, fragile, contextual and flexible. From my social constructionist perspective, 
I take a view of knowledge as non-foundational and concerned with the construction of 
meaning through culture and context.  
I started this research thesis as an interpretivist researcher because, similar to 
Woolcott (1990), I did not go about trying to “discover a ready-made world”; rather, I 
was seeking “to understand a social world we are continuously in the process of 
constructing” (p.149). Although as I spent more time in the research setting, I did not 
want to just report my interpretation of the findings; I wanted to go one step further by 
highlighting the power struggles, the impact of culture and tradition on coaches’ 
behaviour and practice. More importantly, I wanted to change the environment for the 
benefit of the coaches, which, in turn, would benefit the players’ development and well-
being. Therefore, I consider myself a critical theorist. Importantly, critical theorists 
recognise that “social constraints exist, and research should be [the] emancipator and 
directed at those constraints” (Thomas, 1993, p.21). As the data collection progressed, 
I wanted to make visible the covert structures of power and oppression and, in doing 
so, it is suggested, I developed a political agenda. I believe in the power relations related 
to social class, gender, sexual orientation, race/ethnicity, disability, political and 
historical content within which people operate and the ways in which particular 
organisational relations, structures and conditions shape our construction of social 
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reality (Sparkes, 1992; Kincheloe & McLaren, 1994). This political agenda refers to 
the reflective and reflexive process of choosing between conceptual alternatives and 
making value-laden judgments of meaning and method (Thomas, 1993) − to challenge 
the current sports coaching and coaching philosophy research, AGB policy and, most 
importantly, coaches’ actual practice in this research. Consequently, my interests now 
lie in how certain forms of knowledge, ways of knowing and values are privileged and 
legitimised relative to others.  
Within critical theory it is understood that there is no discrete distinction 
between the researcher and the researched; rather, both are viewed as mutually 
influencing the other as co-producers of data (Nelson et al., 2014). A central difference 
between interpretivism and critical theory lies in the latter’s emancipatory objective, 
that is, its aim of enabling participants to gain knowledge to take control of their lives 
(Kincheloe & McLaren, 1994). Taking a critical approach when researching is to 
provide knowledge that highlights and deconstructs the prevailing social structures 
(Smith & Caddick, 2012), as they are, in one-way or another, oppressive. A direct 
attempt is made to highlight and therefore empower oppressed individuals (Kincheloe, 
McLaren & Steinberg, 2011).  
Overall, it should be highlighted that paradigms are human constructions and 
subject to human frailty:  
 
“they are all inventions of the human mind, and hence subject to human 
error. No construction is or can be incontrovertibly right, advocates must 
rely on persuasiveness and utility rather than proof in arguing their position” 
(Guba & Lincoln, 1994, p.108)  
 
In addition, the paradigms discussed here are still the subject of debate with reference 
to the definition, meaning and implications (Guba & Lincoln, 2005). Indeed, Lincoln 
and Guba (2000), Sparkes and Smith (2014) and Nelson et al. (2014), as well as many 
others, point out that even as we write, the boundaries between paradigms are shifting.  
In summary, I agree with Sparkes and Smith (2014) that, as with any form of 
belief system, the values and assumptions are learned and developed via the process of 
socialisation. My academic experiences as a lecturer in the workplace have certainly 
influenced my assumptions about how the world and people in it operate. The daily 
power struggles I have witnessed and been a part of — both before and during the 
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undertaking of this research project — has shaped my critical approach. In addition, 
my readings of sociological theorist work (e.g. Pierre Bourdieu, Stuart Hall, Irving 
Goffman, Antony Giddens, Michel Foucault and Antonio Gramsci) have been brought 
to life and have meaning. Consequently, as a critical theorist researcher, I understand 
reciprocity between the researched and myself as a researcher serves to corroborate the 
construction of data and to provide participants with insights that might serve as the 
basis for action and change (Sparkes, 1992; Tolman & Brydon-Miller, 2001). It is 
important for me, therefore, to be reflective about these assumptions throughout the 
research process. Here (see section 4.9.2, page 87) and in the next section, I have 
included personal reflective accounts explaining the historically and/or cultural impact 
I believe I have had on the research setting that has also influenced my knowledge and 
decisions.  
   
4.2.2 Reflections on my worldview 
Throughout the research I have strived to recognise my own position and assumptions 
within the academic and coaching field through discussions with my supervisor and 
academic colleagues. I felt it important to highlight my worldview and assumptions 
about coaching practice to make clear how my biographical experiences as a football 
coach and academic have impacted me. My first taste of coaching was when I achieved 
my Football Association Level one coaching award aged seventeen while I was at 
college. This allowed me to get involved with some football coaching as an assistant at 
the local leisure centre, where I was also a lifeguard. Being a coach always seemed 
glamorous to me, even at a rundown leisure centre. For my new role, I was given a 
different kit with “COACH” on the back, and I felt that this made me stand out as I 
strutted proudly around the leisure centre. I was paid more per hour than I was when 
observing the swimming pool to save lives as a lifeguard.  
I quickly developed an enthusiasm for sport coaching. I felt important when 
delivering my coaching sessions. I felt that I was the centre of attention as the children’s 
parents gathered around the sports hall. Due to the feelings of importance and 
enjoyment I experienced when I took those three-hour sessions on a Saturday morning, 
I decided to go to university to study sport science and coaching. As the degree 
progressed, I continued with my coaching awards in football and, when I finished my 
degree, I had attained my Football Association UEFA B Level 3 Coaching Award. 
During my final year at university I managed to gain a voluntary performance analysis 
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placement at the football club, where this research is situated. In my own mind, I felt 
glorified as I walked around the first team training ground and, although only a 
volunteer, I felt part of a professional club; being an insider was special for me. From 
this placement I achieved a number of roles that, when I finished university, together 
allowed me to make a living, but more importantly, continue my involvement in 
professional sport. One of my roles was being a coach in the football club Academy. I 
really enjoyed putting my kit on and taking my sessions. I always got to training early 
before all the other coaches, and I spent time setting up and lining up every cone to 
make the square or rectangle perfect. I started with the lowest age group – under 10’s 
and progressed up all of the age ranges. All of these experiences shaped my worldview 
and impacted my ethical choices during the research phase that is discussed next.  
 
4.3 Ethical considerations 
The research design undertaken in this study gained ethical approval from the School 
of Sport, Exercise and Health Sciences Research Ethics Sub-Committee at 
Loughborough University. Although gaining ethical approval was a static event, it was 
important for me to view ethics as “a continuous process” in my research study (Sparkes 
& Smith, 2014, p.206). As a researcher, it was necessarily for me to engage in 
situational ethics (Ellis, 2007). I was flexible and open to studying ethical issues from 
the participants’ perspective. For example, it was important for me that if I was 
coaching and participated in discussions with coaches (also the participants) linked to 
my area of research, I then asked them if they were comfortable with me using the 
discussion as data. Generally, the participants were happy for me to proceed in this 
manner, but at times they opted for the material not to be included. Generally, this was 
when they were discussing other coaches or those in managerial positions.  
Relational ethics was also of particular importance due to my critical theory 
assumptions about the coaching setting, so I ensured I respected the research setting 
and the participants (i.e. coaches and other members of the context) taking part in the 
study and those that did not. As already highlighted, although I did not initially set out 
to highlight and then change the Academy context, as the research progressed, and my 
critical approach and intentions became clear during data collection, I felt it important 
to make coaches aware of my thoughts and findings. Therefore, I discussed these with 
coaches throughout my data analysis and during the write up phase to highlight my 
perspectives about the underlying culture (see reflexivity section, page 85). 
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In the past, anonymity and confidentiality have been promised to participants 
by researchers and ethics committees. However, such claims are difficult to control 
with there always being a possibility of participant and context recognition (Sparkes & 
Smith, 2014). Therefore, for this research study full confidentiality was not promised 
but instead I explained to the participants I would do my utmost to maximise their 
anonymity. For example, participant’s names and any other identifying information, 
such as the name of the Academy, would not appear in any written work and instead be 
replaced with pseudonyms. All the information provided was stored on a password-
protected computer, and all raw data that was collected was stored on NVivo 10.0 for 
the duration of the project only. Before and during the data collection, participants in 
the research were informed about the research process. For example, the participants 
were provided with details about where the interviews would take place and the 
approximate length of time they would take.  
 
4.4 Research design: a case study of one professional English youth male football 
Academy 
This research employed a case study approach because its purpose was to “identify and 
describe before trying to analyse and theorise” (Stark & Torrance, 2005, p.33) and to 
understand the case in depth rather than attempting to generalise to populations other 
than those under study (Smith, 2018). A characteristic of a case study is that the data is 
a co-constructed representation from the researcher, participants and one setting under 
study, that is socially situated (Stark & Torrance, 2005; Hodge & Sharp, 2016). 
Research that has considered coaching philosophy (e.g. Gould et al., 2017) have 
showed that the reporting of context is essential (McFee, 2009). Therefore, the use of a 
case study design allowed me to explore the personal nature of experience within a one 
socio-cultural context (Allen-Collinson & Hockey, 2005) and expose the “clandestine” 
elements of practice (Purdy, Potrac & Jones, 2008, p.321). Indeed, Crowe, Cresswell, 
Robertson, Huby, Avery and Sheikh (2011) suggest that the central tenets of case 
studies are the ability to report the highly complex nature of the context with multiple 
methods in which the study is being undertaken so that the reader can recognise where 
the case aligns with their own experiences. The assumptions related to undertaking case 
study research align with the understanding that coaching is subjective, social, and a 
constructed phenomenon (Cushion, 2013). One study focused on coaching, which has 
already been discussed, is Cushion and Jones (2014), who highlighted the production 
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and reproduction of social structures within one social and political football setting. 
Case studies have attracted criticism from those who view the methodology as 
unscientific or even narcissistic (Coffey, 1999). However, its proponents argue that 
there can be no such thing as neutral research since the conventions of the text and 
language used to verbalise research findings are actively involved in the construction 
of various realities (Sparkes, 2002). Therefore, throughout the research process, I 
considered the extent to which the social context and the people who influenced it was 
captured. Stark and Torrance (2005) claim that participant observation interspersed 
with interviews help explain action and is a crucial component to extending knowledge 
and understanding of practice and theory in one setting. A case study was therefore a 
suitable research design to adopt when examining a phenomenon in one setting where 
questions of ‘how’, ‘why’ and ‘what’ are being asked (Leech & Onwuegbuzie, 2007; 
Yin, 2008). It was hoped that a case study research design would, as Jones suggests, 
tell a “truer, story about coaches and coaching” (Jones, 2006, p.1012) in one setting 
that could resonate with the reader.  
Researchers who employ a case study hold that the values and experiences of 
the researcher are key resources rather than something to be controlled or excluded 
from the research process (Sparkes & Smith, 2014; Atkinson, 2016). There is no exact 
lens into the life of an individual and no method can deliver an ultimate truth (Lincoln 
& Guba, 2000). However, it might be argued that some research designs and methods 
are more suitable for conducting research on human construction of social realities in 
one setting than others (Guba & Lincoln, 2005). Also, case studies typically draw on 
multiple sources of evidence to cover the complexity of the case and its context (Yin, 
2013; Hodge & Sharp, 2016). I therefore deployed the research methods of interviews 
and participant observations (including documents) to assist in understanding coaching 
philosophy, the practical coaching context and highlight cultural and historical factors 
influencing the practice setting and the coaches within the Academy setting.  
 
4.5 The case study research setting   
The somewhat secretive nature of professional football is difficult to access, with 
coaches often guarded about the goings on in their setting (Cushion & Jones, 2014). 
Being both an experienced coach (i.e. twelve years) and researcher (i.e. eight years) in 
the same setting gave me access to areas of professional football that could not be 
explored in detail by outside agents (Patton, 1990), allowing entry to what Goffman 
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(1959) described as the backstage world. Consequently, over the years in this one 
football club setting, I had become ‘part of the furniture’, and built relationships and 
trust with the individuals who became the participants. Because of this, I undertook this 
research at the same professional football club. Immersion in the context as a part-time 
coach allowed me to access the “magic circle [of the field]” (Bourdieu, 1990a, p.68). 
Indeed, Bourdieu (1990b) argued that social research is most meaningful when it is 
undertaken within one’s field where the researcher can feel, understand and interpret 
the logic and practical beliefs of the inhabitants (see reflexivity section, page 85). 
Having access to the ‘magic circle’ and studying individuals with whom there is an 
existing relationship is based upon the gaining of authentic knowledge through 
authentic relationships. For example, Papathomas and Lavallee (2006) suggest that the 
existing trust between the researcher and participant enables an open research process 
and the disclosure of valuable personal information that may otherwise not be gained. 
In this case, the positives of having an established rapport and trust with the participants 
and context certainly facilitated data collection. However, there were considerations 
that had to be made during the process, for example, how to manage my interactions 
with coaching colleagues as a researcher. Although I wanted to maintain my 
relationship with the coaches, at times I needed to move away from the “banter” to 
more critical discussions regarding coaching practice and coaching philosophy.  
However, as the researcher, I could not wholly remove myself from the research 
process, therefore, it was important to recognise the limitations of my access and to 
understand the effect that I had on the setting. For example, coaches could be 
performative (Partington & Cushion, 2012) because they were being observed. It was 
imperative for the participants to understand that the purpose of the research was not to 
judge their coaching. This was communicated to the participants at the start of the 
research process and throughout its duration to offer assurance. In addition, the research 
took place longitudinally over fifteen months so that the coaches, players and others in 
the setting could become familiar with my role as a researcher alongside my role as a 
part-time coach. Given this, it was important to realise that data were not collected 
through research methods per se but constructed, meaning that the data were not 
coaches’ lived experiences, but what Denzin and Lincoln (2005, p.9) calls “lived 
textuality” – co-constructed between the coaches and myself.  
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4.5.1 The research participants 
All members of staff at the football club (i.e. coaches, head of coaching and first team 
staff), key external stakeholders (i.e. National Governing Body (NGB) coach developer 
and Academy Governing Body (AGB) coach developer) and the Academy Manager on 
behalf of the whole case study setting agreed to be involved in the research (e.g. 
observed) but not all members wanted to be directly involved in the study (e.g. direct 
observations of coaching practice and formal interviews).  
Therefore, twelve football coaches were homogeneously sampled to participate. 
Homogeneous sampling is a type of purposive sampling1 that investigates the practices 
of those who have shared similar contextual experiences (Sparkes & Smith, 2014). 
These participants were selected as they firstly agreed to be directly observed and were 
happy to take part in formal interviews and had all been at the Academy for six months 
or more, and therefore had similar environment understandings and experiences of the 
case study setting. Like the rest of the case study members, the twelve coaches were 
given information about the study (see appendix A) and were informed that they would 
not be discriminated against if they did not take part in the research and had the option 
to withdraw from the study at any time up to the thesis submission. The coaches were 
then asked to think about whether they would like to be involved in the study. If so, 
they were then asked to provide informed consent (see appendix B). At this point, ten 
out of the twelve coaches agreed to be full participants. The two who declined to 
participate in the direct coaching observations and formal interviews agreed to be in the 
study but did not want their practice observed. The ten main participants were 
professional English youth football coaches (see Figures 1, 2 and Table 1 for further 
details). 
The ten main participants had a mixture of educational qualifications, playing 
backgrounds and coaching experience (see Table 1). The participants were all male 
English youth football coaches (Mean age = 33.4 years). They had been coaching for 
an average of four years (range three to thirty-eight years), with an average of four years 
(range two to thirteen years) in the Academy. Given the volatile nature of professional 
football, it is not uncommon for coaches to be replaced or moved on to other clubs. As 
can be seen in Table 1 and Figure 1 and 2, during the research five out of ten coaches 
 
1 Purposeful sampling is “based on the assumption that one wants to discover, understand, and gain 
insight; therefore, one needs to select a sample from which one can learn most” (Merriam, 1988, p.48). 
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either resigned or were sacked (explained in more detail below for each individual 
coach). However, only one coach left before eight months of data collection. Given that 
this was a longitudinal study over a total of seventeen months, the reduction in sample 
size (from ten to five participants) did not compromise the purpose of the study. During 
the last two months of data collection, a number of new Academy coaches were 
appointed. However, they did not take part in the research. The following section 
provides an overview of the qualifications and characteristics of the participants. 
 
Alan (pseudonym) 
Alan started as a part-time under 10’s coach at the beginning of the research process 
and was employed because of his friendship with Jude. During the first season, he acted 
as the lead coach with John as his assistant. After the first season (ten months), Alan 
became the head of foundation phase and the under 11’s coach. Alan had a FA level 3 
(UEFA B) coaching award1 and a full FA Youth Award2. Alan had two years coaching 
experience in this setting and another ten years professional coaching in his own 
coaching business that he part owned with Jude.  
 
Stu (pseudonym) 
Stu was a part-time coach of the under 11’s for the first season. Stu was a Physical 
Education lecturer at the college where the Academy trained, and during the first 
football season, he was made the Head of the sport department at the college. Stu, 
therefore, changed his role with the Academy due to time constraints and became a 
floater coach. However, after changing his role, he did not coach again during my 
research. This role included covering coaches who would be off with sickness or 
holidays. Stu had an FA level 3 (UEFA B) coaching award and a full FA Youth Award. 
Stu also had an undergraduate qualification in sport and was a qualified teacher in 
further education. Stu had three years coaching experience in this setting and another 
eleven years professional coaching at one other football Academy.  
 
 
 
1 The Football Association level 3 (Union of European Football Association B) coaching award is a 
qualification needed to work in an English youth football Academy (EPPP, 2011).  
2 The Football Association Youth Coaching Award is a more recently devised qualification that is 
needed to work in an English youth football Academy (EPPP, 2011). 
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John (pseudonym) 
John was a part-time assistant coach for the under 10’s, he worked closely with Alan. 
John was a player in the Academy (Centre of Excellence when he played) and received 
a professional one-year contract for the club. After his one year as a professional 
football player he became a coach at the Academy and worked for the club’s 
community trust as a coach. John had an FA level 3 (UEFA B) coaching award and a 
full FA Youth Award. John had two years coaching experience in this setting and two 
years professional coaching.  
 
Pete (pseudonym) 
Pete was a part-time coach in the foundation phase with the under 9’s. He left this role 
and therein the research process after eight months to return to his home country for a 
full-time coaching position at a football club. Pete had a FA level 2 coaching award and 
was undertaking his level 3 (UEFA B) coaching award at the beginning of the research 
process. Pete held an undergraduate and postgraduate qualification in sport. Pete had 
two years coaching experience in this setting and another six years professional 
coaching.  
 
Lee (pseudonym) 
Lee was a part-time coach who started with the under 12’s then, after two months in 
the first football season, was moved to coach the under 14’s. He left the Academy at 
the end of the season (ten months). When discussing with Lee why he left, he suggested 
it was by “mutual consent”. However, when discussing the issue with Jude and Ian, 
they claimed that he was “pushed out” because “he just wants to do his own thing... 
was not bothered about the club’s philosophy” (Ian). Lee had a FA level 4 (UEFA A) 
coaching award and a full FA Youth Award. Lee had two years coaching experience in 
this setting and another thirty-eight years professional coaching at other football 
Academies. Lee was the most experienced coach at the Academy of coaching youth 
football players.  
 
Tony (pseudonym) 
Tony coached the under 13’s part time when the study began, but left after one full 
season before the second data collection point due to the increased paperwork arising 
from the implementation of the EPPP. He had a FA level 3 (UEFA B) coaching award 
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and Module 1 and 2 of the FA Youth Award. Tony had eight years coaching experience 
in this setting and, altogether, fifteen years professional coaching. Tony also coached a 
first team at a further education college.  
 
Tom (pseudonym) 
Tom was a part-time coach of the under 14’s for the first season. Like Tony, Tom 
stopped working at the Academy because of the increased workload (e.g. having to 
complete individual player reviews due to EPPP policy). Tom had a FA level 3 (UEFA 
B) coaching award and thirteen years coaching experience in this setting, with a total 
of seventeen years professional coaching. Tom had also been a professional player at 
the club and was a member of the youth football system that was then called a Centre 
of Excellence.  
 
Dan (pseudonym) 
Dan was a part-time coach of the under 16’s. Prior to the start of data collection, he had 
been the under 16 coach for four years. Dan held his FA level 3 (UEFA B) coaching 
award and a full FA Youth Award. He had been a professional football player before 
he retired seven years ago and began coaching during the last two seasons of his playing 
career. Although working in different age groups, Dan and Tom spent time together 
around the football Academy, mostly in the canteen having “a brew”.    
 
Jude (pseudonym) 
Jude was the full-time head of youth development phase (under 12’s to under 16’s), 
and part of this role was also to be the lead coach of the under 16’s. He oversaw Tom, 
Tony, Lee and Dan implement the football Academy’s coaching philosophy through 
their practice sessions and during games, and that the paperwork, such as player reviews, 
were completed. Jude had a FA level 3 (UEFA B) coaching award, a full FA Youth 
Award and, during the research process, attained his FA level 4 (UEFA A) coaching 
award. Jude also had an undergraduate qualification in sport. Jude had three years 
coaching experience in this setting and another thirteen years professional coaching in 
his own coaching business as well as at one other football Academy. Before the second 
data collection point, Jude was recruited to a category one football Academy as the 
under 14’s lead coach.  
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Ian (pseudonym) 
Ian was the full-time head of foundation phase (under 9’s to under 11’s). Part of this 
role was also the lead coach of the under 11’s. Like Jude, he ensured that Lee, Stu, Alan, 
John and Pete implemented the football Academy’s coaching philosophy through their 
executed practice sessions and games, and that the paperwork, such as player reviews, 
were completed. After the first football season, Ian was appointed as the full-time head 
of the youth development phase, and after two months in this role he also became the 
operations manager for the Academy, in which he arranged everything for the under 
9’s to under 16’s, including fixtures, training, equipment and staff. Ian had a FA level 
3 (UEFA B) coaching award, a full FA Youth Award. Ian also had an undergraduate 
qualification in sport. Ian had two years coaching experience in this setting and another 
seven years professional coaching and performance analysis experience at another 
Academy.  
 
Table 1. Participant information 
 
 
L2 - The English Football Association level 2 coaching award. 
B - Union of European Football Associations (UEFA) B level 3 coaching licence. 
A - Union of European Football Associations (UEFA) A level 4 coaching licence. 
 
 
 
 
 
Coach (pseudonym) Alan Stu John Pete Lee Tony Tom Dan Jude Ian 
Age at first formal interview 29 35 21 24 55 39 49 46 27 22 
Age group  9’s 11’s 9’s 10’s 12’s 13’s 14’s 16’s 16’s 11’s 
Postgraduate education award in sport No No No Yes No No No No No No 
Undergraduate education award in sport No Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes 
Highest coaching award B  B B L2 A B B B B B 
Full F.A. Youth Award Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes 
Teaching qualification No Yes No No No Yes No No No No 
Years’ coaching experience 10 11 3 6 38 15 17 9 13 7 
Years coaching at the Academy  2 3 2 2 2 8 13 4 3 2 
Played as a professional No No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes No No 
Played semi-professional Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No 
           
Number of months in the research 
process 
17 4 17 8 10 10 10 17 10 17 
Number of formal interviews  3 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 
Number of formal interview minutes 83 22 42 59 69 27 14 46 49 60 
Transcription pages 41 14 20 30 31 15 8 23 28 32 
Number of observations including 
informal interviews and document 
analysis 
9 0 12 3 7 3 3 6 7 8 
Number of field note observation minutes 1080 0 1440 360 840 360 270 720 840 960 
Transcription pages 97 0 147 15 67 16 8 32 39 83 
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Figure 1. The structure of the coaches involved in the study at the Academy at the 
beginning of the research 
  
 
 
Figure 2. The change in structure during the course of the research  
 
 
The development phase coaches (Lee, Tony, Tom, Jude and Dan) worked on a 
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday evenings (6.45-8.45pm) and played games against other 
academies on a Sunday morning (generally a 10.30am kick off). The foundation phase 
coaches (Alan, Stu, John, Pete and Ian) worked on the same evenings but at an earlier 
time of 5.00-6.45pm. They also coached on a Saturday morning 10-12pm and played 
their games against other Academies on Sunday mornings (generally starting for a 
10.30am kick off).  
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The Academy base was a Further Education college based separately from the 
first team, under 23’s and youth team training ground facilities situated four miles away. 
The coaches in the Academy discussed how they liked being separated and operating 
independently, thus, “not bothered by the first team” (Jude). The coaches did, however, 
complain about the grass pitches being like “cow fields” (Lee), and suggested 
sarcastically that, due to the poor surface, the Academy players would be able to play 
on any surface after training on their 3G astro-turf. 
 
4.6 Strengths, limitations and reflections of the methods 
Data were collected longitudinally within a case study research design using interviews, 
observations and document analysis. Coaching philosophy research has not been 
investigated longitudinally in one context, with multiple observations and interviews 
(Cushion & Partington, 2014). Research using multiple methods including both 
observations and interviews allows for a deeper understanding of coaching philosophy 
and the influence it has on coaching practice and, therefore, offers something in the 
way of conceptual clarity (cf. Cushion & Partington, 2014; Lyle & Cushion, 2017). 
Longitudinal research that provides a deeper understanding of what drives coaches’ 
actions linked to practice is, therefore, needed to help enlighten coach education 
particularly in the development of a coach’s philosophy. The first step for such an 
approach is deconstructing coaches’ knowledge and understanding of coaching 
philosophy. The literature highlighted in Chapter Three that does grapple with this issue 
tends to fall short because it does not go on to consider the operation of coaching 
philosophy in practice (i.e. Jones, Armour & Potrac, 2004; Cassidy et al., 2009; Jenkins, 
2010). This presents a gap in understanding that needs to be addressed by moving 
beyond just simply asking a coach, ‘what is your coaching philosophy?’ and then taking 
the response as representative of their coaching practice. Towards research over a 
longitudinal period of time, that can be used to appreciate the complexity of the 
relationship between coaching philosophy, practice and an individual coaching context. 
It is important to note that there is no clear window into the inner life of an 
individual and no method can grasp all the subtle variations in ongoing human 
experience (Denzin & Lincoln, 2018). However, it might be argued that some methods 
are more suitable than others for conducting research on the human construction of 
social realities (Lincoln & Guba, 2000). It is also important to note that “our methods 
do not stand outside the structures in which we live” (Denzin & Giardina, 2016, p.41). 
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Indeed, in this case I deployed a range of methods designed to assist in the critical 
understanding of coaching practice in one English youth male football Academy. The 
choice of methods, including the strengths, limitations and my reflections, discussed in 
this next section, were guided by their suitability for answering the research questions 
in a manner that captured and represented fully complexity and experience. 
 
4.6.1 Interviews 
Not everything is observable, for example, the important factors that determine coaches’ 
practice, such as the feelings, thoughts and intentions of the coach (Patton, 1990). 
Therefore, interviews with coaches were used to provide an understanding of how they 
constructed, and continue to construct, social practice, given their interests and 
purposes (Sparkes, 1992). As already discussed, coaches’ prior socialisation experience 
impacts on the way that they structure practice (Cushion et al. 2003; Christensen, 2009). 
Consequently, interviews explored why coaches had structured practice in particular 
ways linked to their experiences. Individual interviews were also used to gather in-
depth information about inside perspectives that are limited with other methods (Ennis 
& Chen, 2012). Evans (2004) asserted that action does not occur in isolation but is the 
product of an individual’s biography. An added rationale for interviewing, therefore, 
was to attempt to construct why coaches coached in the ways that they did; to highlight 
the individual nuances of how coaches’ dispositions regarding practice had been 
formed (Townsend & Cushion, 2015). Therefore, understanding the influences on their 
practice (Jenkins, 2010).  
Furthermore, using interview data enabled credibility (see Table 4, page 160) 
between the coaches’ accounts of what they thought they did with what they actually 
did (Stake, 2000). Coaches have poor self-awareness (Partington & Cushion, 2013). 
Denzin and Giardina (2016) suggested that interviewers who lack knowledge of their 
participants’ and the specialised terms that they might use are likely to miss implicit 
meanings. Therefore, researchers need to understand the participants’ goals, concerns, 
and daily life before they can construct a useful interview guide (Qu & Dumay, 2011; 
Jachyra, Atkinson & Gibson, 2014). Being a coach and researcher in the football 
Academy gave me an understanding of the individual coaches and the structures they 
worked in. However, I was aware that I could become too familiar with the structures 
as I was also immersed in the same football Academy. For example, the traditional 
actions of the coaches, like questioning, that at first glance were seen as a behaviour 
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coaches implemented for the benefits of the players were not as discussed (see Chapter 
Five, page 100). Therefore, during the interviews (and the research process), I had to 
be reflective and stay aware, stepping back at times to think about my constructed 
understanding of what was going on and why it was happening. So instead of taking 
coaches’ questioning as a method used to benefit players’ development, I delved deeper 
by asking coaches on their use of questions (e.g. what is the purpose of your 
questioning?). I also engaged in reflective conversations with my research supervisor 
regarding the semi-structured interview questions and avenues to explore with the 
participants.  
In sport coaching, interviewing is the most common method implemented by 
qualitative researchers (Gilbert & Trudel, 2004; Cushion, 2014). I have used formal, 
semi-structured interviews in my previous research (e.g. Partington & Cushion, 2012; 
2013; Partington et al., 2014; Partington et al., 2015) to explore coaches’ behaviours, 
practices, processes and learning experiences. I found it a useful method for 
understanding the coaches’ thoughts, opinions and attitudes. Similarly, Cushion and 
Jones (2006) highlighted how interviews were of particular value to this form of 
research enquiry because of the rich insights they yield into coaches’ experiences, 
opinions, aspirations, and feelings. As identified, however, in one of my studies 
(Partington & Cushion, 2013) I became aware of the rhetoric, ideology and discourses 
that coaches used that did not link and align with their practice. Therefore, it was 
important throughout that I paid close attention to the social context and how the 
participant coaches constructed their everyday accounts (Hammersley & Atkinson, 
2007) (see page 156).  
 There are some critiques of how interviews are conducted and how claims are 
made on the data collected (Smith & Sparkes, 2016). It was important not to assume 
that the interviews provided direct access to the coaches’ worldview; instead, language 
was seen as a social reality and within social and cultural traditions that needed to be 
explored further with probing questions (e.g. “what do you mean?”). Secondary, 
interviews are compromised when the interactive nature between participant and 
researcher is missed (Smith & Sparkes, 2016). Therefore, during the interviews I was 
reflective of the how the questions I asked would influence the responses from the 
coaches. I have also, at times, in my analysis and discussion chapters included in the 
exemplar interview data the questions that I asked as well as the responses I was given.  
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For the interviews, a semi-structured approach with open-ended questions was 
used to allow me to explore the participant’s perspective of their coaching and of 
coaching philosophy (Patton, 1990). The semi-structured nature of the interviews 
related to my research questions and my observations of the coaches’ practice. The 
flexibility of the interviews was essential to take away any restrictions that otherwise 
could have been placed on the participant. The semi-structured interview guides were 
constructed from the research questions, literature review and academic discussions 
with my supervisor and peers.  
 
4.6.2 Observations 
Previous research (e.g. Bennie & O’Conner, 2006; Schempp, McCullick, Busch, 
Webster & Mason, 2006; Nash, Sproule & Horton, 2008; Robbins, Houston & Dummer, 
2010; Bespomoshchov & Caron, 2017) has made idealist representations of coaching 
philosophy by using stand-alone methods of surveys, questionnaires and interviews 
without observations of practice. This means that the research has produced and 
reproduced coaching, while at the same time failed to see past, simplistic coach 
descriptions that have not linked articulations of philosophy to practice. In addition, 
Dubois and Gadde (2002) wrote that “theory cannot be understood without empirical 
observation and vice versa” (p.555). Sparkes and Smith (2014) define observation as 
“the rigorous act of perceiving the workings of people, culture and society through 
one’s senses and then documenting these in field notes of recording them through 
technological means” (p.100). Gilbert and Trudel (2004) conducted a review of 
coaching research between 1970 and 2001, during this period 4.4% of the studies used 
qualitative observation as a method. Two examples of recent empirical coaching studies 
that have used observations as a method include Stodter and Cushion (2014) and 
Townsend and Cushion (2015). Observations were used to understand coaches’ 
application of practice and to gain a contextual understanding of their actions and 
interactions (Cushion, 2014).  
This method of field observations included interviews which Hammersley and 
Atkinson (2007) suggest are unsolicited oral accounts. During the observations, 
extensive field notes were made as well as a collection of audio data, from oral accounts, 
from wearing a microphone (see Figure 3). The interviews during the observations were 
based on my research questions and the observations that I had made and wanted to 
understand further (e.g. “So when you say coaching philosophy, what do you mean?”). 
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I also recorded oral accounts between two participants, or a group of participants then 
tended to ask related questions to find out more. One of my main reflections of using 
observation was learning to be silent as it was an important tool for me to implement 
when observing solicited oral accounts between two participants or a group of 
participants and then think about and asking related questions to find out more. 
Observations were then used to understand coaches’ application of practice and to gain 
a contextual understanding of their actions and interactions. 
From reading a number of sources (e.g. Patton, 1990; Hammersley & Atkinson, 
2007; Atkinson, 2016), I was mindful that during my participant observations, I would 
need to be aware of the impact I had on the football Academy and the individual 
coaches. It would have been naïve of me to suggest whilst observing that I was 
completely separate and isolated from the coaches and had no impact on their actions. 
The coaches in this study discussed with me during fieldwork that they felt I did not 
have much impact on the way they normally coached, especially “after a number of 
observation’s it is just normal” (Field notes, Jude).  
Interview: “Me observing - does that have any effect on your coaching?” 
(MP) 
“No, not really, the first couple of minutes I know your there, but as the 
session goes on I forget to be honest and just get on with it” (Ian) 
   
However, from previous research (e.g. Partington & Cushion, 2012), the coaches’ 
actions had been identified as being largely performative due to the social pressures 
and constraints, therefore they employed traditional coaching as impression 
management. I therefore continued to ensure that I was reflective of the relationship 
between the research setting and myself throughout the data collection process.  
 
4.6.3 Documents  
In conducting a case study research design using participant observations, it was 
important for me to consider two further kinds of data: documentary and material 
artefacts (Atkinson, 2016), both of which are often overlooked and not considered as 
research data (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007). However, documentary and material 
artefacts are constructions of reality that involve social activities that create the setting 
(Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007). Documents have been analysed in coaching studies 
before (e.g. Hammond & Perry, 2005; Roberts, 2011). Despite the use of documents as 
data, in sport coaching research it is not as common as the observation of practice and 
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interviewing. It was used in this case to help identify what influences coaches’ practice 
and coaching philosophy but also as a prompt for interviews with the coaches. The 
types of documents observed are discussed on page 76. It is important to note that, like 
the rest of the data collected, the documents were social products and must be examined 
and not relied on uncritically as a research resource.    
 
4.7 Research methods procedure and reflections 
The first method implemented was semi-structured interviews to acquire background 
information about the participants and identify coaches’ perceptions of coaching 
philosophy and practice. After this initial interview period, I started to collect data 
through observations of practice and documents, and interviews. The primary reason 
for this was that it enabled me to reflect on the story of the coaches and their coaching 
practice. By constructing qualitative observation field data, I was able to supplement 
the initial interview data with rich, detailed descriptions of what the coaches were doing, 
including the documents they were using (e.g. session plans) and their interactions 
within the context. Table 2 (Table 2. Description and purpose of evidence sources) 
gives an overview of this process.  
Trialling my methods before commencing the data collection gave me the 
opportunity to reflect and refine my research skills in the practical coaching setting. 
Although I had used interviews in previous research, the procedure of using field 
observations of practices and documents was a new method to me, and something that 
required practice in order to collect data that answered my research questions. I 
therefore piloted the methods by recording documents in the field and undertaking four 
observation sessions. During this stage I also made sure I spoke to the recently 
employed coaches, included those in this study, at every opportunity to build positive 
relationships, which proved to be important in allowing them to feel comfortable when 
I was around their practice (Sparkes & Smith, 2014; Thorpe & Olive, 2016).  
 
4.7.1 Interview procedure 
The semi-structured interviews were organised with the individual participant coaches 
for particular dates and times, in bounded settings out of earshot of other people 
(Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007). The initial interviews took place at a venue agreed 
upon by the individual coach. For all of the coaches this was at the Academy venue in 
a private room. The interviews took place prior to the observations and concentrated on 
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the coaches’ biographical information, their perceptions of coaching philosophy, and 
how they acquired their knowledge and understanding of coaching practice. The 
interviews of the ten coaches lasted for a total of four hundred and seventy-one minutes, 
generating two hundred and forty-eight pages of transcriptions. The longest interview 
was forty-nine minutes, the shortest was fourteen minutes, and the average was thirty-
three minutes. An individual breakdown of the total minutes of each interview and the 
number of individual transcription pages is in Table 1 (page 65).  
My main reflection on the procedure of interviewing, was the importance of 
moving from a formal to a more informal discussion. When I was more flexible during 
the interviews it allowed the interviewee to be expansive with their main discussion 
points. The interview procedure then became a social activity where the interviewee 
and I jointly constructed knowledge (c.f. Smith & Sparkes, 2016). The semi-structured 
interview approach with open-ended questions helped this co-construction of practice 
and coaching philosophy (Patton, 1990; Ennis & Chen, 2012). The interviews were 
then co-constructed conversations.  
 
4.7.2 Observation procedure 
All of the observational field data were collected across fifteen months and included a 
full football season from July to December the following year. Prolonged time was 
spent in the field as this was deemed important in ensuring the data were a 
representation of the coaches’ practice, rather than them ‘impression managing’ 
(Goffman, 1959) (see Partington & Cushion, 2012). Therefore, whether the coaches 
were in the canteen or changing rooms or in coach education courses, they were also 
observed. A total of sixty-three practice sessions were observed, with an average of six 
for each coach. The number of observations varied as the length of each coaching 
session changed depending on the coach (see Table 1, page 65).  
My observation notes were firstly recorded using a notepad and pen, and I 
positioned myself out of the way and at a distance because I wanted to reduce my 
influence on the coaches’ practice. I therefore began my observations of the coaches’ 
practice as a complete observer, also termed as a non-participant observer (Sparkes & 
Smith, 2014). However, after four observations I struggled to hear or see the intricate 
interactions between the coach, players and other coaches, and due to time constraints, 
I struggled to record all of the detail about what was going on. I therefore decided to 
use a Dictaphone and small microphone to record information (see Figure 3, page 75). 
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This allowed me to get up close and not only record myself making comments about 
the context but also record what players, coaches and other members of the football 
Academy staff (for example, Academy manager, head of coaching) communicated. 
Although I did not contribute to the coaches’ practice sessions or became a full 
participant observer, I did have discussions with the coaches during their sessions to 
understand why they behaved in particular ways and the impact of the environment. 
These interviews generally took place during the observations when it was suitable, 
before and after the coach had delivered specific sections during the practice session. 
Some informal interviews took place around the Academy setting, in the canteen or 
changing rooms to discuss and co-construct the participant’s thoughts regarding my 
constructions of practice. These informal interviews became frequent during the later 
stages of my research process (the last five months). The use of interviews was a co-
construction of knowledge regarding the nature of coaching practice and coaching 
philosophy.    
This type of observation could be described as observer-as-participant where I 
was marginally involved and allowed to construct an understanding of the coaches 
during practice by being in close proximity and active in the setting (Sparkes & Smith, 
2014; Thorpe & Olive, 2016). This provided richness and depth to the data and was 
valuable for investigating coaches’ practice and exploring the meaning and influence 
of coaching philosophy. Throughout the research process, I changed along the spectrum 
from non-participant observer – participant observer but was never static or completely 
situated in one position. For example, sometimes during the research, I would step back 
and observe the coaches in practice, while at other times I would go into practice 
sessions and discuss the ‘why’ of specific behaviours.  
Being a coach gave me access to all areas of the Academy. At first, I did not 
want to exploit my power. However, as the research progressed, I identified that the 
access I had was an invaluable opportunity to understand what was going on behind the 
scenes. Nevertheless, when I was coaching in the same setting, I did not observe 
participants because I did not want to be distracted from my coaching. However, I did 
become a complete participant by collecting data during continuing professional 
development training delivered by the football club, National Governing Body or 
Academy Governing Body. As shown, in Chapter Six (see page 118).  
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Figure 3. The Dictaphone and microphone I used to record coaches’ practice during 
observations 
 
During my initial observations I realised I needed some structure to help capture the 
rich data and detail. I therefore used Holloway’s (1997) observation guide, which 
provided a useful framework to capture rich data. These included the ‘who’, ‘what’, 
‘where’, ‘when’ and ‘why’ questions. For example, below are some data transcribed 
using this observation guide: 
John, Tuesday 19 November, 2013, College astro-turf, a mixture of Under 
8s and Under 9s. 
Carefully putting his cones out, orange and blue, making sure they’re all in 
the right place and they all look neat and tidy, using about a quarter of a ‘full 
size’ pitch. Some players are coming out mostly walking across to where 
John is setting up. They’re not all coming out together. He shouts to the 
players loudly for them to work in twos and pass the football.  
Very cold this evening- a bit of frost forming on the ground already, and 
that’s at 5:30.  
John now joining in with some of the players, passing the ball. So while 
they’re waiting for the other players to come out, two players are opposite 
each other passing, and then John and another player are passing to each 
other across a line that the other two players are passing, to have some 
interference. John is wrapped up in a nice thick jacket, two bobble hats on. 
As he talks to the players, condensation is coming out of his mouth as he’s 
talking, so it’s a very cold night. The children all have bobble hats and 
gloves on.  
What’s the plan tonight, John? (MP) 
“What I’m working at?” (John) 
Yeah, what you’re doing here? (MP) 
“Ah, the topic is playing from the back, playing through the thirds and 
breaking it down, just passing at the moment waiting for the other players 
to turn up”  
Speaks to a player who accidently kicks a ball in his direction, he smiles and 
seems to be joking: “Careful you”  
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He carries on talking to me: “And then a game that’s going to be split into 
thirds. But I don't think I’m going to have enough, because as you can see 
I've got 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7...” 
Speaks to a player: Luka, Luka, how many people in that square? Yeah, so 
get yourself in that one. Sorry, Luka. Charlie, who are you going with? Do 
you want it extra tight, weak tight, medium tight?”  
So why are you doing this type of session? (MP) 
“Well its part of the coaching philosophy- playing out from the back. I enjoy 
doing and the kids like it as well...”  
 
Participant observation fieldwork allowed me to get close to social practice and 
everyday situations to offer an authentic, first-hand construction that cannot be covered 
by other methods (Potter, 2002). Getting close to the situation made it possible to 
“document, view, re-view and analyse what occurs when people act in context” (Öhman 
& Quennerstedt, 2012, p.190). Using field observations allowed me to recall how 
contextual factors influenced the use of certain coaching behaviours and practice types. 
Using both observations and interviews allowed me to move “from basic description to 
analysis at increasingly abstract levels, concentrating on contexts, conditions and 
consequences” (Stodter & Cushion, 2014, p.67). 
 
4.7.3 Document procedure 
A number of documents that were electronically inputted and stored on the football 
Academies virtual platform called Performance Management Application (PMA) were 
observed. This system was in place because of EPPP regulations and allowed every 
player to be tracked, with the information regarding individuals to be documented. As 
a coach at the Academy, I already had access to the virtual online PMA system that was 
used to record session plans. In line with the ethical approval of the project, I gained 
permission to use coaching-related information on the system only as data. As well as 
the virtual documents, coaches also tended to carry in their pocket a printout or a hand-
written session plan. Also, the walls of the training venue had posters on them about 
the Academy’s coaching philosophy. During some of the observations, I asked to see 
the coach’s session plan and I would make notes on what was included, for example, 
learning outcomes, coaching points and practice organisation. During the observations 
— mainly pre and post the coaching session — the coach and I would discuss what was 
included on the plan and why, and in some cases why not. This was recorded as an 
informal interview.  
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Table 2. Description and purpose of evidence sources  
Source of 
evidence 
Description Purpose Timescale 
Stage 1:  
Pre-
observation 
interviews. 
Semi structured 
interview with 
each coach. 
 
Create natural conservational 
environment. Obtain 
demographic information, 
discuss rhetoric/ideological 
impact, discuss intended 
implementation and identify 
education, biographical 
information informing 
practice, understanding how 
they acquired their knowledge 
and understanding of practice.   
Two months. 
May and 
June. 
Stage 2:  
Field notes 
observations, 
interviews and 
documents.  
Watch coach in 
context, make field 
recordings. Record 
coaches’ 
interactions with 
players and other 
coaches. Recorded 
documents on 
PMA including 
session plans, 
training 
programmes, 
performance 
analysis 
presentations and 
player 
performance 
reviews. Informal 
discussions with 
coaches about their 
practice and 
session plan.   
Gain insight into the coaches’ 
application of practice, discuss 
rhetoric/ideological impact, 
discuss intended 
implementation, understanding 
how they acquired their 
knowledge and understanding 
of practice.   
Total of ten 
months. 
July - April. 
A full 
football 
season. 
 
Stage 3: 
Field notes 
observations, 
interviews and 
documents. 
Watch coach in 
context, make field 
recordings. Record 
coaches’ 
interactions with 
players and other 
coaches. Recorded 
session plans. 
Informal 
discussions with 
coaches about their 
practice. 
Based on my 
findings from 
Gain insight into the coaches’ 
application of practice, discuss 
rhetoric/ideological impact, 
discuss intended 
implementation, understanding 
how they acquired their 
knowledge and understanding 
of practice. 
To add further thought on my 
findings from stage two from 
additional perceptions from the 
coaches.  
Total of five 
months. 
August - 
December. 
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stage two explore 
further. 
 
4.8 Data analysis 
“Data clearly doesn’t speak for itself, and therefore analysis is necessary!” (Sparkes & 
Smith, 2014, p.115). I operated as an “analytical bricoleur” (Sparkes & Smith, 2014, 
p.115) and took a thematic analysis approach (see page 78). Although I used a flexible 
approach to analysis, all interview data, field notes and document data were considered 
based on the principles of thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006, 2013; Braun, 
Clarke & Weate, 2016; Clarke & Braun, 2018). This means that patterns or themes were 
identified by reviewing the data recursively. Themes are defined by Sparkes and Smith 
(2014) as “a recurring pattern that conveys something significant about what the world 
means to a person” (p.117). To identify themes, I undertook a process of “moving 
backwards and forwards between the data set” (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p.86). Glaser 
and Strauss (1967) termed this as a constant comparative approach whereby data 
analysis informed data collection and vice versa. One area for concern when using the 
principles of thematic analysis was that I would force interpretation onto the data 
inappropriately (Sparkes & Smith, 2014). I made sure, therefore, that during the 
analysis process, I always went back to the data to check that my constructions were in 
line with my field observations, documents and interview transcripts.  
Many researchers who use qualitative methods tend to state that their process 
of data analysis is inductive instead of deductive. Adopting an inductive stance can 
result in new theory being constructed from the data (Lincoln & Guba, 2000). In 
contrast, deductive analysis is where the data are analysed according to an existing 
framework (Patton, 2002). However, I agree with Morgan’s (2007) suggestion that 
research is never analysed from either a purely inductive or deductive perspective and 
reject the idea of inductive or deductive analysis being exclusively possible (Nelson & 
Cushion, 2006). Instead, I undertook abductive analysis, which considers how data 
impacts on theory, but also how theory impacts on data (Morgan, 2007). Therefore, 
data analysis was an iterative process (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Lipscomb (2012) 
suggests that the abductive process starts with an early suggestion as to what is going 
on, grounded in initial observations of the context under study. Deductive reasoning is 
then employed which tests the data against this construction and current theory. Miles 
and Huberman (1994) argue that too much rigidity during the analysis process may lead 
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to researchers missing themes. On the other hand, these authors also contended that too 
much flexibility during the analysis process could lead to data overload.  
 I have previously applied abductive analysis (see Partington & Cushion, 2012; 
2013; Partington et al., 2014; Partington et al., 2015) so I had experience of the process. 
Therefore, the data were analysed mainly in stages, which enabled me time to think 
about the data analysis process and theme construction. Consequently, data analysis 
was not something that happened after all of data had been collected, but rather once 
fieldwork had commenced and up to completed writing of the thesis (Hammersley & 
Atkinson, 1995). One of the strengths of abductive analysis is the circular development 
of constructing a phenomenon from a new frame of reference (Danermark, Ekström, 
Jakobsen & Karlsson, 1997). In this case, coaching philosophy was given a new frame 
of reference; for example, how it is connected to practice.  
Once the inductive analysis and data collection had been completed, a deductive 
analysis was undertaken. This enabled me to evaluate the coaches’ perceptions of 
coaching philosophy, their knowledge and understanding of practice within different 
sociological frameworks to develop an understanding of how the setting influenced the 
coaches’ development of knowledge and practice. My choice of Bourdieu came when 
going through the process of data analysis and seeing links to his concepts (e.g. Stones, 
2008; Jones et al., 2011) that help make sense and explain my data. Bourdieu’s work, 
influenced and helped to explain my constructions of the data in line with my initial 
thoughts (see reflexivity section, page 85). Although habitus, capital and field are 
discussed separately at times here, they should not be seen as being independent entities 
(Grenfell, 2014). They are separated to show my explanations of the data through 
Bourdieu’s concepts. 
My data analysis process involved six phases based on Braun and Clarke (2006; 
2013) and Braun, Clarke and Weate’s (2016) thematic analysis. These comprised: 
immersion, generating initial codes, searching for and identifying themes, reviewing 
themes, defining and naming themes and then writing the report. Although it may seem 
a neat and tidy process from the six phases presented below, the analysis of all the data 
was, in reality, a complicated and messy procedure.  
Phase 1: Immersion 
Firstly, transcribing the data was a time consuming but valuable process of immersing 
myself in the data. Once the initial interviews, interviews from the observations, the 
field note observations and notes on the documents were transcribed, I read the resulting 
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documents and began to apply a process of understanding. Although I could not 
completely remove my relativist and social constructionist assumptions about coaching 
or the football Academy setting, I tried to look at the data and construct the themes 
from the data. I then uploaded the transcript documents to the NVivo 10.0 analysis 
software and read through the data a number of times to create an understanding. The 
software allowed me to store rich text-based data and any thoughts I had during the 
research process in one easily accessible space. It is important to note that NVivo did 
not analyse the data, it was simply used as a storage device. 
Phase 2: Initial codes 
Once I had immersed myself in the data, I then divided the transcripts into initial codes 
inductively and codes that related to my research questions. Specifically, on NVivo 
10.0, raw data extracts relating to coaching philosophy and the coaches’ knowledge and 
understanding linked to their practice were highlighted and given initial codes in the 
transcripts (see Figure 4, page 80). 
 
Figure 4: Example of NVivo to store my generation of initial codes 
 
 
Phase 3: Searching for and identifying themes 
Phase three then included sorting the initial codes into possible themes and sub-themes 
together with extracts of other data sharing common characteristics. New themes were 
then created when extracts of data were found that did not fit into the existing groupings 
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(cf. Sawiuk, Taylor & Groom, 2018). To provide an example, the following data were 
both themed as coaching philosophy during coding: 
Interview: “technical and tactical philosophy, heavily shaped by the 
previous manager. So, the philosophy doesn't particularly look at beliefs and 
values; it looks at a certain playing style. So, playing through the thirds, 
playing out from the back, developing technical players, developing certain 
types of movements, certain types of rotation, certain types of defensive 
structures. The philosophy is very much a playing style” (Jude) 
 
Interview: “To play to a certain philosophy, which is reflective of what we 
feel or what the club feels will develop players the most, not just what the 
first team are doing but at the same time trying to replicate what the first 
team are doing. So, it’s quite difficult to get that blend between the two, 
really” (Ian) 
 
As the inductive coding process went on, I found themes and sub-themes that alluded 
to what the coaches understood as coaching philosophy from the interviews and field 
note observation data. The following quotations relate to the theme of coaching 
philosophy but were coded playing style as I deemed the coaches understanding of 
coaching philosophy represented this theme: 
 Interview: “What is a coaching philosophy?” (MP) 
“I see it as a style of play, how you believe the game should be played” 
(John).  
Field notes: “can we make sure we continue the 1v1s at the start of the 
sessions, it needs to match our coaching philosophy” (John). 
  
Phase 4: Reviewing themes and sub-themes 
This phase involved relating themes identified during initial coding with each other, 
creating linkages, categories and subcategories, and the formation of more precise 
explanations of the phenomena in question. The following excerpt indicates that once 
John identified that he deemed a playing style to be a coaching philosophy (above) he 
went on to discuss how it also linked to his model of a player: 
Interview: “So you've got a very clear understanding of what you want a 
model of a player to be” (John).  
 
Therefore, the initial sub-themes of playing style and model of a player were linked to 
the subsequent theme of coaching philosophy, as depicted in the initial section.  
Phase 5: Defining and naming themes 
The analysis proceeded to a higher level of abstraction during theoretical integration. 
Themes and sub-themes were integrated and refined to form a larger theoretical scheme 
where a holistic, interconnected model of the participants’ knowledge and 
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understanding of coaching philosophy and coaching practice was created. During the 
theoretical integration process, I employed a number of strategies to build an 
understanding of the data, ask conceptual questions of it, and examine its relationships 
to Bourdieu’s theoretical framework and the grouping of themes. For instance, a 
thematic map (Spark & Smith, 2014; Braun et al., 2016) helped me try out different 
links and combinations between codes, themes and theoretical frameworks, and to 
visualise how they connected to each other. These diagrams were gradually discussed 
with my supervisor and adapted as theoretical integration progressed to develop an 
understanding of the research questions. 
 
Figure 5: Thematic ideas linking to theoretical integration 
 
I also engaged in conversations with a critical friend who had no previous knowledge 
of coaching or coaching practice literature, as I wanted to ensure that someone 
unfamiliar with the area could follow the analysis process. These strategies were used 
throughout to make preliminary connections to theoretical concepts that were thought 
to potentially explain the key issues in the data. From this process themes and sub-
themes were defined and named. 
At this stage, participants were offered anonymised transcripts of their formal 
and informal interviews, my observations of practice, and documents so that they could 
use it as a reflective tool. Three of the ten participants asked to see their transcripts and 
we had discussions about their individual coaching practice and my research findings. 
This process was about educating the three coaches to support social change in their 
practice and not for ‘member checking’ (Smith & McGannon, 2018). 
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Table 3. The link of research questions, themes, sub-themes and data 
Theme: Sub-themes: Data exemplar: 
Structured - The club 
- Culture 
- Tradition 
- Past experiences 
“That’s how we have always done it” 
(Tom) 
Structuring - Hierarchical coaches 
who are respected 
- The FA 
- Coach educators 
- The club 
- Past experiences 
Terminology devised for the EPPP and 
enforced by head of phases (Ian, Jude & 
Alan). 
 
Uncritically 
constructed 
- Discourse driving 
practice 
- Situated learning 
- Influence from 
others with capital 
“Let’s bring in young lads to coach, they 
can implement our philosophy” (Ian) 
Unconscious 
actions 
- Rationalisation of 
practice 
- Poor self-awareness 
“Player centered coaching...” 
After a lot of discussion... 
“Well, that’s what they said on my B and 
[the coach educator] keeps going on about 
it” 
Interviewer: “What does it mean?” 
“If I’m honest, I’m not too sure really” 
(Pete) 
Not 
philosophical  
- Playing style 
- Model of a player 
- A structure for the 
environment  
- Changes due to the 
environment 
Interviewer: “What is a coaching 
philosophy?” 
“I see it as a style of play, how you believe 
the game should be played” (Interview, 
Jonathan, 2013).  
Uncritical 
acceptance 
- Poor self-awareness 
- Easily influenced 
CPD: uncritical acceptance by some 
coaches. 
Under 14’s ‘winning’: strengthens the 
habitus of what the coach educator was 
saying. 
Learnt 
uncritically in 
situ through 
experiences  
- Being in the 
Academy 
- Coach Education 
- Media 
- Past experiences 
- No filter more about 
respecting the source 
“Yeah, the youth awards are great but even 
[an ex pro] said the importance of drills and 
just telling players what to do and he's been 
in the game forever” 
Articulated 
rhetoric and 
ideology 
- Influencing coaches’ 
action 
- Understanding of 
learning 
- Becoming a structure 
- Reproduction 
“Our coaching philosophy is our identity 
and it drives what we do” (Alan)  
Ontological 
(Rhetoric) 
- Difficult to identify/ 
articulate 
- Holistic 
- Autocratic to 
democratic 
“So relax, in you come, I have just been 
watching and I want to see if my next point 
you understand why you’re doing it, so at 
the moment you are doing it quite well 
could be better, but do you know why, 
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when you receive the ball what are you 
doing?” (Ian) 
Epistemological 
(Rhetoric) 
- Difficult to identify/ 
articulate 
- Emotion 
(connection)  
- Problem based 
learning  
- Constructivist  
- Experience  
- Depends on the 
environment & player 
“Coaching for me, taking someone towards 
a goal, talking someone towards something, 
coaching and teasing them into it, helping 
someone realise their potential, because I 
don't think you can actually specifically 
give people something” (Alan) 
Values 
(Rhetoric) 
- Difficult to identify/ 
articulate 
- Life and football 
values no difference  
- Honest  
- Empathy 
- Hard work 
- Love  
- Money  
- Not stealing  
- Respect 
“It’s difficult for me to think on the spot 
about values for life, but in terms of 
coaching I suppose the three things I value 
are spoiling the kids with the football, I 
think that's really important, open 
communication, treating boys as boys 
rather than as footballers, and I suppose 
facilitating the learning process through 
doing that” (John) 
Philosophical 
beliefs NOT 
constructing 
actual practice  
- Rationalisation of 
practice 
- Contradiction 
- Unclear 
understanding of 
learning 
“Player centered” (Interview, Lee, 2013) vs 
“group coaching, no 1 to 1” (Field notes, 
2013)  
“Yeah, I probably do coach more to the 
group... because of time” (Field notes, Lee, 
2013) 
  
Phase 6: Writing the report 
During this phase, I wrote up my ideas relating to the themes from the data informed 
by Bourdieu’s concepts. I linked the themes on each of the research questions into 
separate chapters and provided exemplar data to demonstrate it and provide a clear 
interpretation. During this phase, new ideas were constructed, such as my ideas around 
coaches rationalising their implemented practice and not being able to provide a clear 
rationale (see Chapter Six, page 127).  
Throughout the discussion chapters, exemplar data are presented, including who 
the participant (pseudonym) was, and at times to remind the reader of details e.g. the 
age group that they coached. Another quotation from a coach describing their coaching 
philosophy demonstrates this approach: 
Field notes: “It is the same philosophy at 7-a-side to 11-a-side, the teams 
play in the same way” (Tony, under 13’s coach).  
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4.9 Reflexivity  
During my longitudinal case study research, I was reflective because in most qualitative 
research “it is not only the subjective experiences of the participants in the study that 
are important but also the subjectivity of the researcher” (Sparkes & Smith, 2014, p.19). 
I therefore took a reflective position and considered the subjectivity of the football 
Academy and how my role as a male researcher and part-time coach shaped the data 
during collection. From reading Jones et al. (2011), I was also aware of the possible 
power shifts that could take place during interviews and field observations with the 
Academy coaches.  
As was noted earlier in section 4.2.2 Reflections on my worldview (page 56), 
my motivation for carrying out this research came from my experiences as a coach. My 
experiences, as both a practitioner and academic, influenced the research process. It 
was important, therefore, to reflect upon my experiences to understand how my 
knowledge construction had been manifested during data collection (Bourdieu, 1998). 
Thus, the experience of doing research was a significant one, the research moved, and 
my thinking moved too, due to this research. To consider my relation to the research, I 
was reflective of the past experiences that influenced my data collection, analysis and 
writing process (Everett, 2002).  
In accounting for my own reflections, as already mentioned, it was important to 
acknowledge the research process and findings were influenced by the twelve years 
that I had previously spent coaching and the eight years I had spent researching at the 
Academy. Despite the collection of copious amounts of data, my position as an 
academic and viewpoint(s) on coaching philosophy meant that there would have been 
aspects of the field that I overlooked during data collection. My experiences of reading 
the sports coaching literature as an academic played a significant role in how I 
constructed my understanding of coaching practice and coaching philosophy. Whilst 
limiting at times, my academic experience was useful in negotiating the social 
interactions and helped to guide the decisions I made throughout the fieldwork process 
(cf. Coffey, 1999). Therefore, it was important to articulate the experiences and 
assumptions that influenced my understanding of sports coaching and coaching 
philosophy as well as what I observed, what I missed, and the subsequent questions and 
conversations. For example, I positioned coaching philosophy as an ideology instead 
of a guide to coaches’ practice (see page 26). This viewpoint shaped my data collection, 
as I was critical of how coaching philosophy was used in the football Academy and 
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therefore explored in detail how, why and when it was used. During my data collection, 
an early understanding was that coaches’ understanding of coaching philosophy was 
associated with a tactical and technical model of coaching, instead of a guide that 
underpinned coaching practice. This understanding was further supported — and 
explained — during data analysis when I introduced Bourdieu’s concepts (see Chapter 
Seven, page 137). 
Having considered my position in the research process (see page 52), the 
application of Bourdieu’s thinking tools reflexively offered another level of abstraction, 
moving from being reflective to becoming reflexive. Bourdieu’s reflexivity is a 
philosophy of action, the purpose being to make explicit the two-way relationship 
between objective structures of the researcher, the coaching field and incorporated 
practices (i.e. habitus) operating in that specific field (Grenfell, 2014). The aim of this 
section is providing what Bourdieu (2004) suggests a social constructionist study 
demands; a reflexive sociology. 
 
4.9.1 Bourdieu’s reflexivity 
Not to be confused with the phenomenological, textual, or postmodern use of the term 
(Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992) reflexivity was a call to acknowledge the way in which 
my knowledge about the world as constructed through experience influenced my 
research claims (Cicourel, 1993). Bourdieu insisted on the epistemological importance 
of participant objectivation (Bourdieu, 2000), which should allow “social scientists to 
analyse methodically the pre-reflexive elements of their method, classifications and 
observations” (p.196). Bourdieu’s reflexivity is an important concept, in that he makes 
“explicit the two-way relationship between objective structures of the intellectual, 
academic and social-scientific fields and incorporated practices (i.e. habitus) of those 
[individuals subjective experiences] operating within these fields” (Bourdieu, 1998, 
p.202). Bourdieu’s conceptualisation of field, according to Smith (2012), is a “powerful 
heuristic” (p.254) for understanding the social practices and relational struggles in 
institutional arenas.  
In the terms of this research, as well as being a researcher, I held a number of 
social positions in the Academy (e.g. education group and part-time coach group) and, 
in the past, I was an education tutor and performance analyst with the youth team, while 
during the course of the research process, a part-time coach. During my data analysis 
and the construction of the research findings, Bourdieu’s theory offered a reflexive 
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sociology as a corrective self-analysis that I used to become more aware of my own 
sociological origins and therefore dispositions, finding a middle ground between the 
extremes of agency and structure (Bourdieu, 1990b; Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992).  
 
4.9.2 My position in the coaching field 
To help with the process of reflexivity, I utilised my supervisor and other academics to 
critique my own past experiences and influences within the research setting, including 
the culture, tradition and power. With their knowledge of Bourdieu’s thinking tools, I 
knew them as ‘critical friends’ (Sparkes & Smith, 2014). They encouraged further 
reflexivity by highlighting possible unconscious influences that could have occurred 
during the data collection, the analysis and the writing-up phase by providing a 
sounding board when thinking through different theoretical concepts about the field. 
This process was invaluable, especially during the writing-up phase. For example, 
through reflective conversations about symbolic capital, I was able to take a theoretical 
abstraction of field from objective to subjective positioning. Without applying a 
reflexive sociology my bias (e.g. being a part of the education group and part-time 
coach group) and assumptions (e.g. critical theory) would have remained hidden and 
obscured; instead, by articulating my position in the coaching field, readers are able to 
get ‘a picture of a way of life’ (Bourdieu, 1986) and understand my position within it.  
In the past I had accrued – and held – social capital at the football Academy. I 
had a strong professional relationship with Jude, Ian and Alan and, therefore, I exploited 
my social capital to be able to — as Bourdieu (1986) suggests — access privileged 
information. An example of this was when Ian asked me to look at and comment on a 
document he had created for the EPPP. From the beginning of my fieldwork the 
advantages of these relationships added to the complexity and depth of data that I was 
able to collect. Despite my close connection with Jude, Ian and Alan, I was mindful of 
merging with these participants and becoming overly involved when I observed and 
discussed the coaching field, coaching practice and/or coaching philosophy. However, 
during the early stages of data collection, it was a struggle not to, as Bourdieu puts it, 
‘play the game’ and express similar views or different opinions that would have aligned 
with the doxa and may have constrained their thinking and expression.  
As well as social capital, I held cultural capital from my academic position in a 
University that was symbolic to the education group but not with other groups. With 
the education group, my academic qualifications were valued as I was seen to have 
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knowledge about how to coach and how to set up appropriate practice activities. I had 
not played professional football, so I lacked the significant and symbolic cultural capital 
of a playing career that suggested a high level of tactical and technical football 
knowledge. Despite this, I held NGB coaching qualifications which provided another 
form of cultural capital that insinuated my tactical and technical football knowledge. 
Therefore, symbolic cultural capital appeared in different forms (Bourdieu, 1986) and, 
when being reflexive of the data and my interactions in the field, I can see now how my 
discussion changed topics.        
As the research developed and my understanding of the field grew, and as 
Bourdieu and Wacquant (1992) suggest, “the more aware they become of the social 
within them by reflexively mastering their categories of thought and action, the less 
likely they are to be actuated by the externality which inhabits them” (p.49). When I 
recognised my findings I wanted to highlight the impact of culture, tradition and power 
on practice and to increase coaches’ awareness of how coaching philosophy was used 
in their coaching. In representing my findings to them, I tried to avoid embarrassing the 
individual coaches by discussing what they may have perceived as sensitive 
information given in confidence. It was challenging and stressful, as I really wanted to 
portray the coaches positively and not disappoint or offend them, with the main aim 
being to keep my (subjective) place in the coaching field and (objective) position as a 
part-time coach. I did not want to be released from the Academy like Lee (see page 98). 
Bourdieu (1986) suggests that social life is a struggle and requires constant 
improvisation. Therefore, it was difficult to choose what to share with coaches, 
particularly when discussing symbolic violence and pedagogic action. It was important 
that it was articulated in a way that would not create tension between the coaches and 
individuals or myself. Ultimately, I attempted to remain true to the data and the 
individuals’ past and current experiences in the Academy, while keeping the findings 
authentic and related to the research questions. 
When I positioned the people operating in the football Academy into groups 
based on their possession of capital (see page 101), this allowed me to think about how 
capital influenced my position and in turn, my relationships. By applying the thinking 
concepts of field, capital and habitus, I could see how structure had influenced the 
different social positions occupied, as well as my own position and dispositions. For 
example, when reflecting on the data, my interactions with the various groups reflected 
my position in the field. With the ex-professional players, these were about football, 
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and with the educational group, these were about coaching – in line with the broader 
findings of the research.  
It was clear that I was a part of the coaching field. The coaching field was an 
influence on me as I took part in, and abided by, the rules of the game (Bourdieu & 
Wacquant, 1992). My actions and thinking were structured, but through my roles at the 
Academy, including as a researcher, I was also structuring the coaching field. At the 
time of data collection this was not always clear, but after applying Bourdieu’s reflexive 
sociology, looking at my interactions, and the data, it showed how I abided by the rules 
of the game. I ‘played the game’ (Bourdieu, 1986) myself, both as a coach in the field 
and as a researcher to get in-depth and detailed data that would not have been readily 
available without my social position and connections in the field. 
Therefore, being both a coach and researcher in the football Academy not only 
gave me valuable access but also meant that I understood the language that coaches 
used and the contextual meaning in which it was spoken. Being part of the field meant 
gaining intimate familiarity with the participants’ world, including their goals, concerns, 
and past experiences. However, a critique of my research process is that by being so 
close to the Academy and coaches’ practice, I could have missed things through 
familiarity. Therefore, it was important I was reflective throughout data collection and 
also reflexive during the analysis when using Bourdieu to theorise by always linking 
back to the data. Despite these possible complications, my closeness to the Academy 
was important as those who lack an understanding and knowledge of a case study are 
likely to struggle to comprehend, miss, or worse, make mistaken assumptions about 
disparate meanings (Denzin & Giardina, 2016). The key point is being able to 
differentiate practice rationalisation from a rationale, and not reproduce uncritically the 
existing coaching ideology and rhetoric instead of clear descriptions and actions of 
coaching, something previous coaching philosophy literature has been guilty of 
(Cushion & Partington, 2014; Lyle & Cushion, 2017). 
There is always a challenge when studying a world to which we are linked by 
specific investments, in this instance, my involvement with the football coaching culture 
that I research, and the specific setting where I coached. The “difference between 
practical knowledge and scholarly knowledge” (Bourdieu, 1988, p.1) was difficult to 
apprehend, with the practical knowledge being powerfully structured and embodied 
through habitus and, therefore, for most coaches, rebelling against the research I wanted 
to impact practice. Even with those I shared social capital with (e.g. education group 
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and part-time coach group), breaking down their experiential learning of practice and 
constructing a change in knowledge was difficult because of their interest (Bourdieu, 
1988) with the ex-professional player group and first team staff group. These problems 
were aligned with the football Academy doxa outlined in Chapter Seven (see section 
7.5, page 144). Despite my past (unconscious) use of coaching philosophy as a coach 
and lecturer, after being reflexive and using Bourdieu thinking tools, I had exposure to 
the structural conditions and objective relations in the field. I was now aware of where 
misrecognised practice had come from and why it was being used. I therefore refused 
to use coaching philosophy incorrectly, despite it being symbolic for all the members of 
the coaching field fighting for position (see Chapter Five, page 111). Instead, I looked 
to gain a sense of acceptance and maintain my position in the coaching field by abiding 
to other rules of the game. 
Another reflexive thought of using Bourdieu’s work was to the extent that 
coaches’ practice was an unconscious activity. At the beginning of data analysis, I 
struggled with this statement and the concept of symbolic violence being even possible. 
However, the three main concepts of field, capital and habitus helped me to understand 
how the unconscious dispositions that functioned according to the logic made the 
coaches competent, in particular, the concept of habitus, as it helped me to understand 
how coaches’ dispositions are neither a result of free will nor determined by structures, 
but are created by a kind of interplay over time between the two. The coaches’ 
dispositions, then, were both shaped by past events and structures, and then shaped by 
the current practices and structures that even conditioned my very perceptions of these 
(Bourdieu, 1984). Thus, the research analysis had to be relational and based on a process 
of intersubjective agreement, not solely on coaches’ subjective opinions. So, 
understanding coaches’ historical and contextual situational influences on practice was 
important, but at times, difficult, for example, when probing further with questions 
about past experiences during field observations when coaches wanted to get on with 
their coaching.  
One reflection I had during the data collection was not including the player’s 
voice. The main reason was that before I started collecting data I presumed that, as the 
literature had told me, coaching philosophy underpinned coaches’ practice. Therefore, 
my research proposal did not include a plan to interview the players. However, I started 
to think about why when researching because I did not really interact with the players 
or make any effort to be associated with them. When interacting with players as a coach, 
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I often ‘joked’ around playing ‘tricks’ and having ‘banter’ with them, but as a 
researcher (a different position) I wanted to demonstrate certain ‘professional’ 
behaviours (e.g. careful observation, serious conversation). Bourdieu (1989) suggested 
that agents who “occupy similar or neighbouring positions are placed in similar 
conditions and subjected to similar conditionings” (p.17). Therefore, looking back, 
maybe I consciously or unconsciously wanted to be seen by the coaches as holding a 
particular position in the field, not one associated with the player’s, but with the coaches, 
as a researcher, to be valued and taken seriously. I therefore found a “sense of one’s 
place” (Bourdieu, 1989, p.17) that maintain my position with the coaches and, in doing 
so, displayed the symbolic competences expected in that role (e.g. professionalism). 
Spending time being reflexive of my impact on the coaching field but also the 
impact it has on my construction of findings presented in this research by turning 
Bourdieu’s thinking tools on myself was an important process. As Bourdieu (1998) 
suggests, sociologists need to convert reflexivity into a constitutive disposition of 
their habitus. My reflexivity has highlighted how my position in the coaching field was 
relational depending on the coach and particular group, and this impacted the 
construction of the research.  
 
4.10 Summary  
This chapter has discussed the methodological issues encountered in the fieldwork and 
provided a rationale for the methods used from a relativist and social constructionist 
position, during a research period of a year and a half involving one English youth male 
football Academy across one and a half seasons (fifteen months). A mixture of in-depth 
data collection procedures including semi-structured interviews, observations of 
practice and documents were used to investigate the construction of professional youth 
football coaches’ practice and coaching philosophy, including the influence it has on 
their coaching. The data collected were analysed using an abductive thematic analysis 
process and will now be presented in the following chapters. 
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Chapter Five: Analysis (i) 
 
5.1 Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to provide a descriptive presentation and analysis of the 
findings. Data from the case study identified that coaches’ agency (and practice) was 
influenced by social structure, and practice was tied in with coaches’ struggles for 
position in the field. The content of the chapter begins with a conceptualisation of 
coaching philosophy. Next, how the Academy and research participants were 
positioned is discussed. Finally, the influence of culture, tradition and power on coaches’ 
practice is considered.  
 
5.2 Conceptualisation of coaching philosophy: tactical and technical knowledge  
As identified in the literature review (Chapter Three), the idea of coaching philosophy 
is firmly embedded within coaching discourse, but is also a contested concept (Cushion 
and Partington, 2014). For the participants in this study, what was clear from the data 
was that instead of coaching philosophy being a clearly articulated statement 
underpinning coaches’ practice (e.g. Lyle, 2002; Burton & Raedeke, 2008; Cassidy et 
al., 2009), in this case study, it had nothing to do with coaching or philosophy. Coaching 
philosophy was mostly associated with tactical and technical knowledge of the sport or 
an idealist representation of coaching. For example, when coaches were asked directly 
“what is your coaching philosophy?”, they mainly articulated a way of playing the sport 
(i.e. tactical knowledge). The data below highlight this: 
Interview: “What is a coaching philosophy?” (MP) 
“I have a philosophy on 11 aside football and then I try and make it as relevant 
to small sided football as possible. So, for example, the movement we spoke 
about before, centre midfielder dropping deep under the number 4 deep lying 
playmaker. So how do you do that in small-sided football? You try and find 
a way to make sure that they can do that, because then if they’ve got it at 5 
and 6 aside, when they go to 7 aside they’ve already got one or two 
movements” (Alan, head of foundation phase) 
 
Interview: “I call it the four Ps, progression of play, penetration, 
pressurisation and possession... so as a coach my philosophy and my values 
are deemed around them four Ps” (Alan) 
 
Field notes: “I see it as a style of play, how you believe the game should be 
played” (John, under 10’s coach) 
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Interview: “A coaching philosophy would be what you would cover, what 
topics you would cover. So, it would be a whole year planned out, which 
you’d use to focus on pass and receiving then we go into another block. So 
things like that would be in your coaching philosophy. And then the football 
philosophy would be a description of the player that you would want to aim 
to get out of the coaching philosophy” (John) 
 
Interview: “So mine would stem from the football philosophy because I 
believe that football’s a skill game, it should be played on the floor, it’s a 
competition of skill and talent with the ball at your feet. I don't believe it’s 
physical, it shouldn’t be physical at all, it shouldn’t be about physical player, 
although that does happen. So things I would focus on in my coaching 
philosophy would be technical, pass and receive, and technique of a defender” 
(John)  
 
Interview: “So because my job is to come up with a playing philosophy [...] 
well, it’s to come up with a philosophy for a club. When I first sat down and 
came up with a philosophy, I came up with technical and tactical points” (Jude, 
Head of Development Phase). 
“What factors are included in that philosophy?” (MP) 
“So there's the technical and tactical side, which is where I do a full 
breakdown, like a periodised syllabus over four years, really. I split it up for 
every different age, every different position” (Jude) 
“What is the purpose of an Academy philosophy in coaching?” (MP)  
“An Academy philosophy is to develop players in the four-corner model. So, 
an Academy philosophy is to develop them technically, tactically, 
psychologically, physically, socially as well. So that's the function, to try and 
get them through a system, to try and get them at 16 years old, a full-time 
career and a scholarship” (Jude) 
 
In addition to tactical knowledge, coaching philosophy was also connected to technical 
ideas of the model player (i.e. technical knowledge) that was actively promoted and 
circulated within the Academy system: 
Interview: “This is the type of player I want you to be, this is the type of team 
I want you to be, this is how I want you to play this in the system, this is what 
you’re working to, I think it gives them something to work to and I think it 
gives them focus of this is the player I need to be” (Ian, head of foundation 
phase) 
 
In some cases, as illustrated in the field note data, ‘philosophy’ was evident in the 
structure of how they wanted the Academy to operate: 
Interview: “So you've got a very clear understanding of what you want a 
model of a player to be” (John, under 10’s coach) 
 
Field notes: Standing outside the changing rooms with Jude before the 
coaching sessions start. We are discussing coaching philosophy and Jude 
explains it as: 
“The aims and objectives of the Academy” (Jude, head of development phase) 
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Coaches’ collective ‘philosophy’ was often played out in their coaching practice, 
reflecting a particular view of what to coach (i.e. tactical and technical knowledge). 
For example, in this particular setting, one aspect of the coaching philosophy described 
was to develop players who were technically “comfortable in a one vs. one” (Tony, 
under 13s coach). At the beginning of every session, all of the coaches spent time with 
the players practicing different scenarios of one player versus another, with the aim 
being to get past each other with a football. This style of coaching was emphasised by 
the coaches, as “being comfortable in a one versus one is important” (John, under 10’s 
coach) and was deemed “part of the Academy’s coaching philosophy” (John). The 
coaches, in this case, gave more thought to tactical and technical knowledge rather 
than articulating or thinking about coaching, learning or pedagogical knowledge; how 
they wanted to coach and why. When asked about coaching, the coaches discussed the 
Academy’s tactical and technical model. When asked about learning, knowledge and 
their underlying beliefs about learning and knowledge (i.e. epistemological beliefs). 
Such components that have been called for in the coaching philosophy literature (e.g. 
Light, 2008; Light & Evans, 2013; Cushion & Partington, 2014; Lyle & Cushion, 
2017). The coaches struggled to articulate a clear definition or understanding to 
underpin their discourse: 
Interview: “What is learning?” (MP) 
“You know, when players pick things up. Lots of different types of learning” 
(Jude, Head of Development Phase)  
“Can you name and describe these different types of learning?” (MP) 
“Players generally learn by doing” (Jude) 
“What do you mean?” (MP) 
“Well, by playing and being involved” (Jude) 
 
Interview: “How do people learn?” (MP) 
“Not sure. I learnt when I was a YT” (Tom, under 14’s coach) 
“How did you learn when you was a YT?” (MP) 
“Just by playing and that. With the coach” (Tom) 
 
Field notes: Observing Lee’s coaching session with the under 12 players. Lee 
and I are stood at the side of the session observing the players finish with a 
game.  
“How did your players’ learn in that coaching session?” (MP) 
“What?” (Lee, under 12’s coach) 
“How did your players’ learn?” (MP) 
“Oh, lot’s of different ways. I do different things in my session” (Lee) 
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Another key observation, highlighting the poorly conceptualised nature of ‘philosophy’ 
within this group was that the coaches also gave contradicting answers between what 
they said they did and what I observed in their practice: 
Field notes: After observing Lee’s coaching session with the under 12 players, 
we are discussing what he did as we walk up to the container where the balls, 
cones and bibs are stored. 
“So, I noticed you telling your players lots of information during your practice” 
(MP) 
“Yep, it’s important to get high levels of information across to the players. 
We only have them for a short amount of time. It’s important to question them 
and challenge them” (Lee, under 12’s coach)  
“Oh, I mainly observed a lot of command-style coaching” (MP) 
“Yep, depends on the time” (Lee) 
“In what way?” (MP) 
“We don’t get much time with them” (Lee) 
“Does that determine how you communicate to the players?” (MP) 
“Yes, very much so” (Lee) 
“When would you ask questions?” (MP) 
“All the time” (Lee). 
 
Other examples of the disconnect is evident below: 
Field notes: John (under 10’s coach) stops the whole group of players during 
the coaching session. The players have been in one part of the session for 10 
minutes.  
“You've checked your shoulder, you've got lots of space in front, what are 
you going to do? What are you going to do first?” (John)  
Singling out one player. 
“Make an angle first” (Player) 
“Make an angle, excellent. So, talk to me about my angle: where’s it going to 
be? Is it going to be straight? No. It’s going to be on the sideline. So, I’m 
going to come in on the angle right up to the side, so I've made the pitch nice 
and big. I’ve checked my shoulder. The first touch, I want it going outside 
your box. You need to twist your hips. So, our first touch has got to take us 
outside the box, so we’re going forward, it’s really important. First touch 
outside the box, try and get that first touch out of your feet” (John). 
 
Field notes: Players now practice what John has talked about. John then 
speaks loudly to the players whilst they are practicing. 
“It’s not the competition just yet, because I just want you to focus on the 
timing of the movement and your first touch going forward. I’ll tell you why 
we’re doing that a little bit later” (John)  
“Good lad, Oran. Good, really open them shoulders out” 
“Good lad, Jack”  
“Unlucky Wildy, get a little bit more on that touch, a little bit more on that 
touch and it’ll be perfect” 
“Good lad, Luka” 
“Let me see you, Callum. Callum, make that angle even bigger”. 
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Field notes: John walks around the players practicing watching individuals 
start and complete the movements he has told them to do. 
“You can go wider than that, you know. You might want to come a little bit 
closer” (John) 
“Okay, Callum, Callum, what that your front or your back foot?” “Jude, 
where’s your movement? Good” (John). 
“So ‘John’ what was you trying to achieve in that session?” (MP) 
“Creating an angle so they can play forwards” (John) 
“Did the players learn?” (MP) 
“Yep, they picked it up” (John) 
“How do you know they learnt?” (MP) 
“They do it and tell me when I ask them. This group has a good understanding” 
(John). 
 
When observing the coaches, they mainly discussed with me their tactical and technical 
knowledge instead of their coaching behaviours, practice activities or methods they felt 
developed individual players: 
Field notes: Tony and I are stood at the entrance of the astro-turf before the 
start of the training. Jude walks down to the entrance and speaks to Tony: 
“How did the game go on Sunday?” (Jude, head of development phase) 
“They didn’t let us play, big boys just wanting to stop our philosophy. We 
struggled to play out” (Tony, under 13’s coach) 
 
Such was the power of the instituted Academy ‘philosophy’ that conversations between 
the coaches were commonly about the playing style of their age group or observations 
of professional football: 
Field notes: Jude and I walk down to the Academy astro-turf before the 
coaching sessions. Alan jogs down and catches us up: “What was the first 
team thinking at the weekend they only wanted to hit the first line. It was 
strange. Nothing in the final third” (Alan, under 10’s coach) 
 
Despite the results identifying a link between an institutional coaching 
philosophy that had a clear impact on coaches’ collective practice, that is, primarily 
concerned with tactical and technical knowledge. This is suggestive of a collective 
process of socialisation and reproduction where coaches ‘buy in’ to existing practice 
and discourse (e.g. Cushion & Jones, 2006, 2014; Townsend & Cushion, 2015). 
However, coaching philosophy was also used in other ways depending on who said it 
and where it was said. For example, it was common for coaches to undergo professional 
development, and the Academy Governing Body (AGB) and National Governing Body 
(NGB) coach developers interacted with the ex-professional players, first team staff 
and part-time staff differently to the head of phase group and myself (see Analysis (i), 
page 107). The AGB and NGB coach developers when discussing coaching philosophy 
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– which was common – with the ex-professional coaches, instigated discussions in line 
with the coach data that defaulted to a definition that meant playing style (i.e. tactical 
and technical knowledge), thus reinforcing the ‘accepted’ way of coaching in this 
context: 
Field notes: I am observing Tom’s coaching session with the under 14’s. Dan 
who is taking the under 16’s session has come over to borrow some red bibs. 
Without asking he starts to pick up a number of red bibs counting them as he 
picks them up. The AGB coach developer is observing Tom’s coaching 
session next to where Dan is counting the bibs, the AGB coach developer says 
to Tom, Dan and I: “So the coaching philosophy here? How would you play 
out against the two?” (AGB coach developer) 
 
However, with the head of phase group and myself, the AGB coach developer, although 
limited, would start discussions around coaching philosophy with a definition that 
meant discussions about practice pedagogy: 
Field notes: The coach developer is at the Academy training facility observing 
and filming John’s under 9’s practice to give him feedback for a NGB 
qualification.  
“Hey, what you think of this based on your philosophies?” (AGB coach 
developer) 
“What do you mean?” (MP) 
“The practice setup?” (AGB coach developer) 
 
Although discussed in more detail in the next chapter (see page 118), these data begin 
to demonstrate that coaching philosophy was defined mostly as tactical and technical 
knowledge but was also mobilised in other ways with different meanings. 
However, findings unequivocally showed that all the coaches valued and used the 
idea of coaching philosophy. So, ingrained in the Academy institutional language was 
this idea that the coaches in objective hierarchical positions (i.e. Academy manager, 
head of coaching and head of phase coaches) seemed to endorse the use of coaching 
philosophy. With the coaches in hierarchical positions using coaching philosophy this 
then influenced other coaches’ (i.e. part-time coaches) to say it because it was in their 
interest to align with the dominant discourse, suggestive of a form of social and cultural 
reproduction: 
Field notes: “We follow Jude’s philosophy as phase lead, playing out from 
the back has really helped the players progress technically as well” (Pete, 
under 9’s coach) 
 
Field notes: “I use the philosophy during the warm-up session a lot, especially 
before games. We always have” (John, under 10’s coach) 
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If coaches did not outwardly use coaching philosophy or display the same technical (i.e. 
“player comfortable in a 1 v 1” [field note, Jude]) and tactical (e.g. “playing out from 
the back” [document analysis, under 11’s coaching session plan]) knowledge, the 
implications for these so-called “wrong kind of coaches” (Alan, head of foundation 
phase) would be that they did not advance or maintain their position in the Academy:  
Field notes: Walking back up to the changing rooms with Jude from the astro-
turf after Lee and Jude’s coaching sessions. “Lee is hard work, he just wants 
to do what he has always done in the past. He won’t have much longer if he 
carries on just doing what he wants” (Jude, head of development phase) 
 
Field notes: Observing Lee’s coaching session and Ian walks over to me: “He 
has his own philosophy Lee” (Ian, head of foundation phase) 
“He [Lee, under 12’s coach] want’s a full-time job but he’s not getting one” 
(Ian)   
“Why?” (MP) 
“He doesn’t follow the same coaching philosophy” (Ian) 
 
Ian, Jude and Alan articulated that it was important to be able to know and trust the 
coaches that they worked alongside to implement what they wanted without social 
division: 
Field notes: Sat with Jude having a cup of tea in the canteen: “When did Lee 
get potted [sacked]?” (MP) 
“Last week, it’s a ruthless business football, if you don’t follow what we want, 
it makes life difficult” (Jude) 
 
Field notes: Sat with Ian at the back of the canteen: “What you been doing 
today?” (MP) 
“Spinning plates and listening to shit” (Ian)  
“What you mean?” (MP) 
“Yep, lots of back stabbing goes on and the job’s easier if you know and can 
trust the people you work with” (Ian) 
“What do you mean, trust?” (MP) 
“Well, they have to represent the same stuff as you” (Ian) 
 
As well as a particular coaching philosophy, some coaching behaviours were also 
endorsed in the Academy. During the early stages of data collection, what was generally 
accepted was a coach-led, directive instructional approach with no player input or 
feedback: 
Field notes: Ian uses a lot of instructional behaviours, telling the players the 
coaching points, technical and tactical knowledge, with no checking of the 
players’ past experiences using questions. 
 
Field notes: The session has nearly finished and has been ninety minutes long. 
John has not asked one question during the coaching session instead using 
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instruction and telling the players what he wants them to do regarding how to 
play football.  
 
However, over the duration of the data collection, the coaches’ use of questioning 
appeared to increase. As noted later on (see page 142), throughout the research process, 
during Ian’s and John’s last coaching sessions:   
Field notes: Ian stops the practice session as the players are scattered across 
half of the pitch and shouts out to one player on the other side of the pitch: 
“Where would be a better position?”. He continues to ask questions to the 
group of players: “How could you all help him?” 
 
Field notes: John brings all the players in to him and is asking questions to 
the group: “How would you close him down after the pass?” 
 
When I explored Ian’s (head of foundation phase) understanding of questioning and 
why it had increased, he gave no clear understanding or rationale based on the player’s 
needs, instead it was a strategy used to reinforce players’ understanding based on his 
knowledge of the sport:  
Field notes: “What is your process when you go in, you asked a question, 
why?” (MP)  
“So, I ask a question to check what I am seeing is what they are doing to check 
the understanding of it, so I worked out there that the boys did understand 
what they are doing and what they are trying what to do” (Ian) 
“So, to check understanding?” (MP) 
“Yeah, we all use questions, the educators [coach developers] are massive on 
it” (Ian) 
“Any other reasons you use questions with your players?” (MP) 
“No, not really” (Ian) 
 
This was evident too, when interviewing John (under 10’s coach) during one 
observation:  
 
Field notes: “So, then, you use questions as well? What would be the purpose 
of using questions?” (MP)  
“Ah, to check they understand” (John) 
John communicates to the players: “Wildy, have you had a drink? Are you 
sure? Who’s your partner? Okay, well get going into 1v1s”  
“So, to make sure they understand, so it’s for me as well but also for them to 
make the mistake of getting it wrong. So, if they do get it wrong, instead of 
me just saying, just telling them they’ve got it wrong, they’re going to feel a 
bit embarrassed. Maybe they’re going to, so then it’s that. Again, it’s that 
experience, that self-experience of getting it wrong, which I believe in. I don’t 
think you learn from other’s mistakes; I think you learn from your own 
mistakes. But mostly they never get it wrong because they’re coached” (John) 
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Both coaches used questions to check the players understanding according to their 
knowledge of the sport. However, it seemed to be more because of the value that 
particular coach behaviour, and what using it meant in the Academy. Later on in the 
research, coaches’ viewed questioning as an important behaviour to use because the 
head of phase coaches’ and coach developers talked about using them and displayed 
them in their practice. Questioning seemed to be employed not because coaches wanted 
to (e.g. determined or guided by philosophical thinking) but because coaches who were 
respected used and valued this type of behaviour. This was evidenced by Dan when 
discussing his use of questioning during a practice session with the under 16s:  
Interview: “I like to do a lot visually, but I’ll also ask a lot of questions. 
Probably from that youth award, I’ve probably gone too much questioning in 
terms of I won’t tell them exactly what I want, which sometimes means that 
my interventions can be too long” (Dan) 
 
While this behaviour cannot be attributed solely to the Academy conditions, as Dan 
drew on his coach education (NGB youth award coaching qualification) it was 
reinforced by other members of the Academy coaching staff: 
Interview: “You see a lot of questioning by Ian and Alan (head of phase 
coaches’) nowadays” (Dan) 
 
This was further evidenced in conversation with Tony after his coaching session with 
the under 13s: 
Field notes: “Why do you use questions?” (MP) 
“I suppose we all use it more now, the [NGB] bang on about it, the [AGB] 
bang on about. Even Jude and Ian do a lot more of it” (Tony) 
 
This is evidence of the NGB and AGB having impact on the coaches in this Academy 
with the change in established practice.  
Although similar to the findings of Harvey and Light (2015) and Cope, Partington, 
Cushion and Harvey (2016), questioning was reproduced in practice without a clear 
understanding of why, that is, no clear rationale for its use and application. The evidence 
presented so far illustrates a clear model of uncritical reproduction of practice which is 
highly problematic (Cushion & Jones, 2014) but particularly concentrated within this 
Academy. The coaches did not choose specific coaching methods to address individual 
player’s needs and they did not seem to have a clear understanding or rationale for their 
behaviours. For example, here is an observation of Jude’s use of questioning: 
Field notes: Jude stops the group of players and asks them to come in “last 
one in”. The players gaze at Jude ready for the words to come out of his 
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mouth: “who can rotate then?” [Without waiting for an answer] “you two 
highest players, we need you to get on the ball” (Jude). 
 
The data has shown a disconnect between the understanding of coaching philosophy 
and questioning, and how it was used. The evidence suggests that coaching philosophy 
was still meaningful and symbolic to all the coaches in the coaching field. It did not, 
however, link to coaches’ actual practice, the coaching process or, as discussed in the 
literature review, connect to any philosophical thinking (see page 40). 
 
5.3 Hierarchy of coaching groups in the Academy  
In this case study, coaches were firmly inserted into a complex structure of the football 
Academy. The Academy itself was a part of a wider network of relationships that 
included stakeholders in organisations, such as the sport’s National Governing Body 
(NGB), Academy Governing Body (AGB) and also other agents in the football club 
(i.e. the first team staff). All the external bodies had a range of effects on the Academy 
coaches’ practice, including, for instance, how coaching philosophy was understood. 
For example, these data show some of the range of influences: 
Interview: “It depends who is around, but the [NGB] and [AGB] have a huge 
impact on what I do when I coach [...] I need to keep them all happy as well 
as the Academy” (Pete, under 9’s coach) 
 
Interview: “Before you mentioned the AGB EPPP [Elite Player Performance 
Plan1]” (MP) 
“The EPPP has made a big impact on what I do” (Ian, head of foundation 
phase and under 11’s coach) 
 
Field notes: After I have walked down to the astro-turf where the younger age 
groups under 9’s to under 11’s have just finished training. I was walking to 
observe Tom’s coaching session with the under 14’s that was due to start. I 
crossed walking paths with Alan: “Did you see that Tony’s Dad was over 
there in the corner watching” (Alan, under 10’s coach)  
A Dad of an under 10’s player who was a member of staff in the first team.  
“Right?” (MP) 
“Certainly had to make sure I was saying the right things” (Alan) 
“What do you mean?” (MP) 
“The philosophy” (Alan)  
 
Interview: “When you go into one of the big clubs with the impressive 
facilities you automatically pick your game up” (John, under 10’s coach) 
 
1 The Elite Player Performance Plan is implemented by the Premier League with the aim of developing more and 
better home-grown football players (Premier League, 2017). For more information see the introduction chapter, 
page 6. 
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The coaches and coach developers were divided into groups operating in the coaching 
field, according to their social position but also to the cultural and symbolic capital they 
possessed (see Chapter Seven, page 138). The Academy was structured according to 
different ‘groups’ of coaches. The groups are drawn here to help illustrate the 
conceptual boundaries of the Academy and how these groups actively existed in 
practice. These groups included the head of phase coaches’ group, the ex-professional 
players group, the first team staff group, the education group and the part-time coaches’ 
group.  
At the beginning of the research the head of phase coaches included Ian (head 
of foundation phase) and Jude (head of development phase) as full-time coaches, and 
Alan (under 9’s coach) as a part-time coach (see methodology section, Figures 1 and 2, 
page 66). The members of the head of phase group had completed the relevant coaching 
awards (i.e. NGB ‘A license’ coaching award and NGB youth coaching award) and 
these qualifications were a form of cultural capital (Cushion & Jones, 2014), endowing 
these coaches with tactical and technical knowledge of the sport that was valued within 
the structures of the Academy – and thus translated as symbolic capital. In addition, as 
I will explain later (see page 107), Alan — a part-time coach — socialised in and 
outside the Academy with Ian and Jude, and therefore was connected with the head of 
phase coaches’ group. As a result, when a position became available — as the 
foundation phase lead, for instance — Alan received the role and became a full-time 
coach (see Figures 1 and 2 in the methodology section, page 66).  
Another group included the ex-professional players who had become coaches 
and worked in different positions at the Academy. The members of this group were 
Tom (under 14’s coach), John (under 10’s coach) and Dan (under 16’s coach). These 
coaches would often congregate together and tell jokes or discuss stories from when 
they were players: 
Field notes: Twenty minutes before the coaching sessions are scheduled to 
begin. The ex-professionals are positioned near the entrance of the astro-turf 
laughing and messing around with the footballs. They are gathered in a circle 
playing a game they call ‘one bounce’. John stretches and kicks the ball 
upwards from behind his body: “I’ve still got it” (John), “What a hernia?” 
[Joke] (Tom). John, Tom and Dan all start laughing and continue playing their 
game separate to the other coaches.  
 
They all shared social networks in football (i.e. social capital), and had previous 
playing experiences as professionals (i.e. cultural capital). For the ex-professional 
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players having “been there and done it” (Tom) was associated with the members of 
this group having the tactical and technical knowledge of the sport. Similar to other 
research (e.g. Cushion & Jones, 2014; Townsend & Cushion, 2015), having played 
professional sport was an important asset and associated with having valued tactical 
and technical knowledge. Tom, John and Dan had all played professional football and 
would use this status to enhance their own position and to marginalise other coaches 
in different groups (see page 150). This was observed before coaching sessions when 
they discussed football stories from their past experiences in professional football (see 
page 113). Other groups (e.g. the part-time coaches’ group and education group) could 
not get involved and were therefore excluded from these conversations because they 
had no past experiences or connections to the professional game (see page 114).  
The first team members of staff were based at a different venue to the Academy 
staff, but they still had an impact on the Academy coaches’ actions, not least through 
playing out and reinforcing existing social divisions. For example, at the first team 
venue — where the youth team trained — the first team manager, first team coach and 
strength and conditioning coach would engage in conversation with Academy staff in 
senior positions (Ian and Jude) and the ex-professionals (Tom, John and Dan), but not 
with the part-time coaches (Tony, Pete, Lee, Stu and myself). Another example of this 
was during the school holidays, when the players attended daytime training at the first 
team and youth team venue. The first team coach and the strength and conditioning 
coach had spent time in the past as part-time Academy coaches. However, they made 
little effort to make conversation with the current part-time coaches with whom they 
once associated. They did, however, spend time talking to the ex-professional players: 
Field notes: The ex-pros and first team staff are all gathered on the training 
pitch laughing and joking while the part-time coaches group set up their 
coaching sessions. 
 
Field notes: In the canteen the ex-professional group of Dan, Tom and John 
are sat having a drink with Ian from the full-time group and a member of the 
first team staff. A member of the part-time group, Pete, walks in the canteen 
and asks if anyone wants a cup of tea. No one does. Pete then goes and sits 
on a separate table and pulls out his phone, he spends time looking at it. 
During this time no engagement between Pete and the other coaches.  
 
As discussed in Chapter Seven (see page 150), “the field is very much a field of struggles” 
(Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992, p.101), hence behaviour — by both the ex-professional 
group and first team members of staff group — seemed to be strategic to safeguard their 
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positions by marginalising the part-time coaches and reinforcing their position in the 
Academy (see page 138). Both the head of phase and ex-professional group had and 
therefore promoted tactical and technical knowledge of the sport. The head of phases 
seemed to want to prove this through their NGB coaching awards and the ex-
professionals, more easily, through having played the sport at a professional level.  
 The education group included the NGB coach developer, AGB coach developer 
and me. The NGB coach developer had worked in a number of football Academies and 
would use past experiences in these settings during discussions with the Academy 
coaches, often providing any advice with a preamble about previous experiences: 
“when I was at [a football club] we did loads of these types of practices” (field notes, 
AGB coach developer) and “at [a EPPP category 1 Academy] their philosophy is very 
similar; they want to play out” (field notes, NGB coach developer). Interactions during 
in-house continuing professional development (CPD) were too structured by these 
social division as the NGB and AGB coach developers would call the ex-professional 
group by their nicknames and engage in discussions regarding other ex-professional 
coaches in other Academies: 
Field notes: In a CPD session run by the Academy NGB coach developer. All 
the coaches including myself are sat around tables while the NGB coach 
developer is stood at the front delivering a PowerPoint presentation. During 
the presentation he again asks one of the ex-professional players a question: 
“Tom when you had Jonny [manager when he was a player], I bet Jonny had 
you doing lots of running, what did you think of it? Did you enjoy it?” (NGB 
coach developer) 
 
Field notes: One hour into the CPD and so far all the questions have been to 
the ex-professional players. “What did you do in [a country] Dan?” (NGB 
coach developer) 
 
Field notes: On the astro-turf observing Pete’s coaching session. The AGB 
coach developer is observing. At the end of the session Pete, the AGB coach 
developer and I discuss the session. I ask Pete: “How do you feel it [coaching 
session] went?” (MP) 
“Big Eric (pseudonym) at [another Academy] uses that type of practice all the 
time. It works well” (AGB coach developer) 
 
On the other hand, the relationship between the NGB coach developer and the head of 
phase coaches was a mutual maintaining of position where the developer needed their 
acceptance to have a valued role in the Academy. The full-time coaches needed the 
NGB coach developer ‘on side’ because he awarded the NGB qualifications that were 
recognised as cultural capital in the coaching field. For example, Ian (full time head of 
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foundation phase) needed his NGB ‘A license’ coaching award if he was going to 
become an Academy manager in the future: 
Field notes: At the Academy venue three days before a CPD session that is to 
taken by the NGB coach developer. Ian and I are stood at the entrance of the 
astro-turf. “What is the plan for Sunday then?” (MP) 
“Not sure, it’s important I link into it [NGB coach developer CPD] though at 
the end of the day he might take me for my A” (Ian) 
 
Therefore, they are “a (relatively) homogeneous set of agents occupying an identical 
position in social space” (Bourdieu, 1998, p.15). So, the NGB and AGB coach 
developers engaged the head of phase coaches’ group when organising the content of 
the CPD by asking their opinion, but this seemed to be a strategic act by asking certain 
questions of certain individuals: 
Field notes: “Yep, he asked us about our coaching philosophy, but they use 
different language but as long as it links” (Jude, head of development Phase) 
“I suppose he asked us because he feels he has to” (Ian, head of foundation 
phase) 
 
Similar to Cushion et al.’s (2017) study, the NGB and AGB coach developers, 
although assigned to the football club by the NGB and AGB, still needed to negotiate 
the field by understanding the field’s logic and how they could display and accrue the 
same symbolic capital with different individuals and groups. As identified in Sawiuk et 
al.’s (2018) study, a coach’s individual position and security in the field is governed by 
the value accrued with associated groups (Bourdieu, 2004). The data illustrates how 
John, an ex-professional player, rejected what the coach developer had communicated 
because “he hasn’t been there”, meaning that he (the coach developer) lacked applied 
experience as a professional football player:  
Field notes: John comes over to me after earlier discussing his practice with 
the NGB coach developer. As John is talking he is shaking his head.  
“I don’t get it really, just a lot of jargon that makes little sense in practice. He 
hasn’t been there. It’s different. He comes in, watches half my session and 
then comes out with some rubbish” (John, under 10’s coach) 
“Does it affect your practice?” (MP) 
“No, definitely not” (John) 
 
Field notes: I walk down to the astro-turf with Tom, Dan and Ian before Tom 
and Dan start their coaching sessions: “We have both played, so we have the 
knowledge” (Tom, under 14’s coach)  
“Yeah, technically and tactically we know what the player’s need” (Dan, 
under 16’s coach) 
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On the other hand, although the education group valued the same tactical and technical 
knowledge, they articulated how their understanding came from the NGB qualifications 
as well as from their coaching experience. Therefore, NGB coaching awards were 
symbolic to the education group, with those that had held the highest award (e.g. NGB 
‘A License’ coaching award) being presumed to have the required tactical and technical 
knowledge: 
Field notes: I walk over to the NGB coach developer who is observing Lee’s 
coaching session. “How are we doing?” (MP) 
“Good. Busy one today. I have already been at [another Academy] today. 
“Have a look at this” (NGB coach developer) 
The NGB coach developer looks over to Lee’s coaching session. 
“It’s important to underpin what you do with the stuff we do” (NGB coach 
developer) 
“[Laughter] what do you do?” (MP) 
“You know the football stuff, it’s important. This session isn’t working but 
he has his A License so he knows what he is doing. It must be working with 
the kids” (NGB coach developer) 
 
The part-time coaches’ group congregated together, but also tried to engage 
frequently with the ex-professional group and head of phase group (those possessing 
capital in the field). This engagement seemed to be a strategic act as the part-time 
coaches wanted to advance their position in the Academy, as these data illustrate: 
Interview: “What is your aim in this Academy?” 
“My main aim is to get a full-time job” (Pete, under 10’s coach) 
 
Interview: “I want to work in football, maybe one of the phase leads” (Lee, 
under 12’s coach) 
 
Field notes: After Stu’s coaching sessions I am talking to him and he 
mentions: “I would like to work in football but it’s difficult” (Stu, under 11’s 
coach) 
 
Interview: “It’s difficult but I’m working on my football qualifications and 
hopefully I can progress” (Tony, under 14’s coach) 
 
The part-time coaches engaged strategically with the key stakeholders in a particular 
way to start or increase a social connection.  
The split of Academy coaches, first team staff and coach developers into groups 
did not mean closure and clarity. Instead, a degree of freedom of movement from one 
social situation, or relational act to another was observed. For instance, as already 
identified, although I was associated with the coach developers, due to a shared interest 
and value placed on academic literature to inform practice, I was also part of the part-
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time coaches’ group that included Tony (under 13’s coach), Pete (under 9’s coach), Lee 
(under 12’s coach) and Stu (under 11’s coach). Tony, Pete, Lee and Stu seemed to have 
limited impact on other coaches’ practice. This was evident, for example, during 
observation of an in house continuing professional development (CPD) event. The part-
time coaches gave very little input, and when Stu did offer a suggestion, Gary 
(Academy manager) did not explore it further. In contrast, however, the ex-professional 
players’ opinion was always valued: 
Field notes: During the in house CPD being delivered by the Academy 
manager discussions are being had in groups about how they would tactically 
deal with a specific situation. The coaches split up into their own groups - the 
ex-professional players of Tom, John and Dan. The part-time coaches were 
another group. As the Academy manager announced the task the coaches 
moved into their groups and sat around separate tables. They are discussing 
the tactical task in their chosen groups. The first team staff and coach 
developers are not in attendance. The full-time members of staff move 
between the two groups. The Academy manager calls time on the task and 
asks for what the groups have come up with. Tom and Dan discuss in detail 
about what their group have decided tactically to deal with the task set. The 
Academy manager nods his head as they talk seeming to agree with them. He 
also writes down five of the points articulated onto the whiteboard. Then Stu 
from the part-time coaches group discusses what they have decided. The 
Academy manager is probing and asking more questions to them and is now 
taking over the discussion. He only writes down on the whiteboard two points 
Stu articulated.    
 
The part-time coaches’ group, therefore, was marginalised within the coaching field 
due to their limited coaching awards, no previous playing experience and limited social 
connections (i.e. symbolic capital). While being in this group, I held a postgraduate 
qualification and was part of a higher education network that were relationally 
important to the head of phase group and education group. This relational link was 
because they had a higher education qualification, for example, Jude and Ian both held 
undergraduate degrees (see methodology section, Table 1, page 65). Together, this 
section illustrates the structure of social division and hierarchy within the Academy. 
How the groups have been organised is explored further in the discussion chapter (see 
page 138). One way in which the groups were structured was based on coach’s social 
connection that is explored in more detail next.  
 
5.4. Social connection between coaches 
The social space of the Academy was structured by relationships. Certain individuals 
and groups had a social connection which affected their position and how they 
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implemented their practice. For example, Alan discussed socialising with Jude and Ian 
outside of the Academy: 
Field notes: After observing Alan in his coaching session we walk off the 
astro-turf together and back to the changing rooms: “How are you finding the 
new role?” (MP) 
“Yes, it’s great. Enjoying having control. Working in football. It is good 
working with Jude and Ian, being mates and that” (Alan) 
 
Field notes: I am in the canteen with Alan and Jude having a drink before 
Jude goes down to the astro-turf to carry out his coaching session which I am 
planning to observe: “How long have you known each other?” (MP) 
“We go way back. You know we have a coaching business together, don't 
you? It's flying as well at the moment. We bring in kids from this country and 
internationals for football coaching” (Alan) 
 
It might further be suggested that establishing relationships was in the coaches’ interests 
in terms of advancement and hierarchy. Alan expressed how he thought his social 
interactions with Ian and Jude had helped him to achieve a full-time job in football (i.e. 
head of foundation phase):  
Interview: “What was the main reason you got the foundation phase lead role?” 
(MP) 
“Well it certainly helped knowing Ian and Jude away from the Academy and 
in the past. It’s the reason I got the part-time role but also probably the main 
reason I got this role” (Alan) 
 
At the Academy, Alan spent the most time with coaches and other members of staff in 
positions of power (i.e. Academy manager and head of coaching). As well as Ian and 
Jude, the Academy manager (Gary) and head of coaching (Frank) decided who was 
appointed to the head of foundation phase. However, the time that Alan invested with 
people strategically to improve his position seemed to have a negative impact on his 
coaching and interaction with the players. For example, during a number of 
observations the part-time coaches would often set up sessions or organise the players, 
but when the Academy manager visited the training facility, Alan left his session and 
walked over to engage him in conversation. Instead of focusing on his training session, 
Alan would spend time with the ‘gate-keepers’ to a full-time job in football and pay 
attention to what they were discussing: 
Field notes: Alan is carefully observing the players in his session watching 
what they do and then pulling out individuals to give feedback. Gary, the 
Academy manager walks onto the astro-turf with his chest puffed out, 
strolling and then stopping still, arms crossed, to observe what coaches are 
doing. As he stops, Gary is positioning himself away from the coach taking a 
session, but he is intensely watching him. He is moving from one coach to 
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another with no engagement, just careful observation. He has now watched 
two coaches and is moving to Alan's session. Alan is walking across to him 
straight away, they shake hands and Alan puts his hand on Gary's back. They 
both are engaged in conversation at times laughing.  The players just continue 
to play. As they continue, Alan is fixed on Gary looking directly at him and 
not the session. 
 
When I asked Alan about his interactions with Gary he was aware of his relational 
actions: 
Field notes: I have walked down to the astro-turf 10 minutes before the next 
coaching sessions begin, where I am planning to observe Jude coach the under 
16s. I see Alan whilst he is coaching the under 9s, who catches my eye, so I 
walk over, shake hands and watch the under 9s with him. We engage in 
conversation: “How did you become the Head of the Foundation phase?” 
(MP) 
“Well they just offered it me. Gary [Academy manager] just phoned me 
asking if I wanted a job leading the foundation phase. I have always wanted 
to work full time in a professional club, so I bit his hand off” (Alan) 
“Why do you feel they asked yourself?” (MP) 
“They can trust me I suppose, it helps I know Jude well, and I have made sure 
I have got to know Ian, he has a lot of influence. Only in football, though. I 
just play the game” (Alan) 
 
When, on a separate occasion, I asked Alan the same question, he suggested that he 
made an effort to associate with key stakeholders (i.e. gatekeepers): 
Field notes: In an open space near the car park with Alan who is making 
sure a number of players from the under 9s, 10s and 11s leave with their 
parents. We are discussing his link with the Academy manger: “It’s 
important to make links with people especially at the top and those that 
influence others” 
 
Depending on the group, Alan would take a different interactional approach to build 
his relationships. For example, with Dan and Tom (ex-professional players), he would 
“have banter” (Alan), while with Gary (Academy manager) he would appear 
professional and interested, by asking questions, for instance, about the youth team that 
Gary coached. For instance, when Dan, Tom and Alan were talking:  
Field notes: Dan, Tom and Alan have congregated in the canteen at the 
Academy venue. I have just gone over and sat with them. They are all having 
a laugh talking about the head of scouting putting on an accent: “Right” 
“Alright” (Alan). Dan and Tom are laughing.  
  
Then with the Academy manager: 
 
Field notes: Alan has seen Gary walk down to the astro-turf he follows and is 
shouting. “Gary, Gary” “How we doing?” (Alan) 
“Yeah good thanks” (Gary) 
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They shake hands.  
“How did the youth team get on this afternoon?” (Alan). 
 
With both of these individuals and groups, Alan would engage differently than how he 
would with the part-time members of staff, for example, showing less enthusiasm by 
asking fewer questions: 
Field notes: Alan shows a lot less enthusiasm and energy when talking to 
the part-time coaches compared to the other coaches. He also spends less 
time with them.   
 
Over two years Alan had learnt the unwritten social rules that he needed in order to 
advance his position in the coaching field, in this case, a full-time coaching role as head 
of the foundation phase. 
There were some differences in the Academy, with some groups and individuals 
struggling to assert their position, coaching practice or to be promoted into different 
roles. This was evident with Pete (under 9’s coach) who, like Alan, also wanted a full-
time position in football and expressed his interest in the head of foundation phase role. 
However, as the data illustrates, Pete did not recognise the importance of networking 
and building social connections with people in positions of power and influence: 
Interview: “I really want a full-time position, that is my aim, the head of phase 
positions would be ideal” (Pete) 
 
Field notes: Observation of Pete. Pete is set up early before the players arrive. 
Cones are positioned on the astro-turf in straight lines, squares and rectangles. 
All the balls are in one circle of cones that are all the same colour. He carefully 
looks at his session plan on the other side of the astro-turf furthest away from 
where the other coaches are congregated. Gary walks through the entrance to 
the astro-turf and Alan walks over and shakes his hand and engages in 
discussion. Pete continues to look at his session plan and then carefully 
rearranges some cones to make a square larger.  
 
Field notes: Observation of Pete. The session has finished and the players run 
off to the changing rooms. Pete picks up the remaining cones and balls the 
puts the equipment in a bag and takes it up to the equipment storage container. 
He then shakes my hand and leaves the astro-turf without any discussion with 
the other coaches who are all walking up to the storage container together in 
discussion. As I walk up to the changing rooms Pete is leaving the building 
making his way to the car park.  
 
Pete said that he focused on “doing a good job” and “collecting his badges” as these 
were important (i.e. functioning as cultural capital) for maintaining or advancing his 
position in the Academy. Pete was new to the Academy and did not know Jude and Ian 
before starting as a part-time coach. Therefore, Pete had a limited relationship (i.e. 
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social capital) with two of the key stakeholders that decided on who filled the head of 
foundation phase role. The difference between Alan and Pete was Alan’s social 
connection (i.e. social capital) with the stakeholders in the Academy. After Alan’s 
appointment, Pete recognised that his lack of social connection had cost him getting the 
full-time head of foundation phase job:  
Field notes: Stood next to Pete observing his coaching session. 20 minutes of 
the session left and Pete gets the players into two teams and they play a game. 
Pete comes over to me: “Take it you know about Alan getting the job?” 
“Yep I’ve heard. You gutted? I gathered you wanted it?” (MP) 
“The writing was on the wall. We all knew who was getting that job. It was 
my own fault I suppose with missing nights out and not really engaging [with 
Jude, Ian and Gary] [...] I can see that now” (Pete) 
 
Consequently, Pete left the Academy for a full-time position in coaching, working for 
the semi-professional team with whom he used to be a player in the country where he 
was born. Indeed, the logic and structure of the Academy was seemingly evident 
elsewhere, as according to Pete he was appointed as a full-time coach there as he had 
“a similar coaching philosophy” and “they [new employers] knew him” (field notes, 
Pete).  
 
5.5 Valued possessions in the Academy 
As I have continued to illustrate, certain past experiences seemed to be more valued 
than others in the Academy. For example, playing experience accrued in the 
professional game meant that it was naturally assumed that ex-professional players had 
superior levels of tactical and technical knowledge that was assumed to be beneficial 
for the players within the Academy. All of the coaches in this group had experience of 
playing professional football; therefore, they also had a mutual acquaintance and 
recognition (Bourdieu, in Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992, p.119). The most respected 
individual in the group seemed to be Tom because he had played for the ‘big clubs’: 
Field notes: Tom walks down to the astro-turf, smiling to the parents on the 
way, all the parents are looking at him trying to make eye contact to say hello. 
John and Dan are gathered near the entrance. Tom walks over and shakes 
hands with them both. John says: “Here he is, leading appearances for the 
club”. All three of the coaches laugh.  
 
Although none of the group had played on the same team together, they all had 
experiences in the same social network with the same players. The stories and jokes 
that they told tended to be about players and coaches that they all knew: 
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Field notes: “Do you remember him, he was a stern character?” (Dan, under 
16’s coach) 
“Yep, I was in the youth team when he was the gaffer, I always remember 
him saying: ‘If I don’t talk to you lad then you should be worried’” (Tom, 
under 14’s coach) 
“He didn’t like me” (John, under 10’s coach) 
  
Another important asset seemed to be the highest NGB coaching qualification (e.g. 
NGB ‘A License’ coaching award) and, for the education group, academic 
qualifications (e.g. undergraduate degree). An example of this in the data was when 
discussing with John (under 10’s coach) the NGB coaching course that he had recently 
attended and how an ex-professional player had influenced John’s thinking about 
practice design: 
Field notes: “Yeah, the youth awards are great, but even Toby [pseudonym - 
an ex-professional footballer] said the importance of drills and just telling 
players what to do, and he's been in the game forever” (John) 
 
Another example is when Frank ran a CPD session. The Academy manager (Gary) had 
just appointed Frank as head of coaching: 
Field notes: Gary introduced the CPD session and explained to the coaches 
that Frank and himself had worked together at another Academy for a number 
of years producing a number of professional players. Gary listed a number of 
players currently playing for teams in the highest league in football in this 
country.  
“Ok over to you pal” (Gary) 
Frank begins his Powerpoint presentation with four slides about the players 
he had produced and what he had done as a football coach, a ‘this is your life’ 
of Frank.   
 
Field notes: Frank discusses about the importance of blocks of coaching.  
“You need to split up the different technical areas, for example, passing, 
heading, shooting, you know, and work on each technique most sessions in 
say five to ten-minute blocks...this is what we have always done, and it works” 
(Frank). 
 
Importantly, association with high levels of performance allowed certain coaches to 
control and legitimise the transmission of coaching knowledge: 
Field notes: Frank has given no reason why or how he developed this 
understanding. Now the coaches are having a break, Pete and Lee are gathered 
near the tea and coffee making facilities and are discussing what Frank had 
said: “Well, he has produced a number of players, so it must work” (Pete) 
(Field notes). 
  
Due to his appointment as the head of coaching, Frank was positioned in the Academy 
as an expert in developing professional players. The head of coaching role was not 
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advertised and no interview was held. Instead, Frank was appointed as head of 
coaching because of his connection with Gary as Academy manager (i.e. social capital). 
Field notes: I am sat next to Ian during Frank’s CPD event. Whilst Frank is 
talking I whisper to Ian: “I didn’t see a head of coaching role advertised” 
(MP) 
“[laughter] yeah, it wasn’t. Greg just give him the job, they go way back” 
(Ian) 
 
Frank apparently held tactical and technical knowledge of the sport because he had 
“come from a category one Academy” (field notes, Gary). So, in this case, Frank’s 
social connection — having an association with the Academy manager — and his past 
experiences in a category one Academy that had produced professional players was 
valued by other coaches in the Academy.     
During Frank’s CPD a specific practice design was recommended of “ten-minute 
blasts’” (field notes, Frank). However, no clear rationale was provided for this. During 
the CPD, Gary communicated how the Academy coaches’ practice sessions would 
(now) be structured “based on Frank’s coaching philosophy” (field notes, Gary). Frank 
articulated clearly in the CPD that it had ‘worked in the past’ during his football 
coaching career at different category one Academies where the clubs had had been 
‘successful’ (e.g. the first team winning trophies) and that they had produced players 
who had received professional contracts. This was shown in the following data: 
Field notes: All of the coaches are looking at Frank and his PowerPoint 
presentation. Frank moves to the laptop on the table in front of him and clicks 
a button, moving to the next slide. On this slide is a picture of the first team 
winning the league where Frank use to work at the Academy. He walks over 
to the laptop again and clicks a button to the next slide. On the screen appears 
a number of professional football players playing football. Frank looks 
around the room and says: “what do all these players have in common?” Frank 
does not wait for an answer: “They have all been coached in that Academy, I 
have had [coached] them all”   
 
At the next coaching session Pete, John and Tony were discussing Frank’s suggestions 
for practice: 
Field notes: “I think it’s a good move. It will work well” (Pete) 
“Why do you need to change your practice?” (MP) 
“Well I suppose we don’t really, just adding in ten-minute blasts”  
“To be fair to him [Frank] he has been around and seems to know what he’s 
on about” (Pete) 
“Some of the players he's produced, though” (John) 
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As a result, changes started to happen with the coaches’ session plans on the 
Performance Management Application1: 
Field notes: The session plan is now split up into some ten-minute blocks of 
individual technical practice. 
 
Some changes were also observed in the coaches practice sessions: 
Field notes: John [under 10’s coach] has stopped the player’s and is now 
moving to a different part of the astro-turf to start a new activity. 
 
Field notes: The players move to another activity after 10 minutes. All the 
players walk to another section of the astro-turf and Tony tells them what to 
do: “Ok, one ball between two about this distance apart” (Tony).  
He moves two players to a particular distance.  
“Right, one touch, down, across and back in. Got it? Let’s go” (Tony). 
 
However, the coaches’ understanding of why they were to change their practice design 
now was not articulated. After his coaching session, I discussed with John the changes 
being made in practice arising from Frank’s suggestions. John was taking the under 11 
group for a change because the normal coach was not there:  
Field notes: “What did you think about the change in session compared to 
your age group?” (MP) 
Doesn’t really matter what I think it is what it is. Apparently, it’s been 
working for the youth team so why not. I wouldn’t do it that way but that’s 
what it says on the session plan and I suppose Frank must know his stuff. He’s 
been there (John, under 10’s coach). 
 
The uncritical acceptance and implementation of Frank’s practice design was based on 
his perceived position of authority, social connection with the Academy manager, but 
more important was his past experiences in a category one Academy. Thus, from the 
Academy coaches’ perspective, this meant he held tactical and technical knowledge 
which was a proxy for the reproduction and uncritical acceptance of coaching 
approaches. Therefore, legitimate but misrecognised practice design was reproduced 
and driven by culture and ideological assumptions, instead of an individual coaching 
philosophy per se. Similar to Townsend and Cushion’s (2015) study, the ex-
professional coaches imposed a scale of preference most favourable to their own 
symbolic goods (i.e. professional playing experience). These data demonstrate again 
that NGB coaching qualifications, social connections with people in senior positions, 
and experience in professional football (not just as a player but as a coach) were all 
 
1 The Performance Management Application was a virtual platform where documents, such as session plans, are 
electronically inputted and stored.  
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symbolic in the field of the Academy, and had real effects on coaches and their 
collective practices. Frank’s practice design was legitimised — but also misrecognised 
— in the football Academy. Therefore, coaches’ implementation of Frank’s practice 
design had nothing to do with their coaching philosophy matching his, nor was it solely 
an expression of agency. 
 
5.6 Impact of culture and tradition on coaches’ actions 
Cultural codes and traditional actions — that is, ‘the way things are done’ in the past 
— were significant in the Academy and had a powerful influence over what coaches 
did. Although it was never specifically articulated or linked to any particular coaching 
practice, the cultural code was the mutual understanding that “what had always been 
done in the past” (Alan, under 10’s coach) and “what has worked in the past” (Pete, 
under 9’s coach) needed to continue. This cultural code was driven by the coaches who 
had professional playing experience, NGB coaching qualifications and social 
connections. As highlighted by Hassanin et al. (2018), “culture has a powerful influence 
upon individual dispositions with Geertz (1973) suggesting that it is “a way of thinking, 
feeling and believing [...] that is neither rationalised nor made explicit” (p.4). Similar 
to Light and Evans (2013), the “learning of [the club’s] culture and its class-specific 
values” (p.412) was “reproducing approaches to coaching” (p.413). These coaches’ 
traditional actions (e.g. questioning) were, therefore, reproduced as part of the cultural 
code. Unlike the cultural code, traditional actions could be identified in coaches’ 
practice. For example, as well as questioning (see page 142), Tom at the start of his 
coaching sessions, tended to use the same activity: 
Field notes: Again, the same start practice activity being used by Tom. In 
the shape of a rectangle the players are in groups located on each corner. 
The players are dribbling across the rectangle and then when getting half 
way passing the ball to the other end. 
 
Field notes: Tom is doing the same training session activity at the start as 
the other night. The cones are put out in a rectangle and the players are 
dribbling across and then passing at half way.  
 
When speaking to Tom after seeing this practice he explained why he did this and his 
explanation revealed that his decision making was due the cultural code: 
Field notes: You like this session, why do you get the lads [under 14’s] to 
do it? (MP) 
“I have always done it with whatever age group I work with. I used to do it 
as a player and I’ve seen other top coaches do it” 
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Other traditional actions that continued included the shaking of hands when coaches 
first met (see page 126) and certain practice designs. The acceptance of the cultural code 
and traditional actions were a part of the logic that influenced how the coaches 
implemented their coaching practice. This finding supports studies that have also 
identified football coaches’ practice as being informed by a combination of culture, 
tradition and power (Cushion & Jones, 2014; Townsend & Cushion, 2015). Cushion and 
Jones (2014), for example, identified the culture in one professional football setting as 
the respect for authority, hierarchical awareness, control, obedience, collectivity, work 
ethic, and winning. In the present study, the data has shown throughout the Academy 
and through coaches’ practice a similar culture in operation. As this chapter has 
highlighted therefore, coaches’ practice was not solely based on players’ needs. Nor 
were coaches free to exercise agency and practice as they chose. Instead, coaching 
practice was constructed by coaches guided by traditional actions based on a cultural 
code (i.e. what has always been done in the past) according to the unwritten social rules.  
 
5.7 Summary 
This chapter has shown that the coaches identified with coaching philosophy and it was 
mostly associated with tactical and technical knowledge of the sport. Rather than being 
‘individual’ and clearly underpinning coaches’ practice, data revealed that coaching 
philosophy acted more as a device in the Academy controlling coaches’ actions and 
enabling the reproduction and transmission of dogmatic coaching practice. The coaches 
positioned in the hierarchy held power and therefore decided what coaching philosophy 
meant and what it looked like. These coaches with power consecrated tactical and 
technical knowledge more so than coaching, learning and pedagogy knowledge. The 
use of coaching philosophy was merely “an instrument of power and action” (Grenfell, 
2014, p.179). Coaching philosophy imposed language, meanings and symbolic systems 
in the football Academy with coaches misrecognising the power relations between 
individuals and groups (Cushion et al., 2017). As such, coaches reproduced the 
language, coaching discourse and actions without understanding their true reason or 
purpose. Several studies (Cushion & Jones, 2006, 2014; Nash & Collins, 2006; 
Townsend & Cushion, 2015) have also acknowledged how socially-contested 
processes of coach reproduction have significantly influenced particular terminology 
and strands of information that are initially acquired and then contextualised into 
knowledge. The point of departure and significance of this chapter, however is in 
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highlighting the reproduction of coaching practice and coaching philosophy, 
evidencing the workings of power and knowledge, embedded in what has been a critical 
deconstruction of coaching philosophy. The misrecognition of coaching philosophy 
that it underpins coaches’ practice and why it was reconstructed into coaching practice 
is explored further in the next chapter and discussed more critically — at another 
abstraction level — using Bourdieu’s thinking tools in Chapter Seven.  
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Chapter Six: Analysis (ii) 
 
6.1 Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to provide a descriptive account and analysis of the research 
findings. In particular, how coaches constructed their understanding of practice and 
coaching philosophy. The chapter considers how coaches learnt through experience and 
developed a somewhat unconscious acceptance of how coaching philosophy and 
coaching practice was implemented.  
 
6.2 Coaches learning through experience  
Findings showed that the coaching process and coaches’ understanding of coaching 
philosophy was largely based on established traditional practice in football. This was 
reinforced by coaches who were ex-professionals, and those coaches who held the 
highest NGB coaching qualification or had a social connection (see Chapter Five, page 
107). One example being how coaches learnt what to coach. The what to coach element 
(i.e. tactical and technical knowledge) was routinely positioned as coaching philosophy 
(see Chapter Five, page 92). For example, John learnt how to play as a professional 
player at the club under a particular manager: 
Interview: “I was a player that was very technical. I enjoyed having a ball at 
my feet, passing and moving it, intelligent movement, making forward runs, 
that is how we played the game” (John)  
 
Field notes: “So I was a player under Tony [pseudonym] so I got a chance 
first hand where it suited me, it was what I believed in, and it was playing 
from the back, so you wouldn’t have to kick it long and hope for a big 10 or 
just head the ball out. It was a skill game” (John)  
 
For John, content knowledge came from experiential learning: being a player and being 
coached. Coaches’ past experiences as players exposed them to the cultural code (i.e. 
“what had always been done in the past”, see page 120) and traditional actions (e.g. 
questioning, shaking of hands and certain practice activities, see page 99) that became 
deeply ingrained dispositions impacting their practice and forming a filter for their 
learning (Cushion et al., 2003; Nash & Collins, 2006; Christensen, 2009; Stodter & 
Cushion, 2014, 2017). However, this approach was both limited and limiting by being 
rooted in their personal experience (Townsend & Cushion, 2015) of football and the 
particular coaching field the Academy was situated. For example, Tom’s explanation 
for using whole-part-whole:  
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Interview: “It’s from football. We just do it [whole-part-whole]. No real 
reason” (Tom) 
 
It was clear from the data that the coaches did not realise the influence of their personal 
experience, nor appreciate how their socialisation within the Academy context had 
guided their practice. Whilst using discourse such as “whole-part-whole” (Tom) and 
“funnel” (Jude) to describe types of practice, the coaches offered no clear understanding 
of why they used these. Therefore, although discussed in more detail in Chapter Eight, 
experience, which can be explained through Bourdieu’s (1977, 1990) concept of 
habitus structured coaches’ knowledge and understanding, which in turn was 
structuring of practice discourses. One example of a popular practice discourse adopted 
included the “player-centred approach” (Pete, under 9’s coach)  
Field notes: Pete and I are stood at the side of the under 9’s coaching session. 
We are both watching in silence.  
“When you are stood back observing like this, what is the purpose?” (MP) 
“Just trying to be more player-centred” (Pete) 
 
Another example referred to “holistic coaching” (Tony, under 13’s coach): 
 
Interview: “It’s important to be holistic” (Tony) 
 
These ideas appeared to be totally arbitrary, with coaches not evidencing a clear 
understanding:  
Field notes: After Pete’s and Tony’s coaching sessions we are stood at the 
gate to the astro-turf watching the players leave to go to the changing rooms. 
“I hear coaches say they are player-centred and holistic. What does it mean?” 
(MP) 
“It’s difficult really. I suppose more about them. Focus being on them 
[players]” (Pete) 
“We just hear it in football and use it” (Tony) 
“Why though? What does it mean?” (MP) 
“Depends really who you talk to” (Tony)  
 
As well as struggling to express clearly why they implemented certain strategies, such 
as ‘player-centred’ and ‘holistic’ coaching, the coaches’ articulations of important 
concepts such as learning (e.g. Light, 2008; Stodter & Cushion, 2014) were also unclear. 
When Pete and Tom were asked “what is learning?” and “how do people learn?”, they 
could not articulate a clear understanding of the terms:  
Interview: “What is learning?”  
“Not sure really” (Pete) 
 
Interview: “What is learning? 
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“[Laughter] No idea. Million-dollar question” (Tom)  
 
However, Jude (head of development phase) and Stu’s (under 11’s coach) 
understanding of learning were based on the cultural code embedded in the football 
Academy. For example, as these quotations from Jude and Stu indicate: 
Interview: “What is learning?” (MP) 
“[pause] well, tough one [pause]. I suppose it’s something you acquire” 
(Jude) 
“How do people learn?” (MP) 
“Well, I suppose in lots of different ways. Mainly by doing” (Jude) 
“It’s just what we do in here. It’s always been done like that since I’ve been 
here” (Jude) 
 
Interview: “How do people learn?” (MP) 
“Difficult one [pause]. As they get older you obviously can say a lot more to 
them. I think when they’re young, you can’t say too much to them because 
obviously they can’t take everything on board, but as they get older they do 
take a lot more on board” (Stu) 
 
Jude and Stu’s understanding of learning could be linked to the language of an 
acquisition metaphor (Sfard, 1998); that is, an understanding which conflates learning 
with maturity and psychological development with cognitivism (Nelson et al., 2014). 
However, their learning of practice was embodied through participation in social 
practice. Therefore, the learning language that coaches used in this case study 
contradicted how they themselves learnt about coaching practice. The coaches in this 
study did not recognise the disconnect. 
The findings show that coaching philosophy was taken-for-granted as it had been 
(re)constructed from their experiences of coaching and playing the sport. As these data 
illustrates: 
Field notes: “I suppose that term [coaching philosophy] has come from my 
coaching experience. You hear it all the time” (Jude) 
 
Field notes: “My main manager use to say it [coaching philosophy] all the 
time when thinking about it” (Tom) 
 
Interview: “They do mention coaching philosophy on your badges [NGB 
coach education]” (Stu) 
 
Interview: “It is just something that is said, we all use it. I suppose it’s always 
been around. You hear it with in all the interviews with the top managers” 
(Tony) 
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Although coaches articulated the importance of certain methods or activities, these did 
not inform practice. Instead coaches moved with the flow of the coaching arbitrary, 
that was based on random choice or personal whim, rather than any clear pedagogical 
reason. The coaching arbitrary was informed by past experiences and was somewhat 
unconscious in nature, as the following examples highlight:  
Interview: “Do you feel you have control on your coaching behaviours and 
practice? Do you have total control of what you do in your environment?” 
(MP)  
“I don't think anyone does, because I think it’s dictated by player behaviour, 
dictated by a lot of environmental factors and different things that are going 
on, whether it be other sessions, whether it be outside distractions. So, I don't 
think anyone can have total control over behaviours. I like to think that I’ll 
know what points I’m going to make before, well, I do know what points I’m 
going to make before the session and I do know how I’m going to go about 
that, but that could change, depending on how players are and what state 
they’re in and how they’re behaving and interactions with others. So that 
could change totally, and I think for any good coach that would change totally, 
because you've got to weigh up where the kids are at mentally in that state in 
the day. I suppose it just happens. I react. It just comes naturally. It happens 
without thinking” (Ian, head of foundation phase) 
 
Field notes: Tony taking a coaching session stands away from the practice-
taking place. A player close to him makes a mistake with a bad first touch the 
ball goes past Tony and out of play. Tony takes four aggressive steps quickly 
towards the player, with his arms up in the air he says: “what was that?!?” 
“You’re killing the session [long pause] look after your first touch”. The 
players continue to play and Tony walks over to me “unbelievable that kid, 
he just needs to concentrate” 
“Why did you choose that intervention?” (MP) 
“He needed to know, best way of getting the message across really. 
Sometimes you get lost in the moment, but he needed to know to wake up. 
Sometimes it’s as simple as that” (Tony) 
“Where did you learn that?” (MP) 
“A lot of what I do comes from a coach I was assistant to around 5 years ago. 
A lot of how he did things and his mannerisms, you know? It’s a merge of 
what he was like and then what this club wants. I am a balance of the two” 
(Tony) 
“Any examples?” (MP) 
“Well, I suppose when you mention it, I’m like him the way he acted in 
training. He was very assertive” (Tony) 
 
In some cases, with the ex-professional players, their negative experiences of certain 
coaching approaches meant that they did not want to coach in that way. For example: 
Interview: “Well, coming off my own career, where I was pressurised into 
keep playing, that’s how I came onto coaching. I didn’t want the coaching 
that I had in my career, so that's how I came on to a coaching path” (John) 
“What do you mean in terms of pressurising you?” (MP)  
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“Yeah, giving me information that clashed with others. Like the reserve 
manager was telling me one thing and the first team manager was telling me 
another and that’s what came to make my own stress levels, because I’d have 
migraines every day and then I was worrying about being in the team, and I 
was just getting mixed information, whereas now I've been taught how to 
coach and with my own experience, because it’s my personal experience I use 
with the kids, which I feel I've got an upper hand on most coaches because 
I’ve been there and I know how that player would be feeling at that time 
because I've been through it myself. So that’s basically most of it, although 
you’re giving them information it’s how they’re feeling about it which is 
going to help them remember it in a game, because most times you can tell a 
kid anything you want but whether they remember it and do it is a different 
thing. So, it’s how I tell them which has brought me on to coaching, to help 
others basically not to have players like myself. I feel I could have done 
something, but I just didn't know what to do with my talent and a lot of 
coaches didn't know, and right at the top levels” (John) 
 
These data are illustrative of the ways in which coaching knowledge through the 
reactivation of structured practices were influenced through past experiences (cf. 
Bourdieu, 1977). The coaches’ past experiences were entangled with the culture, 
tradition and power of the football Academy.   
Coaches’ practice was influenced by the culture, tradition and power in the 
Academy not necessary just their philosophical values and beliefs (i.e. philosophy of 
coaching, see literature review, page 40). Coaches did have agency but were also 
shaped by past events (i.e. culture and tradition) and structure (i.e. those who held 
power) that then shaped current practices and structure (Bourdieu, 1984). This was 
evidenced when talking with Tony and Dan at the end of a coaching session: 
Field notes: “I suppose a lot of what I do I just do but it has to fit in with 
where I am” (Tony) 
“Yep I do a lot of stuff from what I have been through as a player. I suppose 
it just happens” (Dan) 
“Can you do what you want as a coach then? Do what you have experienced?” 
(MP) 
“Yep I suppose when thinking back I do like the approach of only talking to 
players who are any good. I focus on them. I suppose that came from when I 
played and first team manager said to me after I said I felt he was having a go 
all the time” (Dan)  
“Probably not the best thing to say [laughter]” (Tony) 
“[laughter] No. He said to me though once I stop talking to you then you can 
be worried” (Dan) 
“Is that a conscious decision” (MP) 
“Not really I suppose without thinking I use that approach. But with thinking 
about it, that is where it has come from” (Dan) 
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Another example was Ian’s understanding and knowledge of coaching practice which 
was developed through his childhood experiences with one particular Physical 
Education teacher: 
Interview: “Who has been the most important influence on you as a coach?” 
(MP)  
“Difficult one, probably my old PE teacher. To be honest, he fuelled 
everything I wanted to do and really had a lot of belief in me as well, which 
meant he gave me the confidence to go on. So yeah, probably the biggest 
influence, and to be fair, I can see a lot of his mannerisms and his coaching 
styles within myself as well. I really looked up to him as a person and as a 
teacher as well. So, he probably had the biggest influence on me and my 
mannerisms and my coaching styles now” (Ian) 
“When you talk about styles and mannerisms, what were they, what are the 
characteristics of this person?” (MP)  
“He was very much democratic and he did a lot of questioning and answering. 
He was quite friendly in his approach, but I admired him the way he always 
had respect, but he was never authoritative. So he was like he always had 
respect for people and he always asked questions and really, he was like a 
two-way thing in learning. So it was learning for him as well and you sensed 
that, and as somebody under him, as a learner working under him and him 
trying to get what he wanted out of you, you gave him that back because you 
respected that from him. So that side of things as well. Always available, 
always talking about things, never come across as though he knew everything, 
he wanted to try and help you though it and if you had ideas, great, and it was 
really refreshing” (Ian) 
“What is the most important knowledge that you have that influences your 
coaching?” (MP)  
“Being honest, probably experiences; I learn off people a lot” (MP) 
 
However, experiencing practice as participants does not automatically mean that 
coaches will have the underpinning rationale to apply this knowledge effectively in their 
own context. As already suggested, not all experience is educational and will benefit 
players’ development; coaches need to spend more than just time on the job (Dewey, 
1933; Watts & Cushion, 2016). In addition, meaningful learning and development will 
not occur simply by being involved (Cushion, 2006) – such learning is, as the findings 
in this case study suggest, more likely to reproduce existing practice and abdicates 
learning to the prevailing culture (Christenson, 2009; Stodter & Cushion, 2014).  
 
6.2.1 Coaches learning of coaching philosophy  
As well as coaches learning how to coach being influenced by the culture, tradition and 
power in the Academy, they also naturally seemed to use coaching philosophy with a 
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limited understanding of why.  For example, Ian (head of the development phase) used 
the language of coaching philosophy, but did not realise he was saying it: 
Field notes: Stood at the side of Ian’s coaching session with the under 11’s. 
Again, from watching the session he [Ian] uses the phrase coaching 
philosophy throughout. 
 
Field notes: Observing Ian’s coaching session. Ian carefully walks around 
the coned of area the players are in. Ian puts his hand up and walks into the 
area: “stop there, lads... based on the coaching philosophy the pass isn’t on 
so we need to retain” (Ian) 
“What is the pass?” (Ian) 
“There?” (Player) 
“Yep, good so let’s do that one, just stick to the philosophy” (Ian) 
 
Field notes: Stood next to Ian watching the under 11’s play a game. As the 
players play out from the back he turns to me: “that was based on the 
coaching philosophy” (Ian) 
 
Field notes: Stood next to Ian observing the under 11’s carrying out the 
practice that has been instructed to them. Ian turns to me: “the lads have 
stuck to the philosophy and played some superb stuff. Harry just gets it” 
(Ian) 
 
Field notes: In the head of phases office, on the wall above Ian’s desk, is an 
A4 piece of paper with the title in bold writing:  
“Coaching Philosophy”.  
 
Field notes: On the PMA computer system, Ian’s session plan: 
Coaching Philosophy: 
- Playing out from the back 
- Playing through midfield 
- Final third     
 
Field notes: At the end of Ian’s coaching session walking from the astro-turf 
to the changing rooms. Ian and I engage in discussion: “what do you mean 
by coaching philosophy?” (MP) 
“It depends?” (Ian) 
“On?” (MP) 
“The way they are playing” (Ian) 
“Did you know you used it in your session?” (MP) 
“When?” (Ian) 
“During the session? You used it a lot?” (MP) 
“No not really. A lot?” (Ian) 
 
Later on that evening, Ian discussed how he was trying to stop using coaching 
philosophy to describe his sessions: 
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Field notes: Ian and I are walking over to the car park. Ian turns to me: “I 
honestly didn’t release I was saying philosophy a lot in that session. Was it 
a lot?” 
“Well, yep, I suppose so” (MP) 
“[Laughter] bet you hated that [laughter], I’ve stopped using it” (Ian) 
“I forgot you were there. It’s interesting that though it just comes out, I 
suppose I’m just use to hearing it and saying it” (Ian) 
 
The use of coaching philosophy was therefore deeply embedded in the coaches’ practice 
discourse, including coaches that were not full-time at the Academy facility: 
Field notes: Walked into the canteen area before training. Tom, Dan and Ian 
are sat around a table in the corner away from all the parents. As they are 
talking I can hear them consistently using the phrase coaching philosophy. 
“To be fair, they sticking to the philosophy worked?” (Dan, part-time, under 
16’s coach) 
“It’s the same with the pros” (Tom, part-time, under 14’s coach)  
 
Like Ian, Dan also discussed how he did not realise how much he was using coaching 
philosophy: 
Field notes: Walking down to the astro-turf, Dan is stood with Ian. As I 
approach I shake hands with Dan and Ian and watch the training sessions 
that are taking place. Whilst I am watching, Ian and Dan are discussing their 
games that took place on Sunday. Ian walks off towards the changing rooms. 
“What were you lot discussing? What did you mean by coaching 
philosophy?” (MP) 
“Don’t know really. Why did we say it a lot? (Dan) 
“Yes. Everyone uses it a lot” (MP) 
“Not sure didn’t know I was. Suppose if everyone uses it” (Dan)  
 
The data illustrates how coaching philosophy was used without any clear link to 
knowledge and understanding of coaching or any philosophical principles that then 
underpinned their practice. Although discussed in more detail in the discussion chapter 
(see page 142), coaches adopted the accepted language of the Academy 
unquestioningly into their practice. Coaches’ practice was influenced by the norm and 
unwritten rules that both structured and was structuring rather than, as past research 
suggests (e.g. Voight & Carroll, 2006; Gould et al., 2007), their underpinning coaching 
philosophy.  
 
6.2.2 Coaches’ poor-self awareness  
Similar to past studies (e.g. Partington & Cushion, 2013; Stodter & Cushion, 2014) the 
coaches in this case study seemed to also have poor self-awareness of their practice. As 
I have continued to show, this was manifest in the repeated uncritical use of discourse 
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such as coaching philosophy, but also in the day-to-day running of their practice. As 
the following data highlights, coaches were not always conscious of their practice:   
Field notes: I am helping Alan put footballs into the under 9’s equipment bag 
and we discuss his coaching in the session I just observed: “How did you find 
the session?” (MP) 
“It went fine” (Alan, head of foundation phase) 
“You use a lot of humor in your coaching?” (MP) 
“Do I?” (Alan) 
“Yes, do you not know?” (MP) 
“Not sure I suppose that’s always been done” (Alan) 
“Any reason?” (MP) 
“No, don’t think so” (Alan) 
 
Interview: “Why do you coach the in ways that you do?” (MP) 
“It is always done like that [pause] it just happens” (Pete, under 10’s coach) 
 
Interview: “During the majority of your coaching sessions I observed you 
started with the same practice, why?” (MP) 
“We have always done that, not sure why” (Stu, under 11’s coach) 
 
The culture, tradition and power in the Academy seemed to influence coaches learning, 
to the extent that coaches demonstrated little understanding of the origins of their 
practices. This might be conceptualised as a form of reproduction. An example from 
John’s training session depicts this: 
Field notes: John again starts the session with the same practice activity as 
the last two coaching sessions I have observed. Half the players are in a circle 
around the other half of players, who run up to the players in the circle and 
receive a ball that is thrown into them at a certain height. They perform a 
technique the first one is controlling the ball with the knee and then pass the 
ball back to the same player in the circle. 
“Why do you use this session so often?” (MP) 
“We have been doing that since day one even as a YT [youth team player] we 
took part in that... not sure why… based on the coaching philosophy” (John) 
 
The coaches’ practice activities seemed to be taken for granted and a product of 
convention. This not only strongly influenced practice but also the coaches’ social 
interactions with the players. An example of this appeared when members of Academy 
staff and players would shake hands when they first met each other as well as when they 
departed the Academy venue:  
Field notes: Alan and John are stood together discussing the session they are 
planning to deliver this evening. Seven under ten players walk past and shake 
their hands. One player is running behind them trying to catch the other seven 
players up. He runs straight past Alan and John. 
“Hey, you peanut, your forgetting something” (Alan) 
The player runs back and shakes Alan and Johns hands. 
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Field notes: On entering the astro-turf, the NGB Coach Developer is 
approached by Ian. They shake hands.  
 
Alan, Ian and I discussed why the members of staff, players and coach developers shook 
hands: 
Field notes: “I actually hate shaking hands, think of all the germs we are 
spreading” (Alan)  
“[laughter] He had that hand sanitizer stuff in his pocket. I don’t really like 
doing it either” (Ian) 
“Why do it then?” (MP) 
“[laughter] Good question. It’s just always been done. It just happens” (Alan)  
“It wouldn’t feel right if we just stopped it” (Ian) 
 
Traditional actions, like shaking hands, how coaches set up their practices and their use 
of questioning (see page 99) and coaching philosophy, were unquestioned, and had 
become the norm. Similar to Light and Evans’s findings (2013), coaches’ practice were 
constructed over time through their experiences of the cultural code, traditional actions 
and power in the football Academy, and therefore became an ideology that determined 
what coaches said and did.  
 
6.3 Unconscious reinforcement in the English youth male football Academy 
In the Academy, “similar to all societies, order and social restraint are produced by 
indirect, cultural mechanisms rather than by direct, coercive social control” (Jenkins, 
1992, p.104). For example, certain approaches to achieving player outcomes. This 
unconscious acceptance was identified when Ian (head of foundation phase) justified 
his practice with “it is important for players to be successful during a one vs. one” (field 
notes). This was an arbitrary outcome that was emphasised throughout the football 
Academy from the current first team manager: 
Field notes: In the canteen before the under 9’s’, 10’s and 11’s coaching 
sessions. Ian, Tony, Pete and I are sat in the corner away from the parents 
who have started to arrive. Ian is communicating to Tony and Pete what he 
wants them to do in their sessions: “Can you both make sure you focus on the 
1v1 from the front it is the most important one. The gaffer [first team 
manager] gets the pros working on it all the time” (Ian) 
 
As a result, Ian then was able to repeatedly justify the coaching programme and his 
coaching practice that secured a ‘buy in’ from these coaches. As these data illustrate: 
Field notes: Tony, Alan and I are stood at the entrance of the astro-turf waiting 
for the players to come down to start training: “What’s the plan there? 
[Looking over to Tony’s session layout]” (MP)  
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“Starting with one vs. ones with defender in front. Very important I am trying 
to develop these players to be successful in a number of one vs. one situations 
especially in that scenario” (Tony) 
 
Field notes: I walk over to Pete’s coaching session. Pete is half way through: 
“What have I missed?” (MP) 
“We have worked on the one vs. ones at the beginning of the session. Very 
important for us” (Pete)  
 
The data above are an example of how Ian was controlled yet also gained control over 
sport-specific knowledge (often framed as the club’s coaching philosophy). Tony and 
Pete’s practice were a direct effect of this control. The importance of a ‘buy in’ to the 
coaching programme has been emphasised in existing research, as coaches strive to 
achieve this to make coaching work (e.g. Potrac et al., 2002; Jones et al., 2004). Indeed, 
Ian bought into the first team manager (see page 127) and, in turn, the part-time coaches, 
Tony and Pete complied, as it was their “inclination to honour and abide by the rules 
of the game” (Kim, 2004, p.366). These examples of data show how coaches valued 
who gave them information: 
Field notes: Stood at the side of the Jude’s coaching session whilst the 
players are taking part in the practice. Jude and I are talking about the newly 
appointed head of coaching: “What do you think of Frank?” (MP) 
“He must talk a lot of sense being at the top of game” (Jude, head of 
development phase). 
 
Field notes: Observing Pete coaching the under 10 players and Dan comes 
over after watching and discusses with Pete some football technical 
knowledge. After Pete’s coaching session has finished and he is packing 
away the balls, bibs and cones into a bag. Pete and I discuss Dan’s 
interaction with him: “What did you think about what Dan said?” (MP) 
“Yeah, I suppose it’s really tough for them, not ideal at this age, but he [Dan 
– ex-professional player] has been there and done it” (Pete, under 10’s 
coach)   
 
As I have continued to show, the Academy was an active site of socialisation, providing 
a cultural framework to clearly direct coaches’ practices and beliefs about ‘good’ 
coaching. As Jenkins (1992) explains, “the symbolic strength of any pedagogic agency 
– its capacity successfully to inculcate meaning – is a function of its ‘weight’ in the 
structure of power relations” (p.105). The first team staff, head of coaching, Academy 
manager, head of phase group, had weight in the coaching field. This weight had 
nothing to do with their knowledge and understanding of coaching or an individual 
coaching philosophy.  
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 In another example, John (under 9’s assistant coach) appeared to mimic Alan’s 
coaching behaviours (head of foundation phase and under 9’s coach). For example, 
“John sounds like a clone of Alan” (field notes) and, when Alan communicated to the 
players: “right lads this will blow your mind” (field notes) and “mind is well and truly 
blown” (field notes) while John stood nearby watching. Previously I had not noticed 
John using such phrases, but after this interaction there were examples in his sessions 
where he adopted similar phrases: “are you ready? This will blow your mind” (field 
notes, John). Another example in the data is Alan’s and John’s under 9’s coaching 
session where John reproduced Alan’s humorous behaviour: 
Field notes: During his coaching session Alan uses a lot of jokes with the 
players, but mainly about the players: “Where you have your haircut Jack?” 
[pause] “When you going back to getting it finished?”. 
 
Field notes: John is again coaching the under 9’s alongside Alan on the 
astro-turf. Alan leads the session and John talks to individual players. Alan 
has stopped all the players: “Right stop there” (Alan). As the session 
continues John asks one player to come out of the practice after talking to 
him for 1 minute he sends the player back into the session. John asks another 
player to come out of the session, as the player walks towards John I walk 
over to hear: “Quality stuff lad, love how you want first touch into space. 
Get back in there and carry on with that. Oh, Zig, where you get your haircut 
done? They in a rush?” (John) 
 
However, John did not know he was reproducing the same discourse: 
 
Field notes: During the Alan and John’s coaching session. John is stood next 
to me observing the players in the session. Alan is stood on the opposite side 
of the session on the astro-turf. I turn to John: “You two are a double act. 
You [John] sound just like him [Alan]” (MP) 
“What do you mean?” (John) 
“You’re like the two Ronnies, a double act. You’re using the same jokes as 
him [Alan]?” 
“Really?” (John) 
“Yes, do you not recognise that?” (MP) 
“No, I just got on with it [coaching]” (John) 
 
The reason for this reproduction was unclear, but it seemed to be because Alan was well-
respected by John, as these data illustrates:  
Field notes: “He [Alan] just gets it, doesn’t he, he’s got the knowledge. I 
wish he coached me when I played” (John).  
“What do you mean he has the knowledge?” (MP) 
“You know he is the head of phase” (John) 
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In this case, John’s coaching was not based on his beliefs about coaching (i.e. 
epistemological and ontological) or what the player’s needed, but were strongly 
influenced by other coaches within the Academy, such as Alan, who held perceived 
positions of power.  
The Elite Player Performance Plan (EPPP) policy document, which directed and 
informed the Academy, was devised by the AGB (see introduction, page 6). The AGB 
ensured that head of phase coaches documented in their own Academy’s EPPP what 
coaches had to coach (i.e. tactical and technical knowledge), for example, the coaching 
philosophy: “playing out from the back” (field notes). This type of tactical knowledge 
or, as it was described in this Academy, coaching philosophy, was then observed clearly 
in coaches’ practice through the discourse that they used and how the players’ played, 
for example, when discussing coaching philosophy (i.e. tactical knowledge) with Jude: 
Field notes: “To play to a certain philosophy, which is reflective of what we 
feel or what the club feels will develop players the most, trying to replicate 
what the first team are doing” (Jude)  
 
Over time, during observations of Ian and Tony’s coaching practice the players matched 
the club’s so-called coaching philosophy (i.e. tactical and technical knowledge) that had 
to be documented because of the EPPP policy: 
Field notes: Ian and I are stood at the side of the astro-turf against the fence 
observing Tony’s coaching session. The players are playing in formation on 
half a full-sized pitch. Ian turns to me after observing: “The players certainly 
do play out from the back” (Ian) 
One of the centre backs is consistently receiving off the goalkeeper and 
playing into the full back or centre-midfield. Tony seems happy with this by 
occasional clapping or nodding his head.  
 
Due to the governance of the AGB, coaches reinforced the tactical and technical 
knowledge through their practice as constructed by the head of phase coaches. 
Therefore, the coaches were inserted into networks of institutional and relational power 
that had real effects for the construction of coaching practice and the knowledge that 
underpinned it. Coaches, were, therefore complicit in, and contributed to, the 
production and reproduction of existing practice and power relations (Swartz, 2012).  
On the other hand, one example of a coach not complying to the norm and 
unwritten rules was Lee who was sacked from the club (see methodology, Figures 1 & 
2, page 66) for not following the prescribed technical and tactical knowledge (i.e. 
coaching philosophy):  
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Field notes: “To be fair to him [Lee] his energy with lads. He was a good 
coach. But just wanted to do what he wanted” (Jude) 
“Well, what he has always done at Kelling FC [pseudonym]. Some bits are 
fine. But the game has moved on” (Ian) 
“What was he doing?” (MP) 
“Giving his own information which was totally different” (Ian) 
“And he kept taking individuals out of the session for big chunks of time when 
they didn't need too. Working on the Terry King [pseudonym]. You know 
side on, on the defender's shoulder” (Jude) 
Jude and Ian smile at each other 
“I coached with him one session it was impossible he just randomly took 
players out and coaches them 1 to 1. Killing my session. Gary [Academy 
manager] was down, and it was so obvious he was after a job” (Ian) 
“He was never going to get one, though. Gary can't stand him” (Jude) 
 
Ian and Jude both highlighted how they felt Lee’s (part-time coach) coaching was an 
act to acquire a higher position within the football Academy (e.g. full-time job) by 
trying to show additional knowledge and understanding. However, Lee’s articulated 
tactical and technical knowledge did not align with Ian and Jude’s, and therefore the 
Academy’s – the established way of doing things (e.g. doxa, see page 146). Coaching 
philosophy therefore was a powerful ideological tool that radically influenced the 
structure and positioning of coaches in the Academy. As Jude, Ian and Alan, as head of 
phase coaches, when discussing the need for more Academy coaches following recent 
departures, recommended employing coaches that would implement the philosophy of 
the football Academy; their philosophy and understanding of coaching philosophy (i.e. 
tactical and technical knowledge):   
Field notes: “What we need is just young enthusiastic coaches who can just 
deliver our philosophy” (Jude) 
“Surely we can get them” (Alan) 
“Have to be level 2 working towards B” (Jude) 
“Why working towards B?” (MP) 
“EPPP regulations [pause] I’ll get onto [Academy manager] tomorrow” (Ian) 
“Need them soon as” (Jude) 
 
Entry and acceptance into the Academy therefore required tacit acceptance of the 
existing cultural knowledge.  
 
6.4 Coaches’ knowledge and understanding of practice 
As I have continued to show, the coaches’ uncritical reproduction of ‘practice theories’ 
(Cassidy, 2010) and ideology – subsumed under the banner of coaching philosophy – 
is potentially problematic. Not only does this extend current understandings of coaching 
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philosophy as underpinning coaches’ practice currently conceptualised in the literature 
(e.g. Pratt & Eitzen, 1989; Lyle, 1999; McCallister et al., 2000; Lyle, 2002; Gould et 
al., 2007), but it is indicative of a learning culture that was reproductive. Apart of the 
problem seemed to be that prior to taking part in the research process, the coaches I 
worked with had never been asked to think critically about – or articulate – their 
knowledge and understanding of coaching, for example: 
Field notes: Stood at the side of the astro-turf before Ian’s coaching session 
is to begin. Cones are laid out in four rectangles with a pile of footballs in the 
middle. Ian and Jude again are discussing about how to play football not about 
the actual way they are going to deliver the session.  
 
Interview: “I noticed from my observations that coaches talk a lot about how 
to play football, but not about coaching?” (MP) 
“Not really done it. I suppose we don’t discuss coaching as such, much, no” 
(Ian) 
 
Interview: “Why do coaches not discuss coaching?” (MP) 
“I think we do, we talk about it, don’t we? I have discussions with Dan all the 
time about how the top teams play” (Tom) 
 
In addition, the coaches’ highlighted how they had never discussed philosophy of 
coaching (see review of literature, page 40) on any past coach education course. Alan 
articulated how, on NGB coach education courses in the past, they discussed how to 
play football, but not why to coach in a particular way: 
Interview: “I’ve done mandatory stuff when I did my UEFA B licence and all 
that sort of thing you have to write down what is your playing philosophy, 
what is your football philosophy. But to be honest, I just did it because it was 
mandatory and what I wrote was probably bollocks” (Alan) 
“Why was it bollocks?” (MP)  
“I was just trying to pass a qualification; I wasn’t even interested really in 
what I was writing. I have a conversation about football every day so I speak 
about my playing philosophy and what I believe a good team should be able 
to do every day, but I've not actually sat down and gone ‘I’m this kind of 
person, how does me being this kind of person underpin what I believe on a 
football field, and is there any difference, is it correlated, is there a 
correspondence? [pause] So no, I think is the answer to that one” (Alan) 
 
When questioned about coaching philosophy the coaches did not clearly discuss what 
might be described as philosophical thinking related to coaching, learning or pedagogy 
nor question existing ideology, structure or evaluate critically what had influenced their 
choice of practice and use of coaching philosophy (cf. Cushion & Partington, 2014).  
It could be argued, when the coaches were questioned about their practice, at the 
start of the research, that they rationalised what they did with coaching philosophy (see 
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Chapter Five, page 92) as this had value to everyone in the Academy. For example, 
when I spoke to John and Alan about their coaching session, they rationalised practice 
using coaching philosophy, rather than providing a clear rationale for coaching: 
Field notes: Sat in the canteen area with John and Alan before any of the 
players or parents arrive: “Last session I observed on Tuesday what was that 
starting practice?” (MP) 
“Carousal, well that’s what they said on my B and [NGB Coach Developers] 
keeps going on about it” (John, under 10’s coach). 
“What does it mean?” (MP) 
“If I’m honest, I’m not too sure, really” (Alan, under 10’s coach) 
“Moving round, it’s on their coaching philosophy” (John) 
 
Field notes: Walking up to the changing rooms from the astro-turf talking to 
Alan after observing his session: “What you think of that game at the end?” 
(Alan) 
“Yeah” (MP) 
“Worked well got them thinking, quick feet, Joe was class” (Alan) 
“Seeing creating decision making players is now important” (Alan) 
“How do you do this?” (MP) 
“It’s difficult really… just lots of games” (Alan) 
“Why games?” (MP) 
“Erm, not sure really, it’s just the philosophy” (Alan) 
 
As shown in the data, John and Alan seemed confused and often contradicted their 
reason for implementing the chosen practice. For example, as shown above, carousel 
(i.e. a type of NGB practice) and decision-making practices had no underlying rationale 
other than being practices entangled with the power relations in the case study. Coaches 
in positions of power used coaching philosophy to describe their practice and therefore 
other coaches interested in maintaining or improving their position used it as well.  
As Partington and Cushion (2013) argued, coaches often use coaching rhetoric 
that is not reflected in their practice, and this was the case in the current research. For 
example, when Pete (under 9’s coach), before any observations of his practice, 
suggested that he “empowers his players” (interview). Pete’s understanding of 
empowerment was to “give them ownership and give the players chance to design the 
practice” (interview). However, when observing Pete’s coaching sessions, the players 
had limited input and he took control of the session. The following extracts from the 
observation field notes demonstrate this: 
Field notes: Pete is setting up his session before the players arrive. Carefully 
laying down the cones and bibs. If a cone is not in the place he wants it, he 
will move it again. 
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Field notes: Pete tells the players what they are doing in the practice session 
this evening. I move closer, so I can clearly hear.  
“Right, tonight we are doing rotation, mainly midfielders, but it does involve 
other positions” (Pete) 
The players start to walk over to the practice that is set up and as they are 
leaving Pete continues to say: 
“Make sure the highest man recognizes and he starts the rotation. Lower 
players ‘like four and eight’ move out of the space” (Pete)  
 
Field notes: Again, lots of telling by Pete with limited opportunity for the 
players to communicate with each other or to Pete: 
“Okay, stop there. If you move like that a defender will come with you. Move 
quickly and arrive on the half turn to play forwards. If not, protect and retain. 
Bounce back” (Pete) 
 
I asked Pete about how, in his first interview, he discussed “empowering the players”, 
and if he felt that he achieved that during his coaching session: 
Field notes: “How did you feel the session went?” (MP) 
“Yes, I was happy with it. It went well. The kids seemed to enjoy it” (Pete) 
“How did you empower the players?” (MP) 
“What?” (Pete) 
“How did you empower the players? In your first interview, you said you 
wanted to empower your players” (MP) 
“You know” (Pete) 
Pete starts to pick up his equipment and walks away. 
“You know, I got them involved, followed the philosophy” (Pete) 
 
Again, like John and Alan, Pete used the prevailing rhetoric; coaching philosophy, as a 
rationalisation of practice, rather than providing a knowledge-informed rationale linked 
to player development. The evidence again shows the symbolic nature of coaching 
philosophy in the football Academy. Lastly, Tom (under 14’s coach, ex-professional 
group) and Jude (head of development phase) did not have a clear understanding of 
knowledge related to the design and structure of their session:  
Interview: “I like to use a whole-part-whole approach at times” (Tom) 
“What does it depend on?” (MP) 
“Not sure, just when it fits the topic. I suppose I use it when I want” (Tom) 
“Any main reason why you would use that approach?” (MP) 
“No, just seen it in the past and [NGB coach developer] has banged on about 
it” (Tom) 
 
Field notes: Jude is discussing tonight’s coaching session with me before he 
begins. The session is already set up neatly on the astro-turf. Cones neatly 
laid out in a V shape. Balls all neatly in one pile. Bibs in three separate piles 
of red, yellow and green. 
“We have the funnel in. Sometimes use it in the practice. Nice thing to have. 
Ian likes it” (Jude) 
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“Why?” (MP) 
“No real reason” (Jude) 
 
Bourdieu (1977, p.23) highlights the “epistemological unconscious engendered by 
mindfulness of the acts through which linguistics constructed its own object”. In this 
case, coaches used NGB discourse like “whole-part-whole” (Tom) and “funnel” (Jude) 
without an understanding of the knowledge supporting these practice designs, reflective 
of received wisdom and an uncritical approach to designing learning environments.  
 As the research progressed and I interacted with the coaches and challenged 
their understandings, the coaches started to recognise how their use of coaching 
philosophy did not clearly explain their practice nor help their coaching. If anything, it 
covered up what they did and limited their reflections leading to change or continuation 
in practice. Bourdieu (1977) proposes that such uncritical inertia is “because any 
language that can command attention is an “authorised language”, invested with the 
authority of a group, the things it designates are not simply expressed but also 
authorised and legitimated” (p.170). At the end of the research process, I started to 
critique coaches’ interpretation and use of coaching philosophy, for example: 
Field notes: In the canteen discussing with Alan and Ian about why they use 
coaching philosophy frequently in practice: “What did you mean, then, when 
explaining your practice as coaching philosophy?” (MP) 
“I suppose we have already discussed this” (Alan) 
“Where has it come from?” “Who started it? “Why did they start using it? 
(MP) 
 
Field notes: Pete’s coaching session has just finished I am helping take the 
equipment back to the store container by carrying a mannequin. As we walk 
up the short but steep hill we are discussing his use of coaching philosophy:  
“Coaching philosophy?” (MP) 
“What about it? (Pete) 
“It seems to me to be used with no clear link to any type of specific coaching?” 
(MP) 
“[Pause] I suppose you are right, you just hear it everywhere” (Pete) 
“It just means nothing though [pause] surely it is better to talk about actual 
coaching?” (MP) 
“Yeah, but everyone uses it” (Pete) 
“Doesn’t mean its right to do so” (MP)  
“Fair one” (Pete) 
“Who started to use it?” (MP) 
“I suppose it comes from the top, the Academy manager uses it, Alan and Ian 
use it” (Pete) 
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From discussions with coaches, this type of exchange allowed them to recognise and 
think about how they used coaching philosophy. This is illustrated in a final interview 
with Ian and Alan about the research process:  
Interview: “How have you found me observing and asking questions about 
your practice?” (MP) 
“It’s actually been a positive process” (Ian) 
“In what way?” (MP) 
“Highlighting what I do. A lot of things I didn’t realise” (Ian) 
“Certainly got me thinking about my actual coaching” (Ian)   
 
Interview: “How have you found me researching?” (MP) 
“Fine. Good I suppose in that you have got me thinking about my sessions” 
(Alan) 
 
It is important to note here that the somewhat uncritical use of coaching philosophy in 
this case study could be identified and then highlighted by myself as the researcher to 
coaches in the football Academy. This change of understanding of how practice is learnt 
and the process I undertook with coaches to help them recognise how they used 
coaching philosophy started my thinking when developing recommendations for 
coaches, coach developers and coach education that are discussed in Chapter Eight.   
 
6.5 Summary 
Coaches’ understanding and implementation of coaching philosophy and practice was 
learnt from experience in the English youth male football Academy. Culture, tradition 
and power impacted how this learning through reproduction took place. Coaches’ 
practice was therefore not solely based on their knowledge and understanding of 
coaching, an understanding of how people learn, or informed choices based on player 
needs and development (cf. Partington & Cushion, 2013; Cushion & Partington, 2014). 
Instead, to fit in or advance position in the football Academy, coaches acted 
strategically, but their practice was influenced by the prevailing social structure that 
included culture, tradition and power. The situated coach in the football Academy 
context, therefore, “determines herself [himself] insofar as she [he] constructs the 
situation that determines her [him]”, but “she [he] has not chosen the principle of her 
[his] choice”, such that “habitus contributes to transforming that which transforms it” 
(Bourdieu, 1997, p.177). The next chapter is a discussion that takes the two analysis 
chapters and uses Pierre Bourdieu’s thinking tools to provide a further level of 
abstraction to help explain and develop the findings.   
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Chapter Seven: Discussion 
 
7.1 Introduction 
The analysis chapters so far have highlighted the struggles that coaches had in 
exercising their agency in the Academy because of the influence of the cultural code, 
traditional actions, and power in the coaching field. The coaches who did exercise 
agency did so for their best interest so they secured themselves or advanced positions 
within a powerful constraining social structure. What coaches did in practice was then 
“an organising action, with a meaning close to that of words such as structure; it also 
designates a way of being, a habitual state (especially of the body) and, in particular, a 
predisposition, tendency, propensity or inclination” (Bourdieu, 1977, p.214 cited in 
Grenfell, 2004, p.50). The aim of this chapter is to contextualise the findings identified 
in the analysis chapters within a more focused theoretical analysis and draw on the 
discussion of Bourdieu’s concepts identified in Chapter Two. Therefore, the contents 
of this chapter include the deconstruction and then reconstruction of coaching 
philosophy in relation to coaches’ practice within the Academy football club.  
 
7.2 The coaching field 
For Bourdieu, a field is a space that involves a network or configuration of relations 
between positions where the boundaries are demarcated by where its effects end. He 
explains this as follows: 
 
“the social world can be represented as a space (with several dimensions) 
constructed on the basis of principles of differentiation or distribution 
constituted by the set of properties active within the social universe in 
question, i.e., capable of conferring strength, power within that universe, on 
their holder. Agents and groups of agents are thus defined by their relative 
positions within that space” (Bourdieu, 1986, p.724) 
 
In this instance, the coaching field is used to explain a ‘space’ that was broader than the 
football Academy that included stakeholders in organisations, such as the sport’s 
National Governing Body (NGB), Academy Governing Body (AGB) and also other 
agents in the football club (i.e. the first team staff), who all had a range of effects on 
coaching practice and coaching philosophy. 
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To understand coaching practice and coaching philosophy it was insufficient 
just to identify and report interactions in the football Academy between agents. Instead, 
it was necessary to examine the coaching field as it included other influencing 
structures. So, not only were the Academy coaches observed, but also other agents’ (e.g. 
NGB coach developer, first team staff) interactions, transactions and events that 
influenced coaching practice (cf. Bourdieu, 1989). Therefore, the term field was used 
to specify the total occupiable social positions at any one time and place of all the agents 
who entered the football Academy (cf. Bourdieu, 1984; Grenfell, 2014). It was 
important not only to investigate how individual coaches operated at any particular 
moment, but also to identify the group that these coaches occupied with at different 
times within the coaching field to comprehend the overall culture, tradition and power 
that influenced coaching philosophy and practice. As shown in Chapter Five (see page 
101) some boundaries between groups were firmly drawn, however some were more 
permeable (Bourdieu, 1991). The distinctions between groups were, at times, fluid, with 
unclear separation and few social consequences, allowing individual coaches to 
maintain membership in a number of groups or switch identities depending on the social 
situation and the agentic interest (Bourdieu, 1991). 
Although a field is fluid and the agents involved are always changing and 
developing (Bourdieu, 1993), a field has objective structures, such as rules, categories, 
positions, conventions, rituals, interests, valued objects and ways of being, while also 
being represented within, and in the daily practices of, the individuals or groups who 
make up the field (Bourdieu, 1998). Bourdieu (1986, 1998) uses the concept of field 
alongside capital (discussed in the next section, page 138) and habitus (discussed on 
page 147) to make sense of the different advancements of agents in society, and 
practical action within it. Although the different sections of this chapter are presented 
in order to help the reader, the operation of the coaching field and coaches’ practice 
was not so straightforward. 
 
7.3 Capital and the organisation of the coaching field  
For Bourdieu, capital is any resource effective in a given social arena that enables one 
to gain specific profits arising from participation in a particular context (Wacquant, 
2008) and therefore moves away from a “narrowly materialist conception of power and 
inequality (away from Marxism)” (Grenfell, 2014, p.86). Bourdieu and Waquant 
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(1992) highlight that “capital does not exist and function except in relation to a field” 
(p.101). The coaching field can, therefore, be considered in light of capital as a:  
 
“space of the relations of force between the different kinds of capital or, more 
precisely, between the agents who possess a sufficient amount of one of the 
different kinds of capital to be in a position to dominate the corresponding 
field, whose struggles intensify whenever the relative value of the different 
kinds of capital is questioned” (Bourdieu, 1998, p.34).  
 
The coaches and groups in this case study strived for capital in the coaching field. As a 
form of power, the distribution and volume of capital assisted in identifying coaches’ 
position in the field (as discussed in Chapter Five, see page 101). For coaches and the 
groups to maintain or advance their position (see page 150), particular types of capital 
were at stake. Although there are many types of capital (e.g. economic, physical, 
scientific) (Grenfell, 2014), social, cultural and symbolic were key in this case study.  
The trajectory of coaches in the coaching field and the logic (see next section, 
page 142) was governed and maintained by coaches who held different forms of capital. 
Capital is a synonym for ‘status’ (Grenfell, 2014) and can be simply defined as the 
position coaches occupied in the field. Hence, coaches and the groups were positioned 
in the coaching field by their possession of symbolic capital that was based on 
recognition of how much and what composition of capital they held (cf. Bourdieu, 
1986). In this case, social (i.e. friends), cultural (i.e. ex-professionals and NGB 
coaching qualifications) and symbolic capital (i.e. having played professional football, 
NGB ‘A license’ coaching award and having a social connection with a person or 
organisation in a hierarchal position in the coaching field) were identified. Individuals 
and groups were organised in this coaching field around the amount and mix of capital 
or as Bourdieu (1984) describes it, the market of symbolic goods, and are comprised of 
various species of capital that agents compete to accrue. Within the football Academy, 
possession of capital organised agents into specific groups. So, the structure of positions 
of the groups and the agents within the groups was organised formally (in this case 
linked to cultural capital e.g. coaching qualifications) and more informally (in this case 
linked to social capital e.g. past playing experience networks) (see page 101). As 
Cushion et al. (2003) highlighted in their examination of coach education, it is 
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important for coaches to have the necessary amount — and mix — of social and cultural 
capital.  
Hunter et al. (2015) usefully define social capital as a network of lasting 
relations, a belongingness or connectedness with others in the field. For example, in 
this case, some of the coaches were friends with each other previously and had 
relationships before entering the football Academy. Alan’s case (see page 107) 
highlighted the significance of social capital in that it enabled his promotion to head of 
the foundation phase from his part-time coaching position (see methodology, Figures 1 
& 2, page 66). The social capital he had gained in relation to Jude and Ian (head of the 
phase coaches’) was the reason for Alan’s promotion to the head of foundation phase 
ahead of any job-related competencies. As Bourdieu and Wacquant (1992) suggest, all 
fields and groups “follow specific logics” (p.97). For Alan, his dispositions were 
relational, based on the volume and weight of social capital. Over two years Alan had 
learnt the unwritten social rules that he needed in order to advance his position in the 
coaching field, in this case, into a full-time coaching role as head of the foundation 
phase. As such, Alan’s construction and interactions with others in the Academy were 
influenced by his need to accumulate capital, rather than, any underlying coaching 
philosophy. 
 Bourdieu also uses social capital to explain the cold realities of inequality in the 
field. There were some homologies in the coaching field, such as evidence of 
domination and subordination or struggles between individuals and/or groups. These 
reflected commonalities of practice and, ultimately, the power of dominant individuals 
or groups to impinge on weaker ones (Jenkins, 1992). As shown in Chapter Five (page 
110) due to Pete’s lack of overall capital and poor positioning in the coaching field, he 
did not acquire a full-time job. Consequently, Pete left the Academy for a full-time 
position in coaching, working for the semi-professional team with whom he used to be 
a player in the country where he was born (see page 111). Alan held social capital with 
Jude, Ian, Gary and Frank and this was an important tool in Alan’s armoury as they 
decided who was appointed as the new head of foundation phase (cf. Bourdieu, 1986). 
Hence, Alan and Pete’s position in the coaching field, as well as their coaching practice, 
was structured and influenced by capital rather than the seemingly simplistic notion 
that a “coaching philosophy drives coaching actions” (Gould, 2017, p.13).  
Cultural capital pertains to the culturally valued possessions and attributes as 
well as the socially valued practices of a field (Hunter et al., 2015). It exists in the 
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embodied, and institutionalised state and refers mainly to the products of education. In 
this case, the cultural capital identified in Chapter Five (see section 102) was having 
played professional football, NGB coaching qualifications and, less so, higher 
education status. Embodied cultural capital refers to “long lasting dispositions of the 
mind and body” (Bourdieu, 1986, p.242) and, objectified by status (e.g. the ex-
professional player’s because they had played the game of football) and 
institutionalised in the form of NGB coaching qualifications (e.g. NGB ‘A License’ 
coaching award) and less so academic qualifications (e.g. undergraduate degree).  
When different forms of capital are recognised and valued within the field it is 
called symbolic capital (Hunter et al., 2015). The symbolic capital in this case was the 
tactical and technical knowledge that was understood as coaching philosophy. This link 
was one of the main reasons coaching philosophy was used often by all the participants. 
Possession of symbolic capital is important because it gave coaches power to influence 
others. Therefore, the coaches that possessed symbolic capital had more agency to 
influence and determine the nature of the field (Bourdieu, 1984; Townsend & Cushion, 
2015). Bourdieu (1984) suggests that: 
 
“Among the social factors determining the functional laws of any field of 
cultural production (literary, artistic or scientific), undoubtedly the most 
important is the position of each discipline or specialization and the position 
of the different producers in the hierarchy” (p.29) 
 
The coaches who held power in the coaching field consecrated (Bourdieu, 1973) the 
logic (discussed in the next section) and therein certain coaching practice, discourse 
and language. Coaching practice, therefore, was “mediated by the structure of the field” 
and its ongoing efficacy depended “on the position occupied by the category in question 
within the hierarchy of cultural legitimacy” (Bourdieu, 1984, p.24).  
In their objective hierarchal positions of power, Jude, Alan and Ian (head of 
phase group) ensured that all the coaches and players in the field reproduced the 
promoted coaching philosophy (i.e. tactical and technical knowledge). Jude, Alan and 
Ian held symbolic capital as “a (relatively) homogeneous set of agents occupying an 
identical position” (Bourdieu, 1998, p.15). Therefore, as already mentioned in Chapter 
Five, Jude, Alan and Ian also influenced what coaches did in practice, the main coach 
behaviour orthodoxy in this field was the use of questioning, these coaches in positions 
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of power influenced the behaviours coaches implemented due to the symbolic capital 
that they held. Questioning was employed because of the symbolic value it had in the 
coaching field; it was not a case of coaches expressing the behaviours that they wanted 
determined by their philosophical assumptions. Similar to the findings of Harvey and 
Light (2015) and Cope et al. (2016), questioning was reproduced in practice without a 
clear understanding of why. This could be seen as problematic. In this case, the coaches 
did not choose specific coaching methods for individual player’s needs based on 
pedagogical and scientific knowledge, but instead to gain status related to particular 
coaching individuals or groups. Striving for status influenced coaches’ behaviours and 
methods because they did not seem to have a clear understanding or rationale for their 
behaviours or recognise the influence of the structure. 
 
7.4 The logic of the football Academy 
The coaches in the football Academy were structured for recognition, value and power 
based on the logic of the coaching field. Coaching practice was, therefore, relational 
and strategic and influenced by the logic of the coaching field. The logic of the coaching 
field was that having tactical and technical knowledge, also known as coaching 
philosophy, accrued through symbolic capital, meant that as a coach they could develop 
players for professional football. What coaches did in practice was therefore associated 
with the symbolic capital (e.g. having played professional football, NGB ‘A license’ 
coaching award and having a social connection with someone in a hierarchal position 
in the Academy) instead of being underpinned by a coaching philosophy (cf. Cassidy 
et al., 2009; Lyle, 2002). This is in contrast to past research that has highlighted (see 
review of literature, page 26) that a coaching philosophy is positioned as central to 
understanding coach’s practice. As already discussed (see page 92), coaches thought 
that they had agency in their practice and believed that coaching philosophy directly 
impacted their practice. However, the data have highlighted the social structures that, 
although misrecognised, influenced coaches’ practice (see page 116).  
The ex-professional players defended the orthodoxy of the field by reinforcing 
a ‘correct’ way of coaching that was based on a fixed understanding of ‘how to play 
the game’ (e.g. tactical and technical knowledge) and rejected the heterodox actions, 
language and dispositions of the education group (e.g. pedagogic and scientific 
knowledge) because they had no professional playing experience (see Chapter Six, page 
131). The logic and orthodox discourse for the ex-professional players was tactical and 
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technical knowledge that derived directly from their playing experience. Importantly, 
the interests and actions of specific groups was different and depended on what 
maximised or compromised their accumulation of capital. For example, the head of 
phase group apparently had tactical and technical knowledge from having completed 
the NGB ‘A license’ coaching qualification. A different form of symbolic capital but it 
was still associated with having tactical and technical knowledge and therefore the logic 
that they had the ability to develop players who would gain a professional contract.  
 As has been illustrated throughout, the structure of the coaching field was a 
result of power relations among agents and institutions (cf. Bourdieu, 1993; Cushion & 
Jones, 2014). In the Academy, rules and regularities were based on the accumulation 
and recognition of symbolic capital, associated but misrecognised with coaches having 
played professional football, having NGB coach education awards and social 
connection. Within each of the groups, coaches pursued different interests that 
maximised or compromised the accumulation of symbolic capital. As the analysis has 
shown, due to the symbolic capital they held, the dominant groups were the ex-
professional players group (e.g. played professional football and therefore were 
perceived to have the technical and tactical knowledge) and the head of phase group 
(e.g. gained tactical and technical knowledge from their NGB coaching qualifications). 
The data showed that the coaches followed the specific logic (cf. Bourdieu & Wacquant, 
1992) that was influenced by the groups who held power in the coaching field (e.g. ex-
professional group, head of phase group and first team group). Those coaches who held 
symbolic capital therefore had power and also determined the logic that having tactical 
and technical knowledge, also known as coaching philosophy, meant that as a coach 
they could develop players to become professionals. 
 Thus, the network of power relations in the Academy worked to legitimate 
certain ways of coaching (e.g. questioning) that were uncritically accepted and 
misrecognised by groups with less perceived power. In this sense, coaching practice 
was reproduced and driven by culture and ideological assumptions, instead of a 
coaching philosophy per se. This over-reliance on legitimated learning of practice from 
experience and having a social connection gave rise to an anti-intellectual agenda 
(Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992). Similar to Townsend and Cushion’s (2015) study, the 
ex-professional coaches imposed a scale of preference most favourable to their own 
symbolic goods. Importantly, by building detailed descriptive insights into coaching in 
this Academy, it was clear that what was symbolic actually had real effects for the 
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design and reproduction of coaching practice and coaching philosophy. For example, 
all of the Academy coaches’ uncritically reproduced Frank’s practice design (see 
Chapter Five, page 113) due to the different symbolic capital that he held, which was, 
in effect, not only institutionalised cultural capital (e.g. NGB ‘A license’ coaching 
award) but more importantly, objectified cultural capital (e.g. Frank’s position as head 
of coaching, and his social connection, experience and reputation in youth 
development). These data in Chapter Five (see page 107) demonstrate again that NGB 
coaching qualifications, social connections with people in senior positions (e.g. 
Academy manager), and experience in professional football (not just as a player but as 
a coach) all were recognised as symbolic in the coaching field, but to different extents. 
Frank’s practice design (e.g. 10-minute blasts) was reflective of a number of entrenched 
assumptions about coaching and learning that was also legitimised but also 
misrecognised in the football Academy. Therefore, coaches’ implementation of 
practice design – that is, a method or one-way coaching approach – cannot be linked to 
their coaching philosophy matching Frank’s, or an expression of agency; instead it was 
based, as already discussed, on the logic of the field.    
 
7.5 The doxic modality of the football Academy coaching practice 
The coaches’ positions within the coaching field meant that individuals became familiar 
with, and reproduced, the logic unconsciously (Hunter et al., 2015; Wacquant, 2016). 
As Bourdieu pointed out, “part of practices which remains obscure in the eyes of their 
own producers is the aspect by which they are objectivity adjusted to other practices 
and to the structures of which the principle of their production is itself the product” 
(Bourdieu, 1977, p.79). This is evident in this research with coaches’ believing that 
coaching philosophy directly underpinned their practice (see page 92). Also, if a coach 
had been a professional player, achieved the NGB coaching qualifications or had a 
social connection, this naturally meant they held the valuable tactical and technical 
knowledge. Having this knowledge meant that the coach had the ability to produce 
professional players. Bourdieu (1990a) proposed that a state of doxa imposes a 
practical faith in the logic of the field, which is not a conscious adherence to a set of 
instituted dogmas or doctrines, but rather, a state of the body. Doxa, therefore, is “the 
relationship of immediate adherence that is established in practice between a habitus 
and the field to which it is attuned” (Bourdieu, 1990a, p.68). More specifically, 
Bourdieu (1990a) describes doxa as:  
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“the coincidence of the objective structures and the internalised structures 
which provides the illusion of immediate understanding, characteristic of 
practice experience of the familiar universe, and which at the same time 
excludes from that experience any inquiry as to its own conditions of 
possibility” (p.20)  
 
Therefore, the logic was followed by coaches and other agents (e.g. NGB and AGB 
Coach Developers) in the coaching field, including the way that coaching philosophy 
was used, and coaching practice was reproduced, due to the doxic structures.  
Bourdieu and Passeron (1977) describe prevailing legitimate culture as 
misrecognition, something defined as, “the process whereby power relations are 
perceived not for what they objectively are, but in the form that renders them legitimate 
in the eyes of the beholder” (p. xiii). The analysis chapters illustrated that the 
relationship between objective structure, job titles and roles, and incorporated structure, 
the use of coaching philosophy, legitimately organised the coaches in the coaching field 
which, in turn, impacted on and legitimised their practice (Christensen, 2009; Cushion 
& Jones, 2014). As Bourdieu (1977) highlighted, there is no such thing as “sociology 
of freedom” (p.ix), and the Academy was no different. Coaches were socialised agents 
in the prevailing legitimate culture that obscured the power relations that permitted 
certain dispositions towards coaching to be acceptable within the Academy structure. 
A key finding, then, that sits in contradiction to the literature that suggests, “a coach’s 
‘philosophy’ above all else will inform their coaching (Cassidy et al., 2009; Lyle, 2002)” 
(Cushion & Partington, 2014, p.857) was that coaches in this case study did not all 
operate entirely agentic implementing a personal coaching philosophy that was 
philosophical or associated with pedagogic and scientific knowledge. Instead, coaches’ 
‘philosophies’ were associated with tactical and technical knowledge, as this type of 
knowledge was symbolic in this field, and apparently acquired by having been an ex-
professional player, holding an NGB ‘A license’ coaching qualification and/or having 
a social connection with a coach in a hierarchal position (e.g. Academy manager) or 
organisation (e.g. category one Academy). 
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7.6 Symbolic violence in the Academy 
Bourdieu (1998) suggests it is difficult to link the concept of symbolic violence to 
empirical data. This is perhaps why the concept is “less commonly used in the scholarly 
literature”, however, symbolic violence is a useful tool “to deconstruct many of our 
taken-for-granted assumptions about practice” (Hunter et al., 2015, p.15). According to 
Bourdieu and Wacquant (1992), “symbolic violence, to put it as tersely and simply as 
possible, is the violence which is exercised upon a social agent with his or her 
complicity” (p.15). The power of symbolic violence is established through the 
misrecognition of power-relations situated in the coaching field (Cushion & Jones, 
2014). Symbolic violence then shaped the construction of coaching practice and 
coaching philosophy in the Academy, through a process of legitimisation of cultural 
practice that resulted in, as the data has shown, the subordination of certain individuals 
and social groups (Connolly, Allen-Collinson & Evans, 2016). Symbolic violence was 
the imposition of the field’s arbitrary culture. Symbolic violence as “symbolic 
domination [...] is something you absorb like air, something you don’t feel pressured 
by it is everywhere and nowhere, and to escape from that is very difficult” (Grenfell, 
2014, p.192). The coaching field’s cultural code (i.e. what had always been done in the 
past) influenced by symbolic capital (re)constructed coaches’ traditional actions.   
So, in one sense, Ian (head of phase) gained significant control over coaches’ 
practice due to his relational link with the first team manager (see page 128) and the 
data shows how practice and coaching philosophy was structured through symbolic 
violence because of pedagogic authority. Bourdieu and Passeron (1990) explain this as 
“a power of symbolic violence, exerted within a relation of pedagogic communication 
which can produce its own, specifically symbolic effect only because the arbitrary 
power which makes imposition possible is never seen in its full truth (in the sense of 
proposition)” (p.11). Therefore, symbolic violence flowed through Ian and was then 
structuring of other coaches’ pedagogical practice in the field.  
 Symbolic violence is the imposition of the cultural code and traditional actions 
upon groups in such a way that they are experienced as legitimate (Jenkins, 1992). The 
important point here is that symbolic violence was secured through a process of 
misrecognition with arbitrary and culturally-driven approaches to coaching that were 
accepted and misrecognised as positive, rather than being judged on merit – which, at 
the same time, reinforced existing power arrangements. As Bourdieu (1977) suggests, 
“conformity to the rule can bring secondary benefits such as the prestige and respect 
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which almost invariably reward an action apparently motivated by nothing other than 
pure, disinterested respect for the rule” (p.22). In this case study, conformity to the 
written (e.g. Elite Player Performance Plan and Academy regulations) and unwritten 
rules (e.g. coaching philosophy) in the coaching field was the difference between 
keeping your job or losing it (see page 131). Bourdieu (1986) highlights individuals act 
to maximise profit and that there is “no such thing as a disinterested act” (Grenfell, 
2014, p.163). Lee (under 12’s coach) who was released from the football Academy was 
playing the wrong ‘game’ by trying to show his expertise of the sport instead of 
implementing Ian and Jude’s tactical and technical knowledge (i.e. conforming to the 
instituted coaching philosophy). As the data have shown, the coaches who maintained 
or advanced their position in the Academy uncritically absorbed and imposed the 
discourse, ideology, behaviours and practice sessions that they experienced in the 
coaching field without any clear understanding of why, or clear articulation of players’ 
needs or dialogue with players. 
 
7.7 Reconceptualising coaches’ knowledge and understanding of practice: habitus – 
structured and structuring of coaching practice 
Although habitus is difficult to articulate, Bourdieu defines it as: 
 
“the universalizing mediation which causes an individual agent’s practices, 
without either explicit reason or signifying intent, to be none the less “sensible” 
and “reasonable”. That part of practices which remains obscure in the eyes of 
their own producers is the aspect by which they are objectivity adjusted to 
other practices and to the structures of which the principle of their production 
is itself the product” (Bourdieu, 1977, p.79).   
 
Through habitus, coaches’ practice and use of coaching philosophy being mostly 
associated with tactical and technical knowledge was a self-filling prophecy that was 
socially, historically, traditionally and culturally reproduced. Similar to Piggott’s (2011, 
2015) suggestion that a coach can become socialised into a sub-culture, the professional 
coaches here were influenced by past social experiences that, through the habitus, 
informed their practice (Cushion et al., 2003). According to Bourdieu (1977), “agents 
are possessed by their habitus more than they possess it, this is because it acts within 
them as the organising principle of their actions” (p.18). Therefore, understanding a 
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coach’s habitus enabled an analysis of the mechanisms by which knowledge and 
practice were constructed and reconstructed in the coaching field. Indeed, grouping 
coaches according to different classifications enabled me to trace their 
interrelationships, histories and accumulation of capital as a means of inferring the 
impact of habitus on their practice. More specifically, coaches’ understanding of 
coaching philosophy was constructed and reconstructed. Habitus, therefore, provided a 
useful explanation of coaches’ practice and goes beyond existing superficial and 
simplistic notions of coaching philosophy or just simply all coaches having agency and 
driving practice (e.g. MaCallister et al., 2000; Schempp et al., 2006; Gould et al., 2007; 
Nash et al., 2008). As it has been identified in a number of sports coaching studies (e.g. 
Cushion et al., 2003; Nelson & Cushion, 2006; Cushion, et al., 2010), coaches mainly 
learn how to coach via experiential learning in informal settings. Therefore, similar to 
other studies (e.g. Light & Evans, 2013; Townsend & Cushion, 2015), Bourdieu’s 
concept of habitus has helped us to understand the role of experience in coaches’ 
development; that is, its centrality in the production and reproduction of practice. 
Therefore, “habitus may be understood as virtual sedimented situations (Mallin, 1979) 
[lodged] inside the body that wait to be reactivated” (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992, 
p.22). Instead of overly simplistic notions of agency, habitus was embodied and 
influenced coaching practice and coaching philosophy. Habitus, therefore, is both 
structured through, for example, what coaches learnt, but also structuring what coaches 
did.   
 Although coaches exercised choice and were strategic with their agency, social 
structure had a strong influence through habitus on coaches’ learning and practice. The 
analysis chapters suggest that the coaching field was a place of pedagogic work, which 
is described as:  
 
“a prolonged process of inculcation producing more and more complete 
misrecognition... to conceal more and more completely the objective truth of 
the habitus as the internalisation of the principles of a cultural arbitrary which 
is more accomplished the more work of inculcation is accomplished” 
(Bourdieu & Passeron, 1990, p.39). 
 
Bourdieu identified practice as culturally and symbolically created by, and constantly 
re-legitimised through habitus. As the evidence in this case study suggests, habitus was 
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not a result of coaches’ free will, nor solely determined by structure, but created by an 
interplay between the two over time: dispositions were shaped by past events and 
structure that then shaped current practices and structure (Bourdieu, 1984). 
Considering the importance placed on coaching philosophy in the literature, the 
analysis illustrated the ways in which it was symbolic and deployed to rationalise 
practice, rather than acting as a clear rationale (see Chapter Six, page 123). Coaching 
philosophy had become legitimised because “the more directly a pedagogic agency 
reproduces, in the arbitrary content that it inculcates, the cultural arbitrary of the group 
or class which delegates to it its pedagogical authority, the less need it has to affirm and 
justify its own legitimacy” (Bourdieu & Passeron, 1990, p.29). Coaches struggled to 
articulate clearly what was meant by coaching philosophy, despite recourse to it, to 
rationalise their practice (see Chapter Five, page 92) because they had an unconscious 
commitment to the rules of the game instead of a conscious link to the implementation 
of such language (Swartz, 2012). Therefore, coaching practice was not based on a 
conscious link to players’ needs or development. There is then a need to “question the 
underlying social and political functions of a teaching [coaching] relationship which so 
often fails” (Bourdieu, Pasquier & De Saint Martin, 1994, p.3). Indeed, the research 
shows that Academy coaches’ practice was more of a pedagogic action, that is, 
“symbolic violence insofar as it is the imposition of a cultural arbitrary by an arbitrary” 
(Bourdieu & Passeron, 1990, p.5). 
 In this research, habitus was a useful tool to illustrate the meeting of agency and 
structure through (coaching) practice, thus transcending the structure and agency 
dichotomy (Grenfell, 2014) found in coaching research (e.g. McAllister et al., 2000; 
Schempp et al., 2006; Gould et al., 2007; Nash et al., 2008; Bennie and O’Connor, 
2010). As highlighted earlier, like other types of coaching practice discourse presented 
in the analysis chapters (e.g. ‘whole-part-whole’, ‘funnel’, ‘player-centered’ approach 
and ‘holistic’ coaching), over time, coaching philosophy — in the Academy — had 
become part of a “lasting habitus i.e. an action of imposing and inculcating an arbitrary” 
(Bourdieu & Passeron, 1990, p.31) as it was constantly misrecognised and reproduced 
in the coaching field but had nothing to do with philosophy or the player’s needs. The 
reconceptualised understanding of coaching philosophy, in this research, as tactical and 
technical knowledge and a rationalisation of practice instead of a clear rationale is 
illustrative of how habitus was conditioned through experience.  
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 It might be suggested that coaches were learning how to coach through ongoing 
exposure to the Academy - which itself was part of a wider network of power 
configurations, defined as the coaching field, between external coach developers and 
first team staff - and provided a set of implicit rules. All of which was structured through 
habitus, which was also structuring of coaches’ actions. This is similar to Light and 
Evans (2013), who identified that habitus structured coaches’ interpretations and use of 
the ‘game sense’ approach, and concluded that “experiences come to form such a 
powerful influence on coaches’ practice and their inclinations towards particular 
coaching approaches” (p.407). However, in this research, power was a critical factor in 
the reproduction of coaching philosophy. Therefore, habitus was a socialised 
subjectivity and the social embodied (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992) that unconsciously 
filtered and determined the coaches’ knowledge, understanding and practice. The 
structured and structuring nature of coaching practice was the operation of the cultural 
code, traditional actions and power. Coaches’ practice was not based on their 
knowledge and understanding of coaching, incorporating an understanding of how 
people learn, or informed choices based on player needs (cf. Partington & Cushion, 
2013; Cushion & Partington, 2014). Instead, to fit in or advance in the field, coaches 
acted strategically but within a system of constraints whereby their practice was 
influenced by the prevailing culture and social structure in the Academy. Therefore, 
coaches’ knowledge and understanding of practice was learnt from past experience and 
influenced by symbolic violence (discussed in section 7.8 on page 150) in the field to 
establish a habitus providing structure and direction to the coaches and coaching. The 
situated coach in this football Academy context, therefore determined himself insofar 
as he constructed the situation that determined him, but did not choose the principle of 
his choice (Bourdieu, 1997). The reproduction of coaching practice was powerful and 
uncritically accepted without challenge by the coaches who maintained or advanced 
their position in the field. The mechanisms securing this pattern of social reality will be 
discussed in the next section.  
 
7.8 Playing the game 
Bourdieu and Robinson (1985) explained that the concept of field as “an autonomous 
universe, a game-space where one plays a game with certain rules” (p.65). In this 
research, the ex-professional players’ group, as discussed on page 138, held symbolic 
capital as their experience as players allowed them to pursue, protect and enhance their 
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individual and group’s social position. The ex-professional coaches, then, embodied 
“the principle of hierarchisation most favourable to their own products” (Bourdieu, 
1989, p.40). The social, cultural and symbolic capital that individual coaches accrued 
or accessed in the Academy positioned in the coaching field influenced other people’s 
ideas about how to view, behave and treat others in the social world (Wacquant, 2008).  
Within the Academy, coaching practice was influenced by the wider cultural 
context in which coaches were situated. Research continues to show the nature of 
football coaching culture is driven by relational power and structure (e.g. Cushion & 
Jones, 2006, 2014). As such the coaches, in this research, needed to appreciate “how to 
play the game of culture” (Bourdieu, 1984, p.330). The logic and symbolic structure(s) 
of the coaching field was refracted within the structures of the Academy, and guided 
coaches’ practice whereby they sought — individually and collectively — to maintain 
or advance their own position (Bourdieu cited in Wacquant, 1989). In this respect, as 
already mentioned in Chapter Six (see page 127), the field is one of struggle (Bourdieu, 
1986). For the coaches in this research case study, the Academy constituted a social 
game that exposed a struggle for power and justification of the logic (i.e. having tactical 
and technical knowledge meant you can develop professional players). 
 As already highlighted in Chapter Five, the coaches (e.g. Alan, page 111) who 
understood the game (a game that could change depending on the group of coaches) 
and abided by the rules were rewarded. In this instance, Alan was able to attain a full-
time coaching job (i.e. head of foundation phase) As Bourdieu (1977, p.22) suggests:  
 
“the agent who ‘regularises’ his situation [...] is simply beating the group at 
its own game; in abiding by the rules, falling into line with good form, he 
wins the group over to his side by ostentatiously honouring the values the 
group honours”.  
 
More specifically, it was clear that the Academy constituted a social game of struggle 
for the part-time coaches’ group because they reproduced the head of phase coaches’ 
and head of coaching practice (e.g. 10-minute blasts, see page 113) to secure their status. 
Therefore, the part-time coaches authorised the head of phase coaches and head of 
coaching to state what was good for their social world. In this case, certain types of 
practice (e.g. carousal, see page 131) and coaching (e.g. questioning, see page 99). A 
crucial aspect of coaching, then, was to read and manage both the social landscapes that 
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bind the activity and the individuals of whom it is comprised to maintain their positions 
(Potrac, Jones & Armour, 2002; Jones et al., 2004; Barker & Bailey, 2015).  
 
7.9 The reconstruction of coaching philosophy and coaches’ practice  
All the coaches and groups in the coaching field valued and used “coaching philosophy” 
– it was part of the logic (see page 142) and firmly embedded within coaches’ discourse. 
As the data analysis has shown, coaching philosophy can be described as “polymorphic, 
supple and adaptable, rather than defined, calibrated and used rigidly” (Bourdieu & 
Wacquant, 1992, p.23). Similar to the findings of Cushion et al. (2017), when 
deconstructing coach developers’ understanding of ‘player-centred’ rhetoric, the 
analysis has shown that the Academy coaches’ understanding of coaching philosophy 
was a conflation of “contradictory positions, methodologies, and ideologies” (p.11) 
related to how to play football, disguised under a broad banner of coaching philosophy 
(cf. Cushion & Partington, 2014; Lyle & Cushion, 2017). The coaches promoted 
orthodox discourses, like coaching philosophy, instead of individual rationales for 
practice (cf. Cushion & Partington, 2014).  
Coaching philosophy served as a symbolic device that was a deeply ingrained 
disposition – all coaches have a philosophy. The main focus for the coaches, was on 
how to play football (i.e. perceived by coaches as being a coaching philosophy), not on 
how to coach (see page 92). As a result, coaching philosophy was mostly associated 
with tactical and technical knowledge because this type of understanding was symbolic 
to all of the coaches but more importantly those in positions of power. This knowledge 
was apparently gained from their past experiences as ex-professional players, 
completing their NGB coaching qualifications or having a social connection with a 
person in a hierarchal position or organisation. The coaches in positions of power (i.e. 
Academy manager, head of coaching and head of phase coaches) supplementary 
consecrated and promoted the legitimacy of their actions. They then in turn influenced 
and amplified the coaches’ reproduction of coaching philosophy because it was in their 
interest. 
 
7.10 Summary 
In this discussion I have argued that although coaches had agency and were able to 
maneuver, pursue interests and navigate the social landscape, structures, such as the 
NGB, influenced coaches’ practice and the Academy was embedded in a coaching field 
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that was a field of struggles. In this case, the Academy coaches needed to negotiate the 
coaching field and appreciate the logic governed by capital in order to survive 
(Bourdieu, 1986). The coaches in positions of power decided what coaching philosophy 
meant and what it looked like, which was linked to the logic. Therefore, how the social 
world should be perceived and, as Bourdieu and Wacquant (1992) argue, engaged in, 
was a product of a struggle to impose the definition of the world most congruent with 
their interests. Thus, as the data suggests, these coaches imposed a wide-ranging 
definition of coaching philosophy that more likely aligned with tactical and technical 
knowledge of the sport instead of any clear understanding of learning or pedagogical 
knowledge. The coaches in positions of power who influenced coaching practice held 
symbolic capital. This symbolic capital meant that coaches misrecognised power as 
tactical and technical knowledge. The use of coaching philosophy, therefore, was 
merely “an instrument of power and action” (Grenfell, 2014, p.179). Adhering to the 
ideology, coaching philosophy imposed learning related to language, meanings and 
symbolic systems with coaches misrecognising the power relations between individuals 
and groups (Cushion et al., 2017). As such, coaches were reproducing the language, 
coaching discourse and actions without understanding their true reason or purpose.  
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Chapter Eight: Conclusion 
 
8.1 Introduction 
This research sought to enhance understanding of professional youth football coaches’ 
practice, the nature of coaching philosophy, and its influence on their coaching. The 
principle findings and implications are now considered in this concluding chapter, 
which aims to summarise the research, highlight methodological considerations made 
during the research process, provide some meaningful, impactful and challenging 
recommendations for practitioners in the field and identify future directions for research. 
The content of the chapter is split into four sections. First, the empirical findings and 
the contribution of the study to knowledge in the area of coaching philosophy and sports 
coaching are synthesised by addressing the research questions as well as the 
background to and importance of the topic. Second, the quality of the research in regard 
to trustworthiness is highlighted. Finally, in the last two sections, I conclude by 
considering recommendations for practitioners and future research challenging the 
normative view of coaching philosophy and implications this has for coaching practice 
and coach education. 
 
8.2 Key empirical findings and theoretical assertions 
It is useful to position the key findings in terms of the research questions, not only to 
show how these have been addressed but also to show the originality and significance 
of the thesis. 
RQ1 - How do coach’s construct their understanding of coaching practice and 
coaching philosophy? 
The research identified that coaching practice, coaching philosophy and coaches’ 
knowledge were socially constructed at the meeting place of structure and agency – 
expressed, in this case, through Bourdieu’s notion of field, capital and habitus. The 
deployment of Bourdieu’s sociological approach supported the research in identifying 
the influence of culture, tradition and relations of power that shaped the ideology and 
rhetoric of practice. This is in contrast to the coaching philosophy literature (e.g. Cross, 
1990; Voight & Carroll, 2006; Debanne & Laffaye, 2013; Yukelson & Rose, 2014; 
Gavazzi, 2015; Bespomoshchov & Caron, 2017) which does not address this issue but 
instead suggests coaches freely implement their behaviour and practice with no 
consideration of context. As a result, the existing research has over-emphasised coaches’ 
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agency and downplayed social structure (e.g. McAllister et al., 2000; Schempp et al., 
2006; Gould et al., 2007; Burton & Raedeke, 2008; Nash et al., 2008; Bennie & 
O’Connor, 2010).  
 Specifically coaches arbitrary constructions and reconstructions of coaching 
practice and coaching philosophy reflected the logic of the field through which tactical 
and technical knowledge was needed to develop professional football players. Coaches 
who held greater volume of symbolic capital and dominant positions (see Chapter Five, 
page 111) (e.g. ex-professional group and head of phase group) in the coaching field 
influenced others knowledge and understanding of practice and coaching philosophy 
(i.e. tactical and technical knowledge). Although they did not always know that they 
were doing so, or always wanting to do so (Bourdieu, 1998). This means that there was 
a significant undertow to coaches’ practice that contradicted the understanding of all 
coaches being able to move freely in the field, doing what they wanted, when they 
wanted.  
 This was the first study to employ a sociological analysis to address a significant 
research gap concerning the understanding of coaching philosophy and representation 
in practice. Consequently, beyond reporting coaches’ descriptions, the research was the 
first to consider the articulation of coaching philosophy with its implementation in, and 
through, a football Academy coaching context.   
 
RQ2 - What is the role of coaching philosophy in shaping coaching practice? 
The research findings are the first to illustrate something of the complexity of contested 
meaning attributed to coaching philosophy. For the coaches their idealist perception 
was that coaching philosophy underpinned their practice which was also in line with 
coaching literature (Cushion & Partington, 2014). However, this was a misrecognition 
with coaching practice being influenced by social structure. Coaching philosophy was, 
instead, positioned as an orthodoxy that was associated (mostly) with tactical and 
technical knowledge of the sport (which itself was framed in terms of power relations). 
The orthodoxy of the field predisposed coaches’ practice, rather than just individual 
agency or, as positioned in the literature, coaching philosophy. Coaching philosophy 
instead acted as a symbolic device, instead of an instrument of knowledge on coaching 
or philosophy to guide coaches’ practice based on players needs and development.  
 Coaching philosophy had nothing to do with coaches’ understanding and 
knowledge of learning or pedagogy that should inform practice (Cassidy et al., 2004, 
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2009; Nash & Collins, 2006; Lyle & Cushion, 2017). The coaches’ practice was mainly 
pedagogic action (i.e. symbolic violence) constructed (i.e. structuring) through habitus 
that constrained their learning and understanding of coaching practice and coaching 
philosophy. As shown in the coach learning literature (e.g. Nelson & Cushion, 2006; 
Watts & Cushion, 2016) coaches mainly learn about coaching from experience in 
informal settings. This is the first research that uses Bourdieu’s field, capital and habitus 
to understand how coaching philosophy was (re)constructed during the informal 
experiential learning process. Therefore, deconstructing coaches’ knowledge and 
understanding of practice highlighted not only their limited agency but also their lack 
of awareness or, as Bourdieu would argue, consciousness. These findings support 
sports coaching research that has suggested that coaches’ past experiences and social 
structures can influence coaching practice (e.g. Light & Evans, 2013; Cushion & Jones, 
2014; Townsend & Cushion, 2015), but also extends our understanding why, 
identifying how power relations and logic of the coaching field had a part to play on 
coaches’ knowledge, understanding and practice.  
The findings from the research are the first to present empirical data supporting 
the notion that coaching philosophy is an uncritical and unconscious acceptance and 
implementation of ideology and rhetoric while also providing suggestions why this 
occurred in this case and arguing that that coaching philosophy itself is an ideology (cf. 
Green, 2002; Cushion & Partington, 2014; Lyle & Cushion, 2017).  
 
8.3 Quality of the research  
Sparkes (2001) suggests that in qualitative research notions of reliability, validity and 
generalisability that are fundamental to positivistic research are problematic and even 
irrelevant. An alternative criterion was therefore used for assessing the rigor of this 
research, such as believability and resonance (e.g. trustworthiness), that have been 
propounded by social constructionist researchers and exponents of case study research 
(Allen-Collinson & Hockey, 2005). The trustworthiness of the research was facilitated 
through a criteriological approach using credibility, transferability, dependability and 
confirmability as a flexible framework (Sparkes & Smith, 2014; Burke, 2016; Smith, 
2018) and was how I matched a “self-selected criteria” (Burke, 2016, p.25) from a 
relativist ontological position – one that represents reality as multiple and subjective 
(Sparkes & Smith, 2009, 2014) – that was contextually situated (Smith & Caddick, 
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2012). Credibility, transferability, dependability and confirmability will now be 
discussed in relation to the research undertaken. 
Although the research was a single case study; the findings suggest a need to be 
more aware of the structural factors that can influence coaching philosophy and 
coaching practice. Moreover, in past studies the research approach (e.g. one-off 
interviews) is complicit in promoting a superficial and idealist understanding of 
coaching philosophy and practice. This is because the language used tends to conflate 
and confuse, lacking clearly defined and articulated meanings through methodology 
and findings (e.g. Burton & Raedeke, 2008; Jenkins, 2010; Camire et al., 2012, 2014).  
For credibility, the research used multiple methods of interviews and field observations 
during a prolonged engagement in the football Academy of fifteen months. Secondly, 
transferability allows readers to reach a conclusion about whether a transfer of the 
research can be contemplated as a possibility to other settings and cases (Holloway, 
1997) via a technique called ‘thick description’ (Burke, 2016). Therefore, rich and thick 
descriptions of data have been included in the analysis chapters to give readers 
opportunity to reflect upon and make connections (naturalistic generalisation) to their 
own situations (Chenail, 2010; Smith, 2018). Thirdly, dependability refers to stability 
of data over time (Guba & Lincoln, 2005) and is concerned with attaining consistency 
of the data collected and claims made (Burke, 2016). The research process was then 
logical, traceable and documented in the methodology and two analysis chapters where 
I have presented richness and depth of data in order for the reader to make their own 
conclusions. Finally, confirmability was considered as the data is rooted in the contexts 
and persons (Wolcott, 1995). Therefore, an important part of the data analysis process 
was to ensure that the themes reported were a constructed representation of the social 
context (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Smith, 2018). This was achieved by being reflective 
and reflexive self-aware on subjective bias, that has been highlighted in the 
methodology section (page 85), with support during the process being provided through 
discussions with my research supervisor and academic colleagues as critical friends 
(Brewer & Sparkes, 2011). 
 
8.4 Recommendations  
Coaches and coach education would benefit from understanding that in this case study 
coaching philosophy is mostly associated with tactical and technical knowledge and 
has little to do with philosophy, learning or pedagogy, or even more concerning the 
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players needs and development. Therefore, a clear separation and equal importance is 
needed between tactical and technical knowledge, and philosophy, learning and 
pedagogy that could give coaches more opportunity to think about how, when and why 
they implement certain coaching methods instead of, as found in this research, mainly 
focusing on ‘how to play football’ (i.e. tactical and technical knowledge). With 
coaching philosophy having little to do with pedagogy and learning underpinning and 
supporting coaches’ practice, it could benefit from being reconceptualised or even 
removed from coach education entirely. Instead coaches could be given an opportunity 
to identify a philosophy of coaching (Hardman & Jones, 2013; Cushion & Partington, 
2014; Lyle & Cushion, 2017) to help more clearly the development of an individualised 
philosophical framework to guide their actions and interactions in practice (see Figure 
6, page 161). Giving coaches a clear separation between tactical and technical 
knowledge, with learning and pedagogical knowledge, and their philosophy of 
coaching (i.e. ontology, epistemology, axiology and ethics), including an awareness of 
their actual practice and social structure, could allow individuals to make more 
informed situational coaching decisions based on their environment and individual 
player’s needs and development.  
Like Partington and Cushion (2013) and Stodter and Cushion (2014), the 
findings from this research show a need to develop awareness of the characteristics and 
qualities of pedagogy, learning, context, and individual player needs. This knowledge 
and understanding could inform coaches’ actions to counter the effects of social 
structures that include culture, tradition and relations of power to then help make more 
informed decisions about practice. An opportunity for coaches to develop a philosophy 
of coaching that includes a process of developing and understanding beliefs about 
pedagogy and learning may result in an ability to intellectualise the coaching process 
(Smith & Cushion, 2006). In addition, with an understanding of the impact of social 
structure, culture, tradition and power, coaches could develop habits around being 
reflective and reflexive on and for practice (cf. Bourdieu, 1998). In this research, it 
seemed increasingly important for the coaches — but also for sports coaching and 
coach education more generally — that processes which highlight the culture, tradition 
and power of a field are developed and employed. Breaking the processes that continue 
to reproduce the ideology and rhetoric that intertwines with coaches’ practice, like the 
use of coaching philosophy, requires a critical appreciation and understanding of how 
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language is used and an opportunity to increase awareness as “mental structures are not 
the mere reflex of social structures” (Bourdieu, 1993, p.717).  
To help coaches be reflexive of their practice, Bourdieu (2004) discusses the 
need to interrogate the ways in which previous knowledge about the object under 
investigation has been generated, by whom, and whose interests were served by those 
knowledge generation practices. For example, in this research coaches’ understanding 
of coaching philosophy. Reflexivity is a useful tool “to deconstruct many of our taken-
for-granted assumptions about practice” (Hunter et al., 2015, p.15). As coaches 
reconstructed their understanding of practice through habitus, an unconscious activity, 
the reflective conversations between the coaches and I gave them the opportunity to 
increase their awareness of how they used coaching philosophy in practice. Considering 
coaches field positions in the research, reflectively and reflexively, alongside 
conversations with coaches, enabled an increasing awareness about the social structures, 
and use of coaching philosophy linked to their practice and context (see page 85). As 
Bourdieu (1977) indicates, “the explanation agents may provide of their own practice, 
thanks to a quasi-theoretical reflection on their practice, conceals, even from their own 
eyes, the true nature of their practical mastery, i.e. that it is learned ignorance, a mode 
of practical knowledge not comprising knowledge of its own principles” (p.19).   
The findings demonstrated that the coaching field was defined by the struggles of 
social actors to obtain symbolic capital. An obvious remedy to support coaches would 
be to change the logic of the coaching field. For example, in this Academy, tactical and 
technical knowledge is not the only knowledge needed by a coach to develop 
professional players, and this knowledge is not necessary gained by having played 
professional football, having attended NGB coach education or by having a social 
connection with those in hierarchy positions. Coaches’ need to appreciate that a mixture 
of knowledge is important for coaching, not just tactical and technical knowledge. 
Other knowledge that is just as equally important as tactical and technical are 
pedagogical, curriculum and scientific (Nash & Collins, 2006; Cassidy, Jones & Potrac, 
2009). However, coaching practice and cultures have been shown to be resilient and 
resistant to change (e.g. Cushion & Jones, 2014; Hassanin et al., 2018), therefore, this 
seems a difficult task to achieve, but it is possible (e.g. Hodge et al., 2014). Coaches at 
all levels need to be educated about the possible influences of logic, cultural code and 
traditional actions in their coaching context (Cushion et al., 2010; Stodter & Cushion, 
2014; Cushion, 2016).  
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Hardman and Jones (2013) suggest that understanding one’s ontological position 
can provide a core set of features to coaching that provide personal significance and a 
central source of meaning, self-understanding, social expression and self-esteem to that 
person. A clearly articulated view of the world that links to actual practice would inform 
the decisions coaches make on their actions. As Bourdieu (1997) suggests: 
 
“philosophy aims at the logical clarification of thoughts. Without philosophy 
thoughts are, as it were, cloudy and indistinct: its task is to make them clear 
and give them sharp boundaries” (p.30). 
 
However, following the work of Hardman and Jones (2008, 2013), Cushion and 
Partington (2014), and Lyle and Cushion (2017), this research is the only to 
acknowledge philosophical thinking when developing values and beliefs to inform a 
coach’s practice. As legitimate philosophical thinking is about developing a knowledge 
and understanding of the world (i.e. ontology) and how to learn (i.e. epistemology) (see 
Figure 6), such thinking could help coaches make informed decisions about their 
practice.  
 The figure on the next page is a framework of reflexive sociology and 
philosophy of coaching that could be utilised with coaches to help them become aware 
of the social structure and their assumptions about the world and knowledge:   
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Figure 6: Reflexive sociology and philosophy of coaching  
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*To help achieve this awareness, the use of video feedback and reflective conversation 
could be used (see Partington et al., 2015)  
 
At the football Academy, the in-house coach education showed and told coaches 
what to do without providing a clear pedagogical framework relating to learning, 
coaching and interaction (see page 113). This approach assumed that coaches already 
had a clear pedagogical framework to implement the practice activities (e.g. 10-minute 
practice blasts) and behaviour (e.g. questioning) that had been requested, but as the data 
showed, this was not the case. It could be argued that this type of education is a one-
size-fits-all approach that does not appreciate or understand the possible impact of 
cultural code, traditional actions and logic or the possibility of pedagogic action 
identified in this research. An ‘effective’ coaching toolbox is also what coach’s want 
(Denison, 2007) and, as identified in this research, unconsciously accepted. Instead, 
coach education should encourage coaches to think about ‘quality’ coaching, which is 
more about the process, player and environment, than just providing simple step-by-
step guides (Cassidy et al., 2015). In this way, coaches can justify and provide a 
rationale for practice (Jones, 2017) and then reflect back to ensure that their coaching 
is based on their philosophy of coaching, player needs and the environment in which 
they operate. Similar to how I, as a researcher, have highlighted my ontological and 
Reflexive sociology  
Awareness of... 
... the logic: symbolic capital (Cultural [e.g. NGB badges, played 
professionally] and social capital [e.g. networks]) = Pedagogic action 
... cultural code (i.e. “what has always happened in the past”) and 
traditional actions (e.g. shaking hands, practice design and questioning). 
... how the logic, culture and tradition impact practice*  
 
Philosophy of coaching  
Awareness of... 
... values (definition: a view of importance) 
 - Axiology - what is important. 
 - Ethics - what is moral. 
... beliefs (definition: a proposition or premise to be true)  
 - Ontology - nature of reality.    
 - Epistemology - nature of knowledge.  
... how your values and beliefs look in practice*  
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epistemological position (see page 52), a similar understanding could support coaches 
by giving them an opportunity to make philosophical and socially informed decisions 
about coaching.  
Another recommendation for coach education, and a positive shift identified in 
this research, is for AGB and NGB to support football Academy coaches’ in-situ; this 
means coach developer’s supporting coaches in the football Academy in which they 
operate. This is an opportunity for coach developers to contextually understand coaches’ 
behaviours and practice activities, although, as identified in this research, and by 
Cushion et al. (2017), coach educators (e.g. head of coaching, coach developers) are 
also immersed in the same culture, tradition, relations of power and logic, therefore, 
they need the same sociological reflexivity that I have suggested coaches need to 
improve their self-awareness and understand possible structural influences (see Figure 
6, page 161). This would be an important step forwards in providing coaches with 
specific, individualised support that has appropriate meaning to them. Starting social 
change at both the micro and macro level is important, educating those coaching (i.e. 
micro) and the coach developers who implement policy above (i.e. macro).  
 
8.5 Future research directions  
This research has provided data showing that power, coaching ideology and rhetoric 
play a part in positioning coaches and determining their actions, practice and 
understanding of coaching philosophy. Some of the existing research merely serves to 
reproduce the existing discourses and relationships in the coaching field (e.g. 
McAllister et al., 2000; Schempp et al., 2006; Gould et al., 2007; Burton & Raedeke, 
2008; Nash et al., 2008; Bennie & O’Connor, 2010). The impact of power, ideology 
and rhetoric and an understanding of how they play out in wider coaching contexts 
needs to be considered by researchers in future studies. The findings of the current 
research have added to the small but significant number of case studies using 
longitudinal, multiple research methods (using numerous interviews and observations) 
in one coaching context (e.g. Cushion & Jones, 2006, 2014; Light & Evans, 2013; 
Hassanin & Light, 2014; Hassanin et al., 2018). Such an approach has shown to produce 
a more socially appreciative understanding of coaching philosophy and its reality in 
coaching practice. This, however, is difficult without an in-depth understanding of the 
context achieved from having access; therefore, social capital, however earned, is also 
a crucial consideration for researchers when planning to carry out data collection. 
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Although it is important not to become overly attuned with the setting (as the effects of 
power relations and social structure can be missed when immersed within them) 
therefore researchers’ reflexivity is also important (see methodology chapter, page 85).   
 The use of Bourdieu’s work has been useful to explain the structuring and 
structured nature of practice. I drew on Bourdieu’s thinking tools to help understand 
the (re)construction of coaching philosophy in practice. This is the first study to do so, 
therefore, it has extended his work deeper into the coaching space by further 
illuminating the meeting place of agency and structure (i.e. habitus) that structured and 
is structuring of what coaches do; when, why and how they do it. A view on coaching 
practice that has been evidenced by others (e.g. Christenson, 2009; Cushion & Jones, 
2014; Townsend & Cushion, 2015) but now in coaching philosophy – this 
understanding would help future sociological research when battling between coaches’ 
underpinnings and the undergird of experience, culture, tradition and relations of power. 
From this viewpoint, more research in coaching philosophy and sports coaching is 
needed on the unconscious nature of practice, a topic that Bourdieu’s thinking tools 
have started to support (e.g. Light & Evans, 2013; Cushion & Jones, 2014; Hassanin & 
Light, 2014; Townsend & Cushion, 2015; Hassanin et al., 2018). Aside from this 
research, no other studies have applied sociological thinking to coaching philosophy 
specifically, an area of endeavour worthy of further exploration and, as Lyle and 
Cushion (2017) suggests, a window of opportunity has been opened for similar research 
using other sociology in different sports and domains. Moreover, the recommendations 
from the current study (page 157) as a coach education intervention could be a fruitful 
area to explore. For example, an action research approach could be implemented to 
understand coaches’ experiences of developing reflexive, sociological and 
philosophical tools to inform, challenge and guide their practice. After coaches have 
developed a clear separation between a tactical and technical model and a philosophy 
of coaching with an understanding of reflexive sociology (see Figure 6) it would be 
useful to understand how they implement this framework into practice in their particular 
field. In addition, an important recommendation, as well as a limitation of this study, 
would be to include the players voices in the research because players are fundamental 
to the coaching process (Cushion, 2016). Although time consuming, this depth of work 
is important when trying to understand such a complex phenomenon, such as 
philosophy of coaching and coaches’ practice. 
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Coaching Philosophy 
Participant Information Sheet 
 
Principle researcher: Mark Partington, Loughborough University, M.Partington-
08@student.lboro.ac.uk 
 
Supervisor: Dr. Chris Cushion, Loughborough University, C.Cushion@lboro.ac.uk. 
 
What is the purpose of the study? 
 
Although limited in number, past studies and anecdotal literature on coaching 
philosophy have provided different frameworks and definitions of what a coaching 
philosophy is and what it might contain. Instead of providing clarification and 
understanding the current work provides a confusion of rhetoric philosophy or 
ideological statements of intent instead of true philosophical underpinnings that guide 
a coaches practice. Understanding coaching philosophy could be seen as the corner 
stone of coaching with it underpinning all coaches’ behaviour and practice. 
Identifying what really underpins a coach’s practical philosophy through 
philosophical questions will help academics and coach education gain a more realistic 
understanding of a complex area of interest. A clear understanding of what a coaching 
philosophy consists of and how it is implemented and developed will help inform 
coach education in the development of coaches’ behaviour and practice.  
 
Research aims 
1. Conceptualise a practical coaching philosophy. 
2. Understand the implementation of a coach’s practical philosophy in practice. 
 
Who is doing this research and why? 
 
The research will be done by Mark Partington for the requirements of PhD. The 
supervisor is Dr. Chris Cushion.  
 
Once I take part, can I change my mind? 
 
Yes. After you have read this information and asked any questions you may have we 
will ask you to complete an Informed Consent Form, however if at any time, before, 
during or after you wish to withdraw from the study please just contact the main 
investigator. You can withdraw at any time, for any reason and you will not be asked 
to explain your reasons for withdrawing. 
 
However, once the results of the study are published and the dissertation has been 
submitted (expected to be by October 2017), it will not be possible to withdraw your 
individual data from the research. 
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Will I be required to attend any sessions and where will these be? 
 
Coaching sessions as normal and two or more interviews. Location will be Wigan 
Athletic Academy, St. John Rigby College. 
 
How long will it take? 
 
One interview should take around 1 hour. 
 
Is there anything I need to do before the sessions? 
 
No. 
 
Is there anything I need to bring with me? 
 
No 
 
What personal information will be required from me? 
 
Age. 
Coaching qualifications. 
Coaching experience. 
 
Are their any risks in participating? 
 
No. 
 
Will my taking part in this study be kept confidential? 
 
All data and information collected will be stored in a secure place and kept 
confidential till the end of the study were all data and information will be destroyed. 
 
What will happen to the results of the study? 
 
The results of the study will be included and used in the research. 
 
I have some more questions who should I contact? 
 
Mark Partington. Email: M.Partington-08@student.lboro.ac.uk 
Mobile: 07894828464.  
 
What if I am not happy with how the research was conducted? 
 
The University has a policy relating to Research Misconduct and Whistle Blowing 
which is available online at: 
http://www.lboro.ac.uk/admin/committees/ethical/Whistleblowing(2).htm 
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INFORMED CONSENT FORM  
 
 
The purpose and details of this study have been explained to me. I understand that this 
study is designed to further scientific knowledge and that all procedures have been 
approved by the Loughborough University Ethical Advisory Committee. 
 
I have read and understood the information sheet and this consent form. 
 
I have had an opportunity to ask questions about my participation. 
 
I understand that I am under no obligation to take part in the study. 
 
I understand that I have the right to withdraw from this study at any stage for any 
reason, and that I will not be required to explain my reasons for withdrawing. 
 
I understand that all the information I provide will be treated in strict confidence and 
will be kept anonymous and confidential to the researchers unless (under the statutory 
obligations of the agencies which the researchers are working with), it is judged that 
confidentiality will have to be breached for the safety of the participant or others.  
 
I agree to participate in this study. 
 
 
 
                    Your name 
 
 
 
              Your signature 
 
 
 
Signature of investigator 
 
 
 
                               Date 
 
 
 
